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INTRODUCTION

The field of study commonly referred to as "school crime and violence"

is relatively new. It began in the late 1960s and early 1970s as school

districts started responding to increased costs of property destruction

and serious threats of student riots by forming offices of school security.

As these offices began collecting information on the nature and extent

of crime and violence in their schools, nationally aggrigated figures

first began to appear. School systems developed wide ranges of "intervention

programs" to deal with perceived p oblems, professional associations made

"position statements' condemning crime and violence, and Congress held

hearings in an attempt establish a common viewpoint.

Unlike most other fields of study in our current times, the area of

"school-crime and violence" has been created by pragmatic action rather

than by:academic study. This point is particularly important, for-it helps

to explain the seemingly unending flow of unrelated-and uncoordinated-local

programs and policies, all of which are aimed at trying to curtail

the amorphous entity called "school crime," Further, all this-. 10d 1

has taken place amidst lively post hoc academic debate over whether or not

"violence Problems" in schools are/ out of proportion to What-Should reasonably

iniative

expecteck considering the tremendous 25-year in rease in numbers of youth

attending schools and the concurrent influx into schools of expensive and

modern instructional equipment. In any event, academicians are now becoming

involved in many aspects of this field, and papers outlining-theories of

school-based deviancy are at last beginning to appear.

theory papers is one such appearance.

This collection-J:1-
.



In-late 1974

Background

Congress required HEW to conduct a study to determine'

the nature and extent-of school-based crime and violence- and to determine

-what schoolSand school systeMs were doing to combat this problem. Within

-nine months, the National Institute of Education, which was charged with-

oollecting--much-of this -information,-prepared to,release..the. Request for

Proposal (RFP) for the Safe School Study.

In he course of the HEW internal review -f--the-RFP gOidelines, the

-Office :of-the Assistant Secretary-for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) noted

thatthi-s- proposed study was about -to be conducted in a-field which was

ill defined -and poorly understood.

AtthiS -pOint, ASPE decided that it would be consistent with the intent

f Congress to develop a- collection of papers. exploring.theo

based crime. iIt was expected that such a coiled-tied .coUld be:prepared for

release concurrent with release of the-Safe- scnobil- Study,- itself-

By early. 1976, ASPE -had released its 00- RFP--tO 'collect-papers on

"Theoretical Perspectives on Poverty and School Crime." The-contract was

awarded to:the.-National Council on Crime and Delinquency's Research Center

in Devis;--California. Work began on June 15, 1975; manuscripts were

solicited beginning in early July., and manuscripts were due back-to -NCC rom

authors -by -late Fall of that year.

Fo a_ variety of easons -- but primarily because of the unexpectedly

large response of:interested scholars---deadlines were continually passed

Whereas -all works were originally-due to HEW in a final edited for0--by

February,-1977 in actuality raw works were still being collected f

authors at that time. The final assembly of papers were turned in

in early 1978.



When turnediP Works were in two volumes. Volume One consists of

forty papers totalling-4560 pages. Volume Two consists of bwelve papers

totalling 287 pages. All papers in Volume One are edited, and conform

-in style, tone, and format. Papers. in Volume .Two are not edited: indeed,

many still contain editorial notes on:the author's original text. Papers

the second volume were judged either--too short or too tangential to the

stated topics to be included in the edited voluMe. (SPECIAL NOTE: A

thirdv-lume is anticipated. Twelve-published papers-.that-have-come to

this reviewers attention -- and which are directly germain to this subject

area -if were analyzed and graded along with the papers collected by NCCD.

Since -these are published works, permission from authors to include their

rks in a third volume is required. -APE is currently in the proCest_df----

collecting these required permissions, and the third volume should be-available

by the Sumner -of 1979. Sources for papers in Volume Three are listed-in :2_

Appendik-G.) Purchase information for Volumes One and Two is listed below.

Purpose of This Volume

Because the articles produced under the NCCD contract totalled almost

2000 pages, ASPE commissioned this SUMMARY VOLUME for the alma purpose

of guiding readers to the longer, original works. In that light, this

volume is designed to give enough of an overview of each article to permit

readers decide for themselves-whether .or not to seek out the original::

A 1!:221-EX use of this volume concerns Federal, State, and local -level

sion-makers and researchers. The reviewer of these papers has made

narrative comments, as applicable, concerning the value each paper has for

various audiences. Since these narrative comments are set apart from the

summary of-each paper -- and since the headings of the comments Are self-



explanatory -- no further comment is here required.

This volume summarizes, analyzes, and discusses the fifty-two papers

on theoretical perspectives of school-crime and poverty solicited by NCCD

for ASPS, for the purpose of illuminating findings from the Safe School Study

Report to Congress. It also analyzes twelve papers not included in the

original NCCD solicitation.

The content of this volume can be viewed in three parts. First, the

body of this work, which summarizes each author's article and briefly

discusses major ideas, particular problems, implications for further research,

and so forth Second, Appendices A and B, which provide various cross-

referencing systems which can be used for selecting certain readings

within the overall collection. Third, Appendix D. which provides

information relating to the grading of documents across clarity, novelty,

and utility dimensions.

How To Obtain in Volumes_

Supporting Volumes One and Two can be purchased from the National

Technical InfOrmation Service, Springfield, Virginja-_ 22161. Volume` One

carries -thi.dOcument..code-P31279529-oosts 45-in-h4rd-Copy end$6J5 in

microfiche... ..Volume Two carries the- document code P5_ 279530,-costs: $9.25

in hard coPyi'ai103,.00 in microfiche --As previously mentioned, Volume_

Three is not yet available, but -a listing of sources for the ihdiOdu-at'

:oatiers is provided,injAppendix C;.



DOCUMENT A

AN AESTHETIC THEORY OF SCHOOL VANDALISM
Allen, Vernon L. and David B. Greenberger
University of Wisconsin

SUMMARY: After a brief and excellent survey of current vandalism typologies,
authors go on to describe why this crime category is so difficult to understand.
They astutely observe confusion resulting from calling "vandalism" any act
resulting from unexplained events that caused damage. Authors explain that
this confusion makes it doubly hard to understand the "causes" of vandalism.

This-_paper, in attempting to enlighten audiences on causes of vandalism,
foduses not on-an all - encompassing theory,- -but only on the "environmental

or stimulus characteristics in destruction."

In--discussing the aesthetic.- theory. of vandalism, authors overview the-concept

that'destrtiction of itself can have creative and rewarding aspects .that':
-destrUctiOn can be- stimulating -and- -fun. From this position, arguments :. lead

to ways situational /environmental variables can increase,or,decrease-the.
aesthetiC Pleasure of destruction. These variables include:-.COMPLEXITY;-
EXPECTATIONS, NOVELTY; PSYCHOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES; and ORGANIZATION (patterning/

grouping). Laboratory experiments to test s.trengthSofthese.,_variables.

are:disduSSed. Statistical findings are presentedJo'charts.iand in tables.

The.most,fundamental conclusion was..that-"schdol vandalism could be greatly

reduced simply -by making it .a less enJOYableaXperience-foriparticipant
NuMerous recommendations for aCcomplishingthiSAoalareWovided, inclUding

Tecommendations-.abdigt building materials and structural
for students and staff at the local school level are also inclined.

AJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: Cohen's typology of vandalism is probably the most

useful one currently in existence. It accounts for virtually all subsets of
vandalism (acquisitive; tactical; ideological; vindictive; play; and
malicious)., Anyone working in this field should_be familiar with it.

The way objects look before and after destruction has major impact on whether

that object (after- repair) or similar objects (if a repeating pattern) will-:

be vandalized.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: The idea that the "vandalism" label is

applied AF ER THE FACT and 'as such is a catch-all term used to explain

otherwise unexplainable damage is insightful. What this --says is
the sub - categories of vandalism are known and understood, itis:impossible

toconduct-vandaTTSm-prevention programs. Recommendation: support programs/

Policles/research in the VANDALISMarena only when it can be demonstrated

that all parties understand the clouded nature of_durrent-use of thts-term

snd provide explanations of ways they_prOpose avoiding perpetuating'.the

grOblem.

LOCAL PLICATIONS: That an analYsiS- of r-sites-at-risk cam:be=made

according -to the six - -- noted- variables controlling -olititation'--to vandalism
_

on the parts schools has important ramifications at local level: -_

For example, examination of.frequently vandalizedAreas'for,clues regarding

aesthetic pleasure derived from destruction should be an--accepted routine.-_ _



--vandalisrn-is a catch -all term with a variety of sub-categoi-ies (See

' warn scnool or schoOl -district admi ni strators
tha ndajiirn:frevention Strategies must fol low from carefull:y analyzed
categer-rzatiOr of TYPES of vandalism incidents. That is-, where -there is
aertrali zed` rEiCordfng of "vandaliSrn incidents ,'' additional -:sutv7categori es
of -'vandal isle should be establ ished in order to better interdict 'unwanted
behaviors,

_

PRCBLEMS: Research methodology -- The findings of the I abonator-y- experiments
may, be somewhat biased in that the subjects were college students. This
is most likely to make a difference on the findi ng that "stimulus complexity"
of the object to be vandalized affects the li kel ihcod that it wi 11 , indeed,
be vandali zed . Since it is fair to presume that coil ege youtli are somewhat

more oriented toward complex stimuli than are a sampling of vandals (which,
by the way, has never been done)) it follows that some degree of bias will
be reflected in the concl us ion that i ncreased s ti rnu1 us-cornplexi ty highly
correlates with increased target-selection.

114PLICATIOINS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Particularly noteworthy is that FIRE
the stimu us characteristics that assure a very high hedonic value."

Fi re analysis along the lines discussed in this chapter would be very
interesting from a iL-41./e21.tion point of view. Fi res in schools are by
far the most costly single-act occurrences in terms of monetary loss.

DCICLJMEMT 13

TI-FE MASS MEDIA AND SCHOOL CRIME

David. L. Althei de
Arizona State University

SUMMARY It i s the major premise of this arti cle that youth crime (including
crimes taking place in schools) are heavily shaped and publically defined
by the media' s presentation of culturally acceptable and unacceptable
behavior,

Research into effects of heav media saturation show certain cumulative
effects Among firdings scussed are the sense of "extended kin groupings"

fe,lt between TV viewers and constantly reappearing "-family" show characters;
overestimation of -the extent of law enforcement presence in the U.S.;
overestimation of the threat of crime-related dangers; and a reduction in
trust levels toward other persons.

Discussion of the youth culture -focuses not on "proving" that there is such

a thing , but on showing some of the nani festations o-f it. Sore of the
prominert thernes from popular records, motion pictures, and television shows

are discussed,



n relatiniumass media-to the youth culture, author points out that "youth

culture-is-both-a-product-and a' target of_the =mass media." On the one,hand,_

'certain_radio stations and television program owe their existence to the
allegianceof'youth,-and on the other hand, many films, records, and publi-
cations, are,prepared'and marketed specifically to take advantage of such
allegiances. Many-examples, of this dual relationship are provided. An

-interesting-aspect of this part of the paper is that discussing some of the
'television showswhich present nostalgic views of adolescent life in the
1950s.- Author points out that these shows uniformly glorify the "cute, silly,
innoCent, fun" side of characters -- like The Font -- that would, in actuality,
have been heavily censured by adult society at that time.

Tying mass media and uth culture to school-based crime, author notes:
"together, the mass media and [ 'storted] nostalgic reflections of former
youth...may unwittingly promote deviant activities among youth, including
acts troublesome to school personnel." No substantiation of this proposition

is attempted. Very little discussion of implications of media to school

based crime is provided.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: Author points out that there is a cultural assumption
that youth are incapable of fulfilling "really important" roles. Further,

he pointsdut-that general adult attitudes reflect that "every 'normal' adult

in expected by his peers to have done at least one disreputable deed" in his

yoOth. The combined interpretation, then, is that "youth is a time of
:irresponsibility, searching, and fun" when acts of deviancy are perfectly

acceptable.

.LOCAL POLICY _IMPLICATIONS: Given the logic of the previous paragraph, schools-

and-,.schoolAiStriCts shOuld take steps to counter those aspects -of media.

.programming whiCh promote acceptability of deviancy. Schools should

build on the idea that youth can -- indeed -- be a time for fulfilling "really

important" roles.

FEDERAL POLICY_IMPLICATIONS: None that are not already in place. The

Federal Communications Commission monitors the same shows discussed by the

author, and public - interest- groups -- such as the PTA -- constantly raise

the same points raised in this article.

PROBLEMS: This is avowedly conjectural, unsubstantiated, and-probably
unprovable. Although it all makes sense, it could not form the basis for

program planning in a Nation with a freely constituted (uncontrolled) media.

Although this paper is supposed to be discussing school violence as it is

affected by media impact on youth cultures, this is not done. The roblem that

school crime generally (or certain crimes, specifically) may be enhance or

in part caused by media influence is never engaged in an intellectual fashion.

Only three of the thirty pages of this article address the impact media might

have on schools -- and even then only in the broadest sense.

CATIONS -F R= FURTHER RESEARCH: None.



"A RATIONALE AND _MODEL FOR THE TRA

_ =WITH DISRUPTIVE- YOUTH
:Bell-, Raymond and Elizabeth SemMel-
Lehigh:University (Bethlehem, PA)

--SUMMARY:: his article addresses the-perCeiVedneedforAdentffication: and

traintOgjof=j.peronnelOmplenient programs to Joipprevntidisruptive; and
delincJentattSin: sdhOolS; Authors observe that current teacher - training

systems aren't appropriately preparing today's educators to handle :unruly-

youthThe authors see the solution to high levels of student crime and
.violehmA.is lying. in .new training models fur .teachers.

Authors cite nationally aggregated data-collected by the Senate Delinquency

Subcommittee. in- 1974 -as "evidence" that teachers need to be better. trained.

(Presumably: the argument is that if teachers were better trained to reduce

violence, these figures would not be so high that training .actuallywill

serve as a successful interdiction of unwanted behavior'') Authors go on

to review some of. the literature dealing with-the roles schools can and. do.

play -in' contributing,to.or preventing delinquency.. The'next level of analysis.

Aeals,Withthe,potential role of teachers in preventing unwanted student acts.

And herein lie the substantive .and logical errors which invalidate :the

approach'takenty this article (see "problems" section, below).

AUthors..go on .to..describe their proposed training models. The three components

of:Alegnesisiremedial skills; crisis intervention skills; and .knowledge of

commUnitY.are. -intertwined into both models-. The stated purpose .of_these,-

programs ("to prepare teachers...to work with those studentsWho'Can-be

described (a) disruptive, (b). delinquent, (c) socially-Maladjusted, and /or

'(d) dysfUnctional behavior"). is reviewed and described at length.

The two program models are then described.

Model_A is a training-program at the graduate level designed to teach teachers

Fiiiar'turnon the turned-off youth." Diagnostic,- remedial, and crisis

intervention components- would be stressed. Close-working relationships with

comMunity, persons and agencies would be required. The core of this program

is a one -year internship as a teacher in an appropriate school setting.
SeleCtion.criteria for teachers are provided, as are the general contents of

topics-being proposed.

Model B is an'in-service model for teachers utilizing 10-15 teachers from

ea-ChciT-3-5target schools. This is a 10 -month program stressing: (a) remedial

teaching;-.(b) learning disabilities; and (c) crisis management. Those teachers

-completing the course would fall into one of the following categories: (Wthe

crisis-intervention teacher; (b) the alternative school teacher; or (c) the

"ombudsman". teacher. They would serve within their local schools -- as

special resources, as needed.

NINE OP EDUCATIO AL SPEOIALISTS TO WORK

PROBLEMS: Authors equate "delinquency" with the sociological school of

culture-conflict deviancy. ,, That is, disadvantaged youth with their _set of

norm i claSh with teachers and administrators that have a different,set-cf-.

norms. This leads to the students "getting in trouble" in Ways that'increase

stress-With-authoritY:figures and set up a "we-they" situation in school. No
;

attention, isAiven to'middle- or upper-class defiance or deviancy, and no



attention is given to defiance to or deviance-from rural or-suburban norm
as a_result, the resulting' "train ng model" is horribly biased and would
only_teapplicable in the most seriously disturbed urban settings. Authors

= fail to recognize this weakness,

LOCALPOLICYAMPLICATIONS:Adaptations are-possible.-.frihighcri0chools.
ThOrelhingprograms =- particularly the in-service :one---HareSOUnd,A0--
-.SOfheWhat: misdirected -.due- to f-a61.V. Premises.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: None

DOCUMENT D

JUVENILE OFFENDERS AND THE SCHOOLS
Briscoe, Cecil D.
Kern High School District (California)

-SUMMARY:- This paper concerns itself with the general problem of interface

between the justice and education systems when scho61 reentry is about to

take place. The setting for the case study is one high school it California.

MOch. of the, background information is discussed in the context of the

California jUstice and education systems. Author points out that in 1970,

5% of California's total youth population between ages of 10-17 (150,067

youth) were admitted to juvenile halls. BecauSe virtually all these-youth had

to be reintegrated into the education system, and because traditional

reintegration has never been systematic and thoughtfuL the, authorsees

this-_topic as a subject worthy of greater attention.

Literature is reviewed, wherein concensus is reached that the most important-

issue:for a returning juvenile is whether there is a person in school to

whom he/she can relate for counselling and guidance. Traditionally the

person:is not within the school setting, but is a parole officer (or.a

probation officer if youth was adjudicated delinquent without a sentence

of. incarCeration). -Evidence shows that probation/parole officers carry such

--heavy: case-loads that they can seldom -- if ever fulfill the needed role

of support- for returning juveniles.

Author overviews a-number of attempts previously made to address this service

gap. ':Examples- include: juvenile court/school liaison; police/school.liaison;-

citizenship training centers; work-experience programs; citizen-volunteer

counselling; halfway houses; and. so forth.-

4P-Orlert-§:-of:One-:.high:schooFin' California are used toAemonstrate-a,_

"successful" programHfrohltheeuthor'slperSpectiVe, contractual

1.i.ai's.On:44;asstobliShedwith the county's probation departmentAworder



assure: (a) notification of impending release of youth to be reassigned to

that school; (by a probation/parole officer accompanies said youth to school

for interview and counselling; and (c) probation/parole officer linked once
_

'every two weeks withschool-diStrict-employed tutors assigned to said youth.

Theieducational counterpart to the efforts of the county's probation and

Parolelsoffices are briefly discussed. Results of this approach include the
finding-that 66% of the reintegrated youth completed the school year (as

opposed to the pre-program completion rate of 10%). Social, behavioral,

attitudinal tests all indicated "signiflcant positive strides."

PROBLEMS: This paper does not propose a theory°, it describes a linkage process

after discussing -- only in the most general and simplistic terms -- the need

for such linkages. No comprehensive implementation model is provided.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Since the case load problems of probation and
parole officers are well known, and since the need for a returning juvenile

to have close supervision and counselling is also well known, it is reasonable

that the Federal government promote policies and programs that further develop

alternative linkages that state youth authority agencies can establish with

education systems. Representatives from the Bureau of Prisons, the National

Institute of Corrections, and the Office of-Juvenile Justice

could be' formed into a Working Task Force in conjunction with appropriate

representatives from Labor and HEW to develop guidelines and/or strategies

for local implementation which would address issues central to students

reentering schools from correctional facilities.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: This chapter can serve as a guide to local schools

with respect to programs easily implemented to help ease the reintegration

of youth returning from correctional institutions. CAUTION: this paper 0714

presents one case study -- and even that is not in sufficient detail to be

touted as a program model.

MAJOR' IMPORTANT IDEAS: None

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: A cataloguing of approaches useful to

schools, school districts, and state and county juvenile justice systems

directed at easing the transition from incarceration to school would be

appropriate.

DOCUMENT E

DEVIANT SUBCULTURES AND THE SCHOOLS
Coleman, James W.
CaliforniaPolytechnic State University

.SUMMARY: This paper is concerned with extending the theory of subcultural

delinqUency to include offenses commonly committed in schools -- and to

propose countermeasures schools can take to combat acts committed by

40hereritSto:SU6601tUral norms



By way of setting._thp tone, author points out that the ma y o Juvenile
Offenses_are-cate4bricallyAifferent from adult actions. , It is observec:Fthat

-1the FBI's Uniform Crime _Re ortsJ14ts-adult offenses (in order of'frequency.
= of-arrest)as- eing a ca cohol related;-(b) OroPertY--=,related; and
violence related On the other hand, -juvenile-arrests are most freouently,f0r:_
(0)-larCehyitheft;;..,(b) runawayitrOancy/curfew: and (c) narcotic violations'.

When combining these data with juVenile selfreportstudies,,author'posits'
that'itis-ap inescapable --conclusion thatjuvenile.orime,is -overwhelmingly

Agroup phenomenon."

Once the .nature of- juvenile offenses has been established, author moves

on to an explanation of deviant subcultures and their impact on society. It is

explained that deviancy stands out by virtue of the societal chhd .mh

it elicits. That is, deviant acts are not only thoSe seen as "different''
from normative standards, but also those condemned by majority society.

At this point, author acknowledges that a logic leap is required to establish

that juveniles committing censured acts subscribe to a deviant subculture.

(NOTE: Author tries-to make that link stronger by citing urban delinquency

and gang delinquency studies which contain self-report data showing group_

violation rates-. By using these studies, author. has taken an action which

immediately weakens this paper and gives it an urban bias which affects the

generalizability of the findings.)

Byway of explaining delinquent subcultures in schools --that is,- by way of

.explaining_ how students could want to form a unified resistance to the

-authority of the school - -- author calls on hittnial lalnii of-pressures

to which youth are subjected. (Author pointSOUt:that. studies-of Irish .and

Italian Subcultures are frequently analyzed in this:, manner.) -The work.of'

Albert.Cohen.is singled out as most useful for peneral understanding of

the formation of subcultures. Cohen observes that subcultures are:formed by
people-.seeking peer support for solutions to problems. when the approved,

traditional -solutions are found to be unworkable or unacceptable.. This

appliesto- the author's.contention that subcultural activity flourishes in

schools because schools pose problems .for adolescents that only can be

remedied through formation of subcultures that oppos.e the -school.-

Implications of this line of reasoning for public-school policy are discus

The key_ to all recommendations made by the author hinges on the

of "programSwhith discourage the formation and transmission of deviant

subcultures." Author points out that compensatory education has been a well

publicjzed-program designed to meet atademiCineeds:of the socially And
educationally. disadvantaged --. and has had the effect of blocking subculture

formation that Could'result from "blocked goal attainment." Author also

obserVes that'schools.wherein multiple and complex rules govern student

behavior invite formation of a defiant subculture benton.proving.that the

school admInistration can't enforce its own rules. Recommendation is to..

avoit[CoMplek.--rules and promote only ones that are rational:ant:treasonable..
(NOTE::-This-recommendation is consistent with case study-findings of NIE's: 1_ 77..

Safe School_ Stud. )

-,-The'"double-bind " -in which- schools find. themselves concerning deviant youth

'iO*USSedand must:be understood-by program-:planners,wor4ing in schools.



The bind_ ocuses on whether or not to allow deviant youth to remain

",regulae'classes. _On,the one hand, leaving them in classes may spread the

deviancy-(and certainly spreads the disruption), but on the other hand,

isolation weakens the image of school in student's eyes (since the scho

administration evidently can't deal with the youth in a traditional manner)

while,concurrentlyJpringing notoriety to isolated-youth-AND forming groups

of:hard-care deviants who'mav:reinforce'each other and solidify whatever

deviant subculture already exits among them. Author pointstfut that

subcuItural-theary is instructive on this point, for it could counsel

strongly - against - placing deviant-students-in special'classes in the Same

school with "regular" students. Author concludes that crime in school is

merely one part of crime in society, and that schools really can't do
much about it.

PROBLEMS:- .Not many conclusions are drawn from the presented evidence.. Not
many practical ideas are included in the discussion. This really is a piece

°faced60c theory -- albeit.a piece that has been-well put together.- Most
notably lacking would be reports of studies that substantiated the idea that
juvenile offenses are group offenses --'upon which rests virtually all the

logicfor. this article. Author's avowed weakness is that he argues from,H.
specific-typesof.case studies (gang behaviors) for certain types of offenses
(property destruction; drug use) and then extrapolates to Hall'yoUth"-- This
_article:would be considerably improved if it were to be limited to discussion

of iMpactS of KNOWN DEVIANT SUBCULTURES on schools.

FEDERAL POLICY' .IMPLICATIONS: None.

LOCAL POLICY_ IMPLICATIONS: The idea that people (in this.case students). will

form deviant subcultures when legitimate redress of reasonable problems becomes

bleOked'is potentially useful. In schools or school districts where consid7.-

erable aoitation is felt among a group of students, analysis of the situation

from the-perspective that the social anization of the school is

contributing factor would be usefu

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Longitudinal studies are not recommended,

for.it is this- reviewer's opinion that the concept of subcultural deviancy

which is propounded by this author is a theory which grew-out of culture-clash

Problems Yilich no longer exist. Since the advent of busstygln the-late 1960s

to aohieVe-school integration, teacher sensitivity to the needs of students

of different cultural backgrounds has largely been accomplished.

DOCUMENT F

CHILDREN IN JAIL
Cottle, Thomas J.
Boston Universtiy Medical School



SUMMARY -_This paper does not present a theory: it begins with discussion of
6i7alint to Oich.children'have been jailed and the nature of those who have
this experience It then presents a number of "life studies"''of jailed youth..
_

= =

ng,.extensivejy. from tne:LawEnforcement'AS list nce Admin stra ti On. 's

1974-. Children Children's-Defente-Pund'SH-

--197$..pUbliCatiOn'_'thildr6n s authorr-reviewS the "current"

".CUrrent"'Meint 1970) si tes of,youfh. wi thiricoreCtional. and

many'-,f the''reisdhs:ihi:dhtiOren:ShOUldn't be',there.AUthornotesSurVey-.,
findings in`cludjng "the'following: about°600 000 youth (averaging 16 -17. years

-of age) in jails in 1970; average prison term was six days; the number

of children REPORTED to be in jails increased almost 90% betWeen 1960.and
1960; 'and-less than 20% jailed youth are failed for committing violent acts.
Among the.. author's list of*concerns about'jailing youth are these: crimes
which juveniles dommit are different frOm adultoffensesiboth in terms of
nature-and severity; jails breed criminals; jails punish -- children need
TOTFiails-aren't prepared to continue childrens' formal education; and
so forth.

Introduding the sections on the life studies of jailed youth, the-author
explains how his interest in this topic originated, and the personal
psychological problems that he had to overcome in order to conduct successful
interviews in jail settings with adolescents.

The life studies generally describe conditions in correctional facilities

--- adjustment problems, emotional feelings, traumatic experiences. The

strong case is made-that prison situations are terribly damaging to youth:

damaging psychologically, 'emotionally,: and educationally.- ..After recounting

these. interviews, author discusses many. of the terrible and lingering
consequences 'for youth that result from incarceration. Issues include:

trauma-induced physical and psychological ailments; loss of sense of control

over personal decisions;. disorientation; lack of peer -acceptability;- and

so forth. Conclusions tend to be limited to author's feelings that placing

children.in.jail is an outrage-that does society no good and,doeS the child

lasting harm.

PROBLEMS: Author does not seem at all .aware of the-mid-1970s push by the

Justice Department to 'decriminalize status offenders. Since a great deal

of the early argument made by the author stresses that status offenders

frequently serve ranger sentences than felons .-- because.. correctional
administrators have no way to judge when a juvenile should be released from

protective custody -- and that this is a grievous injustice to such youth,
itisYdifflcUlt. now to read this article without a sense that it is
hooeles-sly out of date- Article presents -no -new ideas.

PEDERALLPOLI&_IMPLICATIONS: There may be some appropriate role that some
Of.the dtViSiOns, of the Justice Department may play.with respect to-providing:

recommendations and/or funding for support services for jailed youthi...but----

..
overall these sorts of problems are left to local initiativeS, formost,
jUvenileS:are 'incarcerated for non-federal offenses..

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: It may_bereasonable for local correctional

-,plannersta.censider support tervides-JorJncarcerated.juVeniles. BY-'10t



of providing a cautionary, note: this topic is a common one -- and a well-worn

one-at that. The level of investigation and the broad nature of the

conclusions makes it Pragmatically inapplicable to local Planners, although

the concepts and position statements are valid and usefully repeated.

IMPLICATIONS-FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: It might be .interesting to study the

-nature of criminal-offenses which reslut in placement of juveniles in the

various kinds of correctional facilities (e.g.: medium security; high security;

correctional farm; work-release to local jail; city jail; county jail; and so

h)

IAJOR IMPORTANT IDEA None.

DOCUMENT G

INTRINSIC-REWARDS IN SCHOOL CRIME
Csikszentmihalyi,.Mihaly and Reed Larson

The University of Chicago

SUMMARY: Article begins by astutely noting that schools are-small social

systems and that problems therein can thus be addressed using a systems

approach.. "Like any other social system, schools can survive only as long

as people are motivated to act according to patterns of constraints which-

characterize the behavior complex we call the school." In this context,

.authors-"are interested primarilyin the-students' lack of motivation to

accept the constraints of school systems," for this unwillingness to accept

-school,designated constraints translates pragmatically into diSorder,

disruptinn, and school-based crime "as manifested in acts of vandalism,

bunglary,larcent, assault on other-students and on teachers."

Authors stress that positive and negative actions in schools are invariably

motivated by:...(a) the extrinsic mechanisms of discipline and grades; (b) the

means -end. relationship of school behaVior to students' longterm goals, and/or

(c) the- immediate-intrinsic satisfactions obtainable in different activities.

This is so because singly or in combination, these three groups of reasons

represent -- at an abstract and theoretical level - almost the.entire range

of reasons. -for allegiance or non-allegiance to rules established within

-social- systems. This article -focuses on the third of these reasons --.

namely that-decrease in the intrinsic motivation to become eduCated concurrent

with an increase in the enjoyment of engaging in antisocial/criminal

behaviors- leads to increasing rates of unwanted and criminal acts-in schools.

In discussing sTile_ir4 enj oyment, authors observe that youth engaging in

School-censured behavior frequently act under the constraints of an-. antisocial

system which thereby defines further antisocial behavior. _Literature .is

reviewed for the prupose of showing that criminologists and sociologists have

historically agreed that much juvenile crime is apparently undertaken for

enjOyment rather-than for practical or monetary gain. Literature. is. then

)-01/1pw.e4 Concerning theories of:enjoyment, particularly the interrelationShip
petternal.*tiOUlationchallengesYand personal control (skills)-.,

termed, "flow

- - -



,between challenges and skills. Authors point out that in these times,
goals are deer, sense of personal control is strong, and feedback is
immediate. The contrary conditions -- resulting in boredom,frustration, and
anxiety-- occur when there is little or no feedback on the quality of one's
efforts and the work appears either greatly above or below perceived skill
levels. -Authors note that "it is important to realize that the flow experience,

_ while personally rewarding, is socially neutral. Like physical energy, it
can be used for productive or destructive ends."

The distussi6r(cOncerningjloW---experientesAn,sChbOls begins_--withthe.
.obserVatfonthat-frOM the VieWpaint of engineering positive- intrinsic
motivation, schools are organized completely incorrectly. .

Recent- studies

wherein students rated relationships between various classroom challenges and
personal skill levels show only 40% of the classes near the opitmum levels
ofstudents. -Indeed, authors note that schools rarely rely on intrinsic
rewards, rather. on a combination of EXTRINSIC SANCTIONS and --APTrqttic.
TETATUS% Authors then. point to their research in progress,which suggests
"that the frequency of delinquent acts 'reported by secondary students is
inversely correlated with the level of challenges they perceive in school...
while there is no relationship to the level of challenges perceived .out of
School." The conclusion now drawn is that not only are challenges and skills
often mismatched (an.unavoidable problem in a mass educational syStem)-, but
that- evidentlysome students are not at all challenged by schools' offerings.
-The cultural tendency to orient male adolescents towards. competetive athletics
(physical education), and to orient female adolescents towards glamor - consumer
affairs (home economics) has the unfortunate Consequence of relegating--
flow experiences almost exclusively to those activities, to the detriment of

substantive courses.

Discussion-also focuses on implications for the reduction of schoo17based
crimes.. One approach is to strengthen consequences for rule violations
(increase security, enforce heavier penalties); a second approach.is- to
strengthen the "means -ends" roles of schools (assure that skills taught to

youth relate to skills needed for adults); a third approach is to promote
committed involvement of youth with the education system of the school
(restructuring schools so they represent places-of enjoyment rather than
places of anxiety). -Authors conclude by stressing that enjoyment can be
achieved in' any course through learning to -enjoy the acts of learning.

MAJOR- IMPORTANT IDEAS: Schools, as currently constituted,'serve as breeding
groupds'for-..maSses of malcontent, anxious, frustrated persons who will. carry

into adulthoqd'an inability to achieve enjoyment from thoUghtful activity.

Schools, as .currently constituted, reinforce deviant defiant, and unruly

behavior through failure to recognize the importance of matching students'
skills to..school-offered challenges. Such-failure,' on behalf.of schools,
Jortes:-.stUdents to seek rewarding experiences (which match. their. skills-- to

the perCelyed.thallenges) in places other than in- applied,,..thoughtful'work.
Violence and vandalism is an-obvious outlet providing the sought-after
matching..

LOCA.LPOLICYt-IMPLICATIONS: In this-reviewer's opinion, it is vital that local

6.iiieiforS;r'ealize,the:conseqUences of supplying or withvldnr intrinsic
rewardrom youth in light of the .tremendous impact such rewards-have:on,:

all :.-aSpeciSAidoltscent.-(and adult) life.



FEDERAL POLICY IMPL CATIONS: This work deserves being br ught to the

attention, of Federal policy-makers dealing with problems of education in

this countryThere may well be ways that much of the material contained

in this article can be promulgated from a Federal level (such as articles

and monographs and policy statements). Perhaps the most important aspect

oflthis,article is the realization that unless some action is taken,

syndromes, leading to unruly and criminal acts by students will continue
to irritate the forgol educational system until drastic (and d-probably

unsuccessful)remedial action will be forced onto schools and school

districts. Remember: as the-country becomes increasingly oriented toward

technology; the gap between abstract coursework and AdUlt work-tasks becomes

less and less meaningful to youth.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Pilot programs and demonstration

projects to develop aTternative recommendations for schools and school

districts that will enable them to improve the relationship between skills

and challenges seem in order. Also, instruments able to gauge that

relationship would be necessary in order to apply intervention strategies

in classrooms in line with ascertained degrees of need.

PROBLEMS: None.

DOCUMENT H

NEGOTIATING SCHOOL CONFLICTS TO PREVENT STUDENT DELINQUENCY

De Cecco, John P. and John K. Roberts
University of California, San Francisco

SUMMARY: Article begins with an inappropriate definition of "student

delinquency" and progresses to cite inaccurate and misleading data about

the nature and extent of violence and vandalism in American schools (see

"problems" section, below).

Authors observe that educators have traditionally tried to deal with the

problem of "student delinquency" either by avoidance or by force. Avoidance

includes ignoring tardiness or absenteeism, and denying professional or

institutional respdnsibility: use of force includes using work (classwork

or homework) as punishment, hugliation of students before peers, and

banning students from class or from school. Authors point out that frequently

the use of force by persons in authority may cause a certain amount of

escallation of the problem.

Authors posit three sources of school conflict. It is observed, first,

that youth almost universally challenge socializing elements in society

(parents, schools, and so forth); second, that youth are very sensitive to

social inequity; and that third, due to the transient nature of schools,

conflicts 'resolved to the satisfaction of departing students may be

unacceptable to entering students."

InexOlaihtng'whystudents-resortto
delinquentHbehaviorWhen.dealing with

4conflictadthorsosit:.the
to vent anger._



.

This anger, according to the authors, builds up pressure until it "explodes"
irLsomeLform or other. Authors also posit that deviant acts occur because
school authorities frequently don't/won't listen to both sides of a dispute.
A third suggestion is that students who feel blocked from making decisions
relevant to their life and their schooling manifest their frustration in
various forms of unwanted and, contraleaal behavior.

Authors ao on to provide a "model" for conflict negotiation in schools
see "problems" section, below). This model consists of six steps beginning

with both sides expressing verbal anger toward each other, and ending with
both sides agreeing on a timetable for evaluating the implementation of
consessions and agreements.

PROBLEMS: Authors begin article with a confused, inaccurate definition of
°student delinquency." Non-adjudicated youth violating school regulations
are lumped with status offenders as well as with criminal and civil offenders.

Article goes on to cite findings of mid-1970 surveys WHICH HAVE CONSISTENTLY
BEEN REFUTED by every major research work to date -- including the Safe School

This article is hopelessly out of date. Had it been written in 1970, it

would have been accurate. Had it been written in 1974, it could have been

excused. Written after 1976 it is simply absurd. The kind of "negotiations"

that fit the provided model are only designed for mass riot situations.
Authors ignore the most accepted school practices currently in place;
fail to demonstrate an understanding of "the problem" of student violence;
and act as if they are just now inventing the concept of "conflict resolution."

I hasten to point out that even in 1975 the California State Department of

Education was funding a project teaching conflict resolution skills to

students. By 1978, conflict resolution audio-visual materials are available

from many sources.

The "model" for conflict resolution is most appropriate for adult contract

negotiations and least appropriate for adult educators interacting with

adolescent students. The basis for negotiations is that each side has something

to give and to receive. Authors fail to note that students attend schools
by legal decree, and are not in a position to negotiate to the extent
declared in this article. Schools stand in loco parentis with respect to
grievance settlements of the sort recommeanr ar itration.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: None.



DOCUMENT I

VANDALISM,IN HIGH SCHOOLS: AN EXPLORATORY-, ISCUS_

Oucey;_Michael H.
Department of MentalAealth,*State,of-Jilinois

=SUMMARY:- Carefully, avoiding arguMentS. over.the:faultynationally.
_

and carefully liMiting discussion to-oh8-speciflc::type,of

offeriSeAyandalism)-the'author-setS the.stage. for-a thoughtful .article.-on a

prObleM both-jMOortant.-and_turrent.
_ :

The initial step taken in this article is to carefully analyze acts of.

vandalism. .The -first major distinction made by the author focuses on the

intentiofHactiOns,lerming them either SYMBOLIC or PRAGMATIC. Author points

out- that:In-:public:schools, acts of vandalism .aremost- freqUently symbolic:

actre messages in their own right's. -Pragmatic vandalisM,on- the other.

hand; is rarely be found in schools -- but would be typifiecrby._-the commission

of an act meant to-draw attention awe- from_ some other-event .(e.g.). burglary,

theft.,:aild:s9 'forth). The second major distinction made -by the author

focuseSoh-levelS of actions. One level, is the MATERIAL level,_typified by.-

acts °flittering aracts. of arson;:the other level IS 'the: MOTIVATIONAL

level,` typified, by actions that-display rage or frustration!through- .desirUction..:

Author:notes that failUre,to--differentiate between theseYeriousJ_ENtis-..0f-

:_actiVity will frequently lead .to inappropriate. and misdireCtedrespOnSes-:.by.

..authOilttes. Indeed, author points-out-that it is quite likely that..an'

escallating -syndrome might well result..from-a- .failure.clearly_todifferentiate

between -these vandalism types and levels.

The next step-the author makes concerns providing a .context through. which to

observe- adolescent-misbehavior. "To explain the persistence and-wide.

distribution of.vandalism, for example, it-makes provisional and intuitive.

senseto.look for-the source of this behavior ln,thenormal course of

youthfulresponse-to.the experience of..their-social situations.." HALF - CULTURE

is author gives to the state of affairs wherein youtlinormall_ .

commit acts viewed disfavorably by the majority society.. A-half-Cu tOre

designates "a group whose intuitions of values- have found some legitimate

...articulation, but not enough to support a fully autonomous group-project."

BehaViOr which'Conforms to the dictates of such a half-culture "leads to a

sense .of personal honor rather than to a sense of shame."

Author notes that the binding, unifying elements to this youthful. half-

-culture...are conditions--of subordination and marginality inwhichadolestents.

of all backgrounds find themselves subjected by adults. This commonality of

--experience-can be seen to transcend race, culture, and creed.., As an,exaMple,

author points out the pervasive vandalism occurring in our urban as well as

in our:wealthy suburban-schools. Some of the prominent literature is cited.

to -support-the_ i
thesis that youth generally experience' subordinationand

marginality.. The prupose of this argument is to establish that it is a

reasonable postulate- that acts of vandalism occur'not.because of "individual

craziness nor organized conspiracy but...occur-because of.theirinarticulate,

socially supported, and partly legitimatized" claims of being wise and

virtuous acts.



The next step in this logical progression is the presentation of a typology
based,Only on ONE aspect of the youth culture: belief in the legitimacy, of

adult authority: "The types are: (1) the demonstratively deferential, (2)
the'quiesce6t-, (3) =the questioning, (4 °) the truculent, and (5) -the
Authorfurther postulates that the values any individual adolescents will be
,seen'to,'eexhibit range,over any three contiguous postures (e.g.: quiescent/

,questiening/trucalent) Other postulates include: (a) most'youth_fall'Anithe
"quiescent" category; (b) most acts of vandalism are committed by truculent
youth; and (6-least social support for committing ,vandalism is-found in
category one -- most social support is-found in category five.

Author goes on to discuss the operation of the high school -- the adults who

have control over it and the students who must attend it. It is pointed out

that the treatment of school property can frequently become the "focal point

for youthful sentiments about their relationship to the civic whole."
Ethnographic evidence shows that the best protection schools have from
student vandals is the establishment of close ties between students and

school. Many "meanings" of vandalism are discussed in the context of schools

failing to establish intellectual and functional ties with their students.

Four models for responses to high school vandalism are presented. One model

is a "1984" scenario ("dominance/antagonism") dealing with security officers,
police presence, electronic surveillance, and so forth. The logical extension

of this approach is the application to school settings of war strategies and

techniques: an approach not unreasonable for persons believing vandalism to

be purely a behavioral problem. A second model is based on the thesis that

vandalism is-liTTEiFTT7 a !ymboTic problem. In this case, a public relations

campaign would be launched focusing on drawing community members closer to

the workings of the school. A third model is that of negotiation, and fails

to be a viable model -- as the author correctly observes -- because adolescents

living in a transitional, dependent state cannot negotiate with adults in

whom is vested responsibility and authority over the moral, ethical, and

intellectual development of youth. A fourth model for responding to school

vandalism is termed the "parental connection." It is based on the notion that

schools which are perceived as extensions of their families will be victimized

less frequently by adolescents.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The concept that vandalism is a complex topic

consisting of TYPES and LEVELS, and partially encouraged. by the ethics of

teenage HALF-CULTURE is academically intriguing. When these ideas are

combined with ideas from other theorists addressing the intrinsic rewards of

unacceptable youthful behaviors, local policy directives can, be_derived_

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Empirical investigation of causes of vandalism

in schools would begin with a survey of the distribution of acts of vandalism

in various settings. This should lead to an indication as to whether or

not SYMBOLIC vandalism is playing a major role in one particular school site.

This; in turn, should lead to an understanding of conflicts which may divide

the school's personnel, policies, and programs from its adolescent clients

and their parents. These conflicts, once identified, form the basis for an

"alienation profile." The alienation profile should be able to aid in the

identification of modifications of the four models presented by the author

'that could help ameliorate the vandalism problem in the school.

=
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Currently, there are a number of new

and interesting thdories concerning "vandalism." There are even a few

doctoral dissertations written after 1976 which carefully develop models

and typologies. It would be appropriate for someone to unite these new

approaches and theories into a work that is more advanced than any of those

currently in existence It is particularly true of theories of vandalism

that the "good ideas" propounded by the theorists have little or no utility

in terms of prevention modalities. Further research should be directed to

practical applications of findings.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

PROBLEMS: More thought needs to be given to the Application of these theoretical

constructs. The fact that the author has never actually tried to implement

a vandalism reduction or prevention program is evident -- although the

theoretical model here provided adds new information to a blossoming field.

DOCUMENT J

LEGAL LEXICON, LOGICAL LABELING, AND JUVENILE JUSTICE

Feldman, Ronald A.
Washington University St. Louis

SUMMARY: Author begins by observing that ,the Juvenile justice system has

certain deficiencies. An example is that the ultimate threat of the formal

"system" is the incarceration of an offender -a- but that incarceration is

not only a very ex ensive proposition, but is also constantly subject to

overcrowding an public charges that it leads to the unwanted result of

actually breeding more sophisticated and dedicated criminals. Literature

is cited-that features programs presenting alternatives to incarceration

-- particularly community-based education.

Authors discuss the impact on youth of being labeled "delinquent." It is

posited that secondary deviance -- both more serious and more frequent than

primary deviance -- often follows from contact with the justice system. This

is so because the act resulting in contact with the justice system may well

have been representative of only a small and transient aspect of the youth's

behavior, and by placing such a person in a social setting consisting solely

of similarly isolated juveniles (incarceration), the youngster will be

"constrained to construct an identity as a delinquent."

To counteract the process of labeling -- and to thus try to avoid the more

serious secondary deviance, new models of diversion (within the juvenile

justice system) are overviewed. These programs include such elements as the

expungement of juvenile offenses from formal records, the witholding of

juveniles from the justice system altogether, and the development and use of

particularly vague and ambiguous terms to refer to non-criminal youth

coming before the bar.

This last idea, the formation of a lexicon to apply to non - criminal youth,

_was_first,designed to avoid the unwanted cOnsequences-oflabeling non-triminal



violators with terms applied also to actual law violators. Once implemented,

however, this new lexicon turned out to contribute considerably to the problems
of separately treating status offenders. (NOTE: status offenders are
individuals below the age of majority who have not committed a civil or
criminal offense, but have either refused to accept the lawful authority of
Parents or guardians, or have no living parent or guardian.) The newly

created terms for these persons are: GINS or PINS or ()INS (either children,
ersons, or juveniles in need of supervision). Author posits that the

creation of tec nice phrases with which to label non-criminal youth while
still processing such youth through the justice system "militates against
the development of systematic and effective rehabilitative programs for
juveniles."

Author-.-goes on.to-point -out:many of the problems .caused byHthe---continUecL.
use.pfspecialterms for status offenders within the criminal justice-:
systeM.-:These problems include: longer incarceration for status offenders
than for_:criminal offenders-(the-"system" has nowhere to,put the status --

offendersexcept-in prison-like facilities); ina0PrOpriate educational and

social treatment of the incarcerated status offender .(the "sySteM".-Can't

_pope with ."rehabilitating" a person who has not COmmittedah offense -_ and
thus. -,needsno,rehabilitation); and incorrect labeling of serious criminal_

:offender than

offenders--(the "system"- is -easier-- to enter- as- a status

offender than,as--a- criminal offender.-- plea bargaining often results
entry 'through this sort of shift).-.-

-AUthor astutely point out that "the:failuro of PINS grograMs is largely'
-assoaiated..With their inability, to base adjudication upon accurate definitions
-.:of.jUVeniles":::Orimart.-deViance and, to offenders-

toapprooriate.-rehabilitativeAnd reatment programs which are based ppona--

preciSe-and :time -Aefinition .of delinquent behavior. " Carrying

.thispoint-furtheraythor notes-that-labels tay:err'ip eitherAftWo--,

-dirktiont-4;:First;',those.,:who'applY-::a AleviantiabeLmay:Overattributeor
-.Overlahelthe:Otent of-a:juvenile'sdeviant:behavior.----Second,_there may
occur significant underattribution,..orAinderlabeling, of deviant behavior."

The gentral.,:i-observations,then_;ar&that_accurate description, definition,,.

and labeling are.necessary to effective'societal functioning, -and that such

labelingcappot be accomplished-.*without an adeclOatelegal lexicon. It is

not labeling per se which ls:-:,to-',blame...forprOblems...of the juvenile justice

system, but inaccurate _labeling Accurate-labeling,'indeed,---isTheceStaryfor

functional social-Systems.

To.,counterrthe-J-vartout and serious probleMs resulting froMAnaccurate.sOcial

labelipg.Or.doe"60: is-Set-forth- foIlOweA - will prevent /avoid

pi_tfal,ls previously described. The procedure has three components (a }
-.

acturatizationthe accurate andprecisedefinitionuofd010t:b0h60)r,its _

referprts,andtsOcialcontex4-0,1.1exicon cbhtfrUtich:thelOelopment
of? corresboblihOY.qisc-ete 'and
the- prOVi5itinbf::::effectie social-serViteStaSed Oponaccuratedefinitions

ofAuveniTOS-!-MiSbehavior.

-..The
of checks

belapOeS,,Jhit.M;,- if -a:labei is tolie',40Pillad-_:-tO_AAUvehile,Some

ohgoih. eValilatibhrilutb ensure,the continual .apProOriateneSsof.--thelabel..
_
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Also, some means must be provided for removing_ or changing outworn labels.

Also provision must be made for certifying the "societal agent" charged

with placing and removing labels.

PROBLEMS: This is not so much a paper propounding a theory as it is an occasion

to propound an opinion.
justice

of the concerns voice in this article are

well known within the ustice system -- and their correction is a matter

of public record. (The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act
Amendments of 1977 prohibit incarceration of status offenders.) Additionally,

many of the issues raised here as being appropriate for corrective action

have already received corrective action as a result of the Juvenile Justice

Act.

The last few pages are quite different in tone and content from the rest of

the paper. Rather than well reasoned conclusions, the final argument is

for a bureaucracy which applies, alters, and removes labels from individual

deviants. This is such an unusual, surprising, and unsupported proposal

that it detracts signif cantly from the logic and organization that had been

built to that point.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The major thesis -- that the way social labels are

developed and applied has implications for social programming -- is interesting,

and probably can be applied in many planning situations.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: The steps proposed by author to be taken when

developing labels app ie to youth deserve publicity at local and state

levels. Education and justice agencies would derive most use from these

protocols.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Additional research into generalizability

of this Tabelfng protocol would be academically interesting.

DOCUMENT K

THE HUMAN ECOLOGY OF SCHOOL CRIME

Garbariiiarries
Washington University St. Louis

t is.thelpUrpose_of this paper-to.examine the problem-of school-basedcrime-

"04ri-element in the larger issue of schools opt of ceptrOl'"-:and..alse

.t6:examinethit probleM from the perspective of an "ecological model -of'

liPMan develoOMent,"'

ithin.the Aistussion tf.."-out..of.tontror schools falls .an-Intriguipe

-conCeet:-autlior terms " institutional -Selfeontrol-:6The'rhetorftel-OueStion---:

is -asked whether ofadministratorsr-ability acifel0 institutionally -.

s0C000edebjettivestight not.lead institutional peronnel..terespo-nd'iti

etreMe. fashions44Ch'et individuals .do when confronted by. extremely

frustrating_ andunfulfilling,situations. .



Two other sub-points are raised as part of an effort to understand why
schools are out of control. First, it is pointed out that we don't
adequately understand the relationship between the concept of education
and the behavior referred to as "school-based crime and violence.' Second,

author submits that we, in the United States, exhibit individual ambivalence
where collective responsibility and group action is concerned. Author goes

on to observe that criminal offenses committed by students in schools --
and the institutions within which the crimes occur -- are both in a state
of dynamic flux, and as such are much more "susceptible to remedy when
viewed from the perspective of an ecological model of human development."

The "ecological model" that is discussed contains four propositions:
I. There is no validity to the concept of "context-free"

or "pure" human development. Issues of social policy
and practice are intrinsic, not tangential, to the
study of human development.

2. School-crime is best understood as the absence of
"social habitability." Rather than seeing the problem
entirely as one of stopping school crime, one must see
the importance of creating a social climate in which
school crime will not exist.
Like all significant human phenomena, school crime is
more an effect than it is a cause. "Second-order" effects

are those -- such as the impact of television upon the

interaction of parents and children -- most deserving
scrutiny and redress: school crime is also a second-
order effect.

4. A sound model for understanding and controlling school
crime must focus on the intersection of personal biography,
social structure, and history. Since the "question" is
always changing, any "answer" must also contain flexibility.

Author posits that the discussion of an ecological model depends upon an
appreciation of "second-order effects." As stated briefly in proposition
three, above, a second-order effect is an effect which can reasonably be
attributed to some other, more basic cause. Author proposes founhypotheses
to help identify a pattern of second-order effects that make schools

vulnerable to antisocial behavior. These hypotheses are as follows:
I. School crime is encouraged by the inceasingly impersonal

social climate of the schools, particularly of the secondary
schools (e.g.: large schools, curricular specialization,
and a narrow concept of the school's social responsibility).

The school's impersonal social climate results in inadequate
observation and monitoring of_student behavior.
The trend toward an impersonal social climate in schools

causes large numbers of academically, economically, and

socially marginal students to be retained in schools, where
they may become a disruptive force.

4. School crime is the result of an insidious combination of
historical trends that has increasingly weakened the
effective authority of school staff, has divorced the
school from the community, has created stress and incompat-

ible goals, and has generally reduced the manageability
of-schools as social systems.



The impactof,accep ing- these hypotheses -- as is pointed -out -a is that

one's direct attention is forced away from-perpetrators-and victims and

-focused "toward the fOrcesthat establish the contest in- which that ...

relationship is -created and maintained."

The remainder of the paper is devoted to close discussion -of SCHOOL SIZE

as an 'example of a first -order effect that -may---reasistically. be .related to.

SUCh-:jeConderdereffects as school-based-crime and Violence-This-.-
aspect of auhor'Sthesis is summarized as follows; sum, large schoblS

abOean to generate alienation from .academic authorities by inhibiting the

kind of interaction -that generates social-identity,--the integration of self,-

61.10-grouvintereSt-thatleads. to prosocial behavior and -a sense of perSonal

responsibility for the collective geod.- In place!of*Chfinteractioni.-101e
schools offer undifferentiated-colleCtlyities for studentsln-general;tut

partiCularly:forthe academicallytharginal student, thelarge.Schobl'produceS-

a cutting -off ..of :allegiance, a self-prOtectivesevering of identification.

The Social consequences of this psycholOgical response include -a:perVasiVe

lack of collective responsibility in which schoOl crime can floOrish."

Moving from YnkrlrILLIAo intervention, author observes -that,onlybl.v

paying-"systematic-attention tothe.:soCial climate- produced by school

structure, size, and.goals,-- can behavior in Studentistudent;Uather/
'Studentand-victim/PerPetrator.reTationshiWbe effectiVely:;regulateth"
Jndeed,,,thelist-of-thisargument-iscapturedjnthree---key policy questions ..

leadinvtofourAoalsbytlining a strategy fbr-bombatting-Tschool-icriMe.

-),The:three-keY belicy*estions -(a):110W-canWe-.-brganize schools to

maxiMizefsociarcontrolparticUlarly-=WherejuarginalstudentS are Concerned?.

:(b)]HowCan- we generate and..sustain a social climate inschools.that serves-

to,motivateistudents to.perform-prosoCialt)ehavi-orsandlnso-doing,..:use,'

.tne4)rosocial...majority. to Control-antisocial-,--subgroupSTan0- How:can

-Schbols-beprOtected from victimization :bypersont:themselves-'not:part-

.ofthetchoOlTheJbur -goal .statements'aree)-.Createsituational:,..,
demands for participation; (b) Create asocial climate in which personal

observation, accountability, andJeedbackllourishc).--Strive forhetero-

Aeneity:both within students and-within school-programsand:(0):Arrange,

thecontingencies to-Teinforce.positivley social competence and prosocial

behavior.

PROBLEMS: The:theory-is notbracticable.-'-- School systems cannot. exert enough

control over students and staff.. to achieve the high degree of coordination

andCOoperation----necessaryto,implement this model.

20.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: Author's ability to view school-based crime and

T.117-iiice as effects of other forces is not, in itself, a new approach --

however., the completeness of the logic focusing on this one branch of

investigation (the relationship of school size to school-crime) provides

an excellent model for other such investigations. It is very useful to

be reminded that crimes in schools are not problems in themselves, but are

symptoms of problems that are often much harder to identify and address.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: The method of logical analysis used in this

paper can be applied in WIFy diverse situations -- including Federal program

and policy analysis.



LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FORFURTHER_RESEARCH:.. It would:be.fitting if..some of the

-interrOatiOnthiWbetweeeLfirst---and second -order issues-were-placed
in a computer model that would facilitate-analysis of impact-resulting,

. froM:i6tial-programming. ManY of the variables'Which have been.discusted.
in this paper -could be further:broken.:down and analyzed-in,--:th context -of

the complex societal interrelationshipS involved in fully understanding
crime,aniolence'-committed by students on school grounds.

DOCUMENT- L

"PLUS cA CHANGE.,. ". SCHOOL CRIME IN AN INSTITUTIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Garrett, John R.; Scott A. Bass; and Michael D. Casserly
Centre Research Associates, Newton, Massachusetts

SUMMARY: Authors begin by reviewing the two major categories of delinquency
theorists who have expanded their theories to include delinquency in schools
These two groups of theorists are divided into those that are person-
centered and those that are environment-centered. Authors note that
although these theoretical groups have cone a long way toward explaining the
underlining causes of violence in schools, certain limits have blocked the
continued development of these theories. SpecificaTry. 'the person-centered

approach diverts attention from the role that groups and society at large
play in defining choice of behavior; and the societal/environmental
perspective denies the individual the capacity to shape destiny." On the

one hand, the individual is held accountable. on the other hand it
is society that is held accountable.

It is astutely pointed out that there is little existing research on the
interactions between students and schools that would likely contribute to
the public knowledge concerning the commission or prevention of school-

based criminal acts. It is further noted that there are few "conceptual
tools" useful for schools in translating research findings to action programs.
It is the presentation of such a "conceptual tool" (planning model) that

this paper is devoted.

21.

The. Model outlined by, authors has five levels, or steps: (a) plannin
(b) institution and offender research; (c) discussion of findings both in
the school and in the community; (d) development and testing of program

alternatives; and (e) measurement and reporting of results.

Oddly, 'authors end this article after completing the description of the
mechanics of setting up longitudinal studies of schools' social climates.
No conclusions, recommendations, implications or summaries, are provided.

PROBLEMS: Instead of presenting a new model for studying, violence in schools

-- instead of presenting a research model so modified as to develop insightful

theories of violence in schools -- authors are setting forth the research
methodology they_view as -appropriate and necessary to _study violence in

schools. since this is not .a theory, it is not appropriate to summarize the

details of this protocol at this time



AlSothe:-"researth model provided in lieu .of a theory -builds in---bias

through the specialized and limited populations recommended.as- appropriate

study-regions.---That.is, readers are left with Ahe"impression--that this model

is''.not--!universally.applicable, but can only be used in schools where certain -..

esoteric conditions have -been met (e.g.-: _that the-:schools-tieing studied

must have a'serious" violence problem AND be willing to work with -the. -research-

team-ANDbe personally supdcirtive-of "research" being .conducted in the

midst of crisis situations).

No discussion of "school crime from an institutional perspective" title

-of the article)-has-been given. No theory is provided.

-LOCAL POLICY:JMPLICATIONS: .

For local researchers interested in learning how

toapnduct,:a longitudinal study of violent schools -has,- in this:article,

the ftndamentals.Of_a research'methodology.. --Researchers should be--aware

of certain bias- points, such _as--those discussed above.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: . None.

41AJOR. IMPORTANT. IDEAS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FUR- FURTHER RESEARCH: None.

DOCUMENT M

-.:SCHOLASTIC :EXPERIENCES, SELF-ESTEEM,--AND DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR: A THEORY FOR

ALTERNATIVE :SCHOOLS
Oold, Martin
jrittitUte:for SoaialReSearch, The University of Michigan

..

SUMMARY:,. Author (an eminent delinquency theorist and- researcher ),begins by

clearly defining delinquent tehaviors and hOW-."delinquent:tehavior".

''..different -from "juVenile delinquenty." It is..pointed.out-thet delinquent

beho-VibrAs-,abcout.40ttiMes more:prevalent (And-.1tdifferently-distrituted)

ttlavotriCial delinquency. -Differences of:reporting:methods -are-,mentioned

that official delinquency isreported-:through Oolice-records)Whereat

Aelinquerit.behaYfor is recorded thrOugh-.Selfreportstudiesor by reports-.Aof

di rest: observers. ,..:Auth-orstiptilate§-:thatAhisOoposed_,thegry
'..iiMited'todisautsiOn'-of- delinquent behavioras. -recorded throUgh:,splf-report;

ODY restricteCtvdelilcipenti)ehavior tafcing-:-014ce-within-schools.--

In presenting this theory, -,-author,defineS-tWopecializedtermsifirst...
PROVOCATIONSere,,taken to be-experiences that;motivate,Anjfidividuel0:-,
te,:diStOOtiVeTandAplinquent; and-Sedondi:CONTROLS,are-1--the'goalSand-values
ttat:Cainstrair(aOhdiVidual- fromteing.-diSru004,,andFdelinquehtAUthor.
goes on to set -forth the grounds upon which the .theory-i based,' stating

"'The theory-posits that- delinquentbehavior -_is a_ n ego_ . defense, in the

psyChpanaltjc.000ning:Chat-termagairistAfie..:_externe,:realitles,MW
Atraten::_ayOUngperson,s.-_Sellesteem.(That.is)jtjsconceptUalized

as a

a WiS,-04-1iolOinp-.,situaOnii-Which'self-esteem'and'of-enciaginn'endanger

in experiences that promise a fOi7'al of self-etinanCement."':

22.



Carrying this point one step further, author sees disruptive delinquent behavior
as a public performance -- a mode of self-presentation "motivated by a desire
to enhance the self by the approval of others." For balance, social
controls -- primarily those of parents -- mitigate against unbridled
demonstrations of approval-seeking delinquent behavior. Since delinquent
behavior is posited as a rational and acceptable alternative to ego-
threatening situations and pressures, it is interesting to note that the
frequency and seriousness of delinquent behavior will vary INVERSELY with
symptoms of mental illness.

After the theory is presented, author goes into vast detail to substantiate
from existing research literature -- point by point -- each of the component
links that constitute this full theroy. First, the relationship between
scholastic experiences and self-esteem are reviewed. Second, scholastic
achievement and disruptive behavior are discussed. Next, correlational
studies of self-esteem and delinquent behavior are surveyed. Fourth, studies
scholastic achievement and anxiety are presented for readers. Fifth, and
last) the interaction between disruptive, delinquent behavior and anxiety
is explored.

The direction in which this is leading -- that action can be taken to reduce
delinquent behavior in schools based on this theoretical model -- is explained
in detail by the author. Most importantly, author observes that schools are
recognized as institutions with great potential for reducing delinquency --
and has therefore developed a delinquency reduction program for implementation
in "alternative" schools (recognizing that traditional schools are not
sufficiently flexible to accomodate these proposed programs). Author goes
on to point out that although there are likely to be some variations on
this proposed alternative educational program (depending on the unmet needs
of the pupils being served), in general the two essential ingredients are:
(a) "significantly increasing the proportion of a youth's experiences of
success over failure" and (b) "providing a warm, accepting relationship
with one or more adults." It is hypothesized that a program with these
Ingredients can break the existing chain of events posited as leading to
delinquent behavior in "regular" school settings.

Author closes with a call for experimentation -- outlining, again the reasons
for the recommended approach and detailing the next steps required for
pilot program implementation. Many key policy and procedural issues are
discussed, and some of the probable difficulties are cited, including:
(a) program location; (b) identification and recruitment of studerits; (c)
possibility of program failure.

23.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: This paper has been very successful in blending the
best of-dalinquencY theory to a practical explanation of delinquent

behavior in schools. The idea that delinquent behavior is a reasonable

response to unreasonable societal/school pressures which are manifested to
greater or lesser degrees as a function of the adolescent's perception of the

control upon him or herself is not a new idea -- but the idea has never before
been so clearly voiced with such appropriate and forceful documentation.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: This paper reads like a "problem statement" to

an, unsolicited Proposal. It can be taken as it stands and pilot projects



can be planned and funded. This project is worthy of cooperative endorsement
between the Office of Juvenile Justice and the Office of Education.

IMPLICATIONS
be deve aped
concept, and
this article

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Delinquency prediction instruments could
to inc ude assessments of school alienation, student self-
personal perceptions of external control. If the author of

is correct, a "delinquency proneness" score should result.

LOCAL P PLICATIONS: Local school districts interested in developing
alternative education-programs for high-risk.-youth would be .well adVised to

-be- familiar. with this document.

PROBLEMS: None.

DOCUMENT N

OBSOLESCENCE OF ADOLESCENCE
Hruika, Jack
AniVersityOf Massachusetts

SUMMARY 'The central thesis- ofthis Work.is that due to cultural changes
within this:c00rY, adolescents -are .no longer an integral of adult

they-:arg:surplus and eXpendable. Ad614S6eht:readtion-,to-this'.
realization is seen in participation in dead -end activities -and illicit

P.or'nanystudents, personal identity:-..Oari'-not be:achieVed.through_

legitimate channels -- so contralegaLactiOns.-and aggreSSion.are instigated.

These-actions may-be either. inwardly_ directed (e.g..- alcoholldrug abuse),

or outwardly- directed (e.g.: -theft, vandalism, assaultt).

AthordevoteS- vgreat deal of time to writing of the nuances of thelnipactrof
changingCultura:.bn--.-,YOuth. Shifts in faMilY struCtures'are:notedincluding.
theincreating lackbfsocializing control .seen.byfamilies.-:Discussion of
the)4ork'settinglncludes:vbrief -review of the traditionaLinteraction5-
of work and school .environments. Author points out that compulsory'education
lawsdevelopedin_times.Of.labor surplus now-have the .effect of isolating-...

most-. youth from work places.

1p,pointing out-TMT-its of secondary schooling,_author.observes:that.in_an.
effort to retain-the attention -of-todaysHadblettenta wide range of
veried:OOUrses- ire Provided: -The'range;...ilthoUgh laudatory. frOmHtheiperspective
0,satisfYing-active and curious -Minds,:js:seen- to coniOete:With..theApasit

vFOrther, since -youth no longer have. rees..outsidethe.,SchoOlcaMpus_
(eve41-4-010..hadolgs as late as the 1.9406) they are forced to "remain in

,

sch661:,,under protest, lacking meaningful options,:andthey.:.expend-much-Of
ttieie-eleity maintaining a- youth culture aimed at meeting some of the

PsYhOlOgiCal needs so totally unavailable to-therrOn the adult culture,

Jhis-,-yoUthtultureiinoStly-unessisted-by,enlightenedand-compasSionatadults,
and.thOroUghlyexploited_bythe,massmedia.has 'become. a most powerful

influence-on :adolestentW
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Author opines that much of today's unwanted behavior can be attributed to
the loss of identity that has accompanied the erosion of meaningful
adolescent roles. Further, when the alternatives of "format education" and
"jobs" are analyzed, it is clearly seen that both posess almost crippling
inadequacies and fundamental lack of public support. Author goes on in
some detail discussing the differences between "work" and "jobs"; why schooling
is an inappropriate preparation for work; and why work/jobs are being rejected
by today's adult population.

To counter those problems of the obsolescence of adolescents raised in this
paper -- to reintegrate youth into growth-producing community experiences --
author proposes eight activity-goals: (a) improved resource management; (b)
broader interaction with other-aged persons; (c) increased responsibility;
(d) promotion of interdependent, collective activities; (e) focus on developing
finished products; (f) promote learning of competencies; (g) encourage cross-
cultural interaction; and (h) provide opportunities for loving and sharing.
These activity goals are translated into twelve activities through which
goal-achievement can be realized.

The final pages are devoted to presenting a review of major practical problems
faced by schools wishing to integrate these ideas into existing curricular
offerings. Roles of other institutions and of the private sector are
briefly discussed.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: "When studenthocd is the only sanctioned role, being

a C student is to be a C person." Author makes the valid point that as
the culture increasingly defines "schools" as the only legitimate place for
adolescents the ramifications cut across broad ranges of behavior and

attitudes.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Should the White House decide to develop a
National policy regarding children and youth, the content of this paper

should be shared with that Task Force. The ideas presented in this work
cut accross most of the major Federal Departments. -- especially Labor,
HEW, Justice, HUD, Interior, and Agriculture. At this time, the paper

Pnbably has fell; useful suggestions for these Departments, for they
are not united in their efforts to address societal problems of youth.

LOCAL. POLICY IMPLICATIONS: In cities and States with coordination bodies
focusing on prob ems of children and youth, this paper could be useful, for

the final pages provide actual pragmatic expamples of ways of implementing

the concept presented.

IMPLICATIONS -FOR FURTHER` RESEARCH: Research, no; action, yes-

11,0bLEMS: The topic i pisbbibly'...70Q-britiatrand.-swepping-to:b0,:addresSed-in---.

0115'.0)Ontrk±this ,timeAuthar-stresses-school:viblen6e:as..marely a small

consequence of `the problems of yduth in today's cult re.
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DOCUMENT 0

SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF HIGH SCHOOLS
lanni, Francis A.J.
Columbia Teachers College

SUMMARY: Author notes that schools have long been viewed by society as the

appropriate place to begin resolving social problems -- and that when schools

themselves begin to cause problems for society, the country becomes

rightfully alarmed.

Areas in which schools work to resolve social problems have historically

centered either around educational shortfalls (such as the need to "catch

up" after Russia demonstrated superior scientific capabilities in the 1950s),

or around the understandin and maintenance of social controls (such as

driver education; sex e ucatioh; and so forth . Schoo crime, however,

appears to the author to fall between these two categorizations -- in large

Part due to lack of clarity about those acts taking place in schools legitimately
labeled "lack of discipline" or "violence and vandalism." Carrying this
argument somewhat further, author observes that public failure to differentiate

between school - specific as ects and eneral, non-school as acts of offenses

occurring on choo groun s prOmotes examination of so utions based on "what

we think we know about crime, rather than what we think we know about schools."

It is a resolution of this issue which is central to this article. This

piece looks at the social organization of schools with respect to their

solicitation of crime/violence/disruption on the part of students.

In order to investigate the social organization of schools, author proposes

that the central question necessarily asked is "what is the code of rules

which makes the high school a social system and how do people learn to

play this game?" Using ethnographic research methods such as the

observation, recording, and analysis of rules, the "socioeducational system"

of the school can and has been described.

Author describes the ethnographic methodology, stating that in the first

phase (1972 - 1975) three teams of ethnographers studied three high schools

simultaneously. The schools represented urban (about 4,400 pupils), suburban

(about 700 pupils), and rural (about 600 pupils) jurisdictions. Team

members lived in the school's immediate community and attended school every

day. In the second phase of the study (1975 - 1978), focus shifted to urban

schools, and particularly to some of their unique problems, such as desegregation

and massive drug abuse. Attention was focused on EVENTS taking place in the

school as opposed to classroom or student "interactions." Both "regular"

and "unpredictable" events were recorded and analyzed, resulting in what

might be termed "incident profiles" for each school.

Also within the discussion of the methodology, author explains socialization

structures that were investigated -- and the rocess dimensions (-the ways

PeoP e earned the socializing acts) for each o e s ruc ures.- The

socialization structures are (a) the teaching/learning structure; (b) the

authoritY/power-strlcture; (c)-the peer group structure; and (d) the cross-

group structure. The processes for learning these structures are (a) sorting
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(the process in which individuals classify themselves and each other according
to a set of culturally defined labels in each school); (b) territoriality (the
formal and informal assignment of space within the school, access or denial
of that space to particular groups within the school, and the effects of
particular environments -- such as the classroom, rather than the cafeteria
on behavior); and (c) rule making and breaking (the process of organizing
behavior within the four major structures and on their interfaces). The
combination of structures and processes is termed by the author the CHARTER
of the school. The charter represents the "set of shared understandings
which are understood by all members of the school community and which limits
the degree of variability of behavior permissible for individual actors
(the price they pay for group membership). It is this charter which functions
as the formal component in what is usually considered the informal system
of social organization in the high school." Use of the charter by teachers
and ay administrators is seen to be a last resort, with tolerence for wide
behavior variations in advance of recourse to sanctions set forth in the charter.

Author, goes on to discuss the phenomenon of relative risks of crime and violence
for youth in the school or youth in the community immediately surrounding the
school. In sum, schools were found consistently to be safer than adjacent
communities, and urban schools were found to be more vio lanceprone than
surburan or rural schools. It is valuably observed that "variations in school
crime and discipline were more responsive to changes in the social organization
of the school than could be accounted for by variations in the characteristics
of the communities."

There are brief discussions of two points: labeling of disruptive youth, and
school size. The brief discussion of labeling theory and use of labels (such

as "freaks" and "jocks" in suburban schools -- and ethnic or community

i iorigin in urban schools) by schools for course-programming purposes follows
from observations about different categorizations used to label violence-

proneness in individuals attending these schools. The discussion of school

size is introduces as a major additional factor affecting the social
organization (and ultimately the violence levels) of schools. It is pointed

out that largeness breeds student anonymity; student anonymity breeds

increased willingness to take certain unsanctioned risks.

Author summarizes by noting that the social organization of the school,
as manifested in the content and enforcement of the school's charter,

strongly affects the total-violence leve s of a school.

PROBLEMS: Author fails to differentiate between frequency and seriousness o
acts that might be most susceptible to this type of analysis. Also, author

fails to prove understanding of different implications of sub-categories
of offenses committed in schools as would be affected by this theory. That

is, variations in the content and enforcement of the school's charter might
have a much greater impact, on offenses against school property and school

staff than-on offenses against student property. This lack of precision in

turn affects the ability to draw practical implications from this work.

LOCAL-POLICY-IMPLICATIONS: Local school districts may have an-interest in
analyzing violence levels as functions of many of the points raised by the

author.



MAJOR_ IMPORTANT IDEAS: .The need for incident rofilin: when preparing to
interdict unwanted-student' behaviors is Va id and useful. The necessity
ofseparating-school-tpecific"from'non-school-specific aspects of-crime.and

ViOlencecannotim overstress-ed.
-. .

.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

IMPLICATIONS -FOR-FURTHER RESEARCH:- Ethnographic study of the effeCts of-

schoolspicificisSues on important subtYpeS--.Of crime and violence would

begin to-have:pradtical implications to Crime:reduction ir(Schools.'' That

is-,J:the-:effeCt of the school charter and its enforcement:on:the incidents

of locker-theft -(or. equipment damage, or property defacement) is required

before practical implications can be made from this kind of research.

DOCUMENT P

AFFECTIVE EDUCATION: A POSITIVE APPROACH TO SCHOOL CRIME

Kaminsky, Kenneth
Drug Abuse Reduction Through Education

SUMMARY: After >an introductory description of the three "domains" of learning

(cognitive, affective, Psychomotor) author goes on to posit that school-based

crime and violence can be largely attributed to educators' failure to focus

on the affective development of youth (see "problems" section, below). As

evidence to support the concept that*affective education has a potential for

reducing violence in schools, various related topics are reviewed.

First, author points out that affective education -- education focusing on

people's feelings, beliefs, attitudes, relationships, and values -- is

taught by instructing in three skill areas: (a) communication skills; (b)

problem-solving skills; and (c) process skills. Second, self-esteem (or

self-concept) is seen as a teachable/learnable subJect, has long been studled,

and seems to be almost wholly disregarded by, secondary school personnel.

Third, pilot programs do exist that have addressed the affective domain of

student learning. The Schools Without Failure Program (derived from William

Glasser's book of the same name) promotes student responsibility for actions,

and features three types of carefully contrived classroom meeting formats

(open-ended, diagnostic, and problem-solving). The Values Clarification Program

(based on recent impacts of mass communication, increased mobility, and
shifting national mores) is designed to reduce unwanted behavior resulting

from individual confusion over moral and ethical issues. Rather than

promotion of particular values, "Values Clarification" teaches the pr2gal

whereby issues can be logically ordered, analyzed, and discussed.

28.

PROBLEMS: Page-553: "By not focusing on the affective development_of

students,schools may have indirectly contributed to the school crime

ProbleM;" Tage 570: Third, we could not-separate-affective_learning from
Cognitive-learning-even if we desired-to do so;-they-are-truly--rinseparable.

AUthor-Seems:tcOpe confused.- The first-sentence-comes-from the introduction;

thesecondSentence-comes from the conclusion.



-The.moststriking problem with this.aritcle is that it doesn.'.tjollow
through with the content promised in:theintrodUctory-paragraPhs., That is,
the- authori..fails to substantiate..the-theory .thatteaching affective
.educationivill.Eaffect violence in schools--- or -that those two items

Are causally linked. Although Some7researchfindings are presented that

relate to the two programs overviewed--b,y-the -authori.there. is .no hint

ofAererallZability. implications- from -this proposition are wholly lacking.

LOCAL:POLICY-IMPLICATIONS: None.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS. None.

MAJOR.IMPORTANTIDEAS: None.

PLICATIONS'FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: First, establish-that affective education

can be:separated from other forms of education. Second, establi -sh that

affective education has an impact on positive behavioral characteristics.:..
Third,- establish that something (?) from the psychomotor or cognitive domains-.

isHhotsacrifiCed in the -name of teaching affective education. Fourth,

establisWarelationship between aspects of affective education that affect
aspects ofschool-based crime and violence.

--:NOTE:From,the perspective-- of -a-school security officer,-none.ofthis makes
nuchtense.----If±arilliegal act takes -place in school, t -is-a:matter of

inveStigation'and charging. --It has not-been established that-actual..Crime
and ViplenceAn.schoOls is -of such a dimension as to Warrantanational-thift
towards '.'affective-eduCation." It- has also not-been established that-

affectiVe educatiOn has-the slightest-thing,to-do.with..actual-criminal acts

occurring on school campuses. Discipline, yes: crinioal beflOvor.

REBELLION AGAINST AUTHORITY IN HIGH SCHOOLS
Kaplan, William
Institute for Juvenile Research; State of Illinois

SUMMARY: Observing that school is the major arena of adolescent life --

a place where a child's victories and defeats suddenly are exposed to public

scrutiny -- author notes that frequently adult coping skills (to say nothing

of youthful non-school coping skills) are established for better or for

worse at this time. Also, school is the child's first encounter with
authority and testing outside the protected enclave of the family. All this,

then, leads the author to focus this article on an investigation of = authority

in public schools. The paper has two thrusts: first, to explore reasons

why youngsters grant authority to schools; and second, why and how youngsters
extend peer support for rebellious behavior. These two thrusts come together
to propose a theory relating to "the way in which peer group influences

rule-breaking behavior."

Concerning school.Status theories, author poSits that "youngsters respond

to their._ low in the status hierarchy of the school byengiging in

'40



rule - violating behavior." Specifically, the issue seems to be "that it is
not:what-:CliSs, background a youngster comes from, but rather how he is

ituated,inAhe,School -that determines the likelihood of norm-violating
behaVior=.-",-School-based status, _however, is multifaceted and in constant
lUx.,-,first,, STATUS can refer to performance in terms of grades, performance

An---'terhs-:of,--cleVerf,'misdeeds, social status, or athletic,status,-just to
, ,

name;a few.- Second, status can be viewed as the "track" (or organizational

-:.ploWiOn)-in which astudent finds him/herself. There are two_kinds of

traCkii'ability tragks (based on IQ or performance) and 'curriculum tracks
lia-sedgn-the yOuth's--aspirations and ambitions); Third, status obtains

from peer group affiliations. Author reviews literature establishing the
tendency of students with similar aspirations forming peer bonds -- partic-

'ularly true of failing pupils, where peer support represents a solution to

status problems. Indeed, it is observed that school status theories
"suggest that youngsters engage in rule-violating behavior in response to

stigma and failure."

Concerning authority in high schools, author begins by insisting that to

understand rebellion against school authority, it is necessary to examine

wl'of-students grant legitimacy to school authorities in the first place.

In answering that question at several different levels, author recounts

-three basic theories. First, there is a coercive aspect to schools: follow

rules or be punished in some way. Second, there is the control asect
wherein schools endeavor to make conformity so attractive that deviance

is avoided lest there is a loss in status achieved through past good

performance. Third, the rational-legal point of view has students attending

school simply because it is the Taw -- and respecting the authority of the

school because such respect is demanded as part of the legal requirement

of attending school.

The next section of this article connects the discussion of authority

relationships to school status in an attempt to understand student

rebellion. First, author observes that youngsters experience differential

allocation of status by schools as unfair (but not as unjust). (NOTE:

This differentail allocation is not seen as unjust becaUse of the "overriding

ideology of achievement" to which such students subscribe.) However, at

any point that students do perceive Inequality/unjustness, the door of

rebellion is opened. "Rebellion in the faCe of authority which is illegit-

imate may be perceived as just. A low position in the status hierarchy of

the school can not only provide an incentive to rebel against authority;

it can also provide justification for a rejection of the legitimacy of that

authority."

In an attempt to substantiate this theory, survey research was conducted (

Illinois) of a stratified random sample of 14- to 18-year olds who lived at

home. About 3,100 questionaires (75%) were returned. A Rebellion Scale was

devised, and data tabulated according to academic status (low, medium, high);

AND according to friends thrown out of class (more than half my friends,

less than half, none); AND according to:

++ Percent High on the Rebellion Scale;
++ Percent High on Personal Blame for Failure; and

44 Percent High on Critical Stance Toward School,



-The,carefu1,analyses of findings are quite extensive, but in summary they
indicate the 'following. First, it is clear that students are more
rebellidusJf-jthey are critical of the school than if they are
CriticalOf themselves. Second, there appear to be two types of

rebellious behaviors: (a) rebellion which academically failing, but while
adhering_to thelegitimacy and authority of school AND while blaming themselves
for fillure;_ind'(b) rebellion while academically failing, but while blaming
the-schoolJor-their failure rather than blaming themselves. Third,

acadeMiCallY,very successful youth who are rebellious -- arid are thus
constantly torn between peer, pressures to conform with rebellious behavior,
and demands placed by the school to behave in ways befitting a highly
achieving student -- present a special category requiring close attention.

In his conclusions, author observes that most youngsters engaging in
rebellious behavior in school pose no serious threat to the authority
structure. Their behavior is little more than a "striking-out in reaction
to the stigma of failure." Among author's recommendations are that
disciplinary issues can be reduced by the reduction of failure-experiences
of students, and that "should reflect aspirational choices, not

status hierarchies. All students in a school should have access to
participation in activities and rewards, not just an elite."

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The ideas focusing on the importance of in-school
status over community origin (although in some schools they are intertwined)

is an interesting twist for status theorists. In addition, the labeling

theorists should have a few new ideas out.of this article, for the author
'makes a convincing point that the school may well be hurting itself -- as
well .as children -- through use of homogeneous groupings and compensatory

classes.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: It would be particularly interesting to

earn the probab e frequency o offense-types as a function of behavior

originating as rebellion against high school authority.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Local school districts may be interested in

analyzing their schools for their tendency to solicit violence on the
parts of students. This solicitation of violence would be manifested
by schools supporting status-depriving actions, behaviors, and rules.
Presumably, less stressful schools and healthier children would result
from the implementation of some of the recommendations included in
this article.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

PROBLEMS: None.
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DOCUMENT R

SCHOOL CRIME AS A FUNCTION OF PERSON-ENVIRONMENT FIT.

Kulka, Richard A; David W. Mann; and David M. Klingel

The University of Michigan

SUMMARY: Articlerbegins,with a somewhat dated review of the, field of school,-.

based- .violence see:"problems" section, below) but gets steadily and rapidly

better.

It is the stated purpose of this article to develop a theoretical model that

will fill the perceived void in conceptual understanding of crime and violence

in public schools. The proposed model will be able to satisfy both academicians

and practitioners familiar with problems of violence in schools. Five steps

are undertaken in order to establish the grounding, applicability, and

utility of this model. These steps are:
+4- reviewing literature;
+ -1- specifying prerequisites of an "adequate theory";

4+ establishing correlation between theory and fact;

44 testing the theory against reality; and

drawing conclusions and implications.

Literature review begins with a sensitive discussion of the pros and cons of

official versus self-report data concerning juvenile offenses committed in

schools, and moves into discussion of an examination of the real meaning of

"delinquency," and the ways eminent delinquency, theorists have treated the

topic in previous years. In sum, authors subscribe -- with reservation --

to control theories positing delinquent behavior as related to"degree of

attachment to conventional society, and...adherence or lack thereof to

normative prescriptions in seeking rewards and gratifications."

Prerequisites fora new theory, or new model, include an insistance that it

"account for the broadest possible range of research evidence on juvenile

crime, and, not incidentally, also be able to account for nondelinquent

behavior." In the authors' model, this is achieved through incorporation of

three basic concepts. First, the model accounts for: (a) objective environ-

ment; (b) subjective environment; (c) objective person; and (d) subjective

person. Second, the model considers the potential for strain resulting from

"misfit either between environmental demands and an individual's abilities

to meet them, or between an individual's needs or values and environmental

resources to gratify these motives." Third, demands and supplies both of

person and of his/her environment are measured using identical units of

measure, thus insuring comparability. The proposed model treats the problem

of school-related delinquency "as a behavioral response to various forms of

psychological strain engendered by the school experience. On the one hand

are the strains of self-denigration, anxiety, etc., resulting from failure to

meet school-related role demands. On the other are the strains of dissatis-

faction and alienation resulting from the persistent frustration (ie. blocking,

ed.) of the salient needs or values of students."

As this complex model is further described, the tasks/dilemmas/adaptation

problems of the two major categories of the Person-environment fit concept

(self-originating and evnironment-originating strains, above) are described.

Concerning student abilities versus school demands, three roles are reviewed

7. 1
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-- those of the academic student in adolescence; the bureaucratic student in

,cliss;-and the social youth in school. Concerning student motives versus
school supplies, three roles are discussed -- personal development dimensions;
relationship dimensions; and system change dimensions.

Authort:pbint out-that:stressengeP*04' bYTPOOrTfit150tWeenthejndi.V1401
and-hisiher-environment.maYleadteAeVeralifJOS,CholegiCalreinn
:which in tdrn,"ma,y-induce rioUtbehaVjoraireSOonsesdesigped-loelleVja.
such-Strain.f! _Among the types -.04SyChololcaHtrain-SOCarefullrdocumOnted
by the' Authors..are: alienation; angereir-,hostility;-anxiety or tension,
depressidn;Jrustration;-resentment; and-negative school attitudes. Examples

. .

frustration,
responses on behalf of.stUdents include:, OaSsive-.

cOmpliance;,ective evasion; and delinquent behavior, inclUding criminal-Acts.

In :summarizing the utility/generalizability of this model, authors point-out
first, that all interrelationships and findings are quantifiable; second,
.that."-predictions.areempirically testable (due to quantified nature of fjndin-s
-and third,'*.model is flextble'efieugh-to incorporate-alterhate'Conceptual*'
izations of the problem. 'Ili&reMaider of the paper is deVoted to illustrating.
overlap between the personal - environmental fit thAoryand-moretraditional-:

-theorieSifj-uvenile-deliquency, .and to showing that a number of
findings. in -thedelinquency literature may-be 'interpreted in terms Of:this-model.

In concluding this- scholarlyend lengthy work, authors- draw four-implications
which,..if implemented, are predicted by the person - environment -fit model'as..

likely to reduce in- school delinquency.' These four points are as follows.:'.

First, provide alternative educational settings and alternative
teaching Styles-within conventional school settings,

SecOnd, provide alternative .sUccess pathways within schools__
in such ways that youth with varying aptitudes, interestand
aspirations are taken into account.

Third, increase student access to educational planning and ,

decision making processes.

Fourth, broaden the range of legitimate role opportunities
available to-adolescents.

PROBLEMS: The-first two-pages of this article needto.be rewritten.. The

information on which these-authors drew: was considerably less sophisticated

and,detailed-than is current information about crime .andviolence in public

schools.- The:opening pages weaken the paper,-:--but--cante. easily corrected.'

.

The extent of annotation and citation in this paper far exceeds the level

of detail in other papers of this group. This is not necessarily bad, but

it probably is an issue that should be addressed before publication.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The paper, taken as a whole, is compelling and

tremendous y interesting. The breakdown of duties and responsibilities

of students and of schools is very interesting.

FEDERAL POLICY-IMPLICATIONS: This paper would be usefully submitted to the

-Federal Juvenile Delinquency Coordinating Council, chaired by the Attorney,

General. The overall, holistic approach proposed in this paper has definite



application to planning and research °at the Federal level.

IMPLICATIONS FORFURTHER RESEARCH: It is reasonable that the ideas proposed_
in'this model can be pilot tested and from such testing guides/handbooks

for,local use can be derived.

=LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS. Should this paper' be expanded Into apaper' practical

g-uideJorintervention of-delinquent behavior, roost school- districts, would

doubtless-find "it compelling' and useful. In the:meantime, the redommendations
3rbOsed'(and repeated in this summary) could usefully be implemented..

DOCUMENT S

MORALIZATION PARADIGMS, POVERTY, AND SCHOOL CRIME: ANALYSIS AND IMPLC AT ONS

Leming, James S.
Southern University at Carbondale, Illinois

This paper proposes to analyze school-based crime within the context of

the need for moral education. Author begins this work by noting that la

represent legal codifications of morally sanctioned behavior -- and, by

extension, breaking a law (committing a crime) represents violation of
"standards of right or good conduct:" that is, the commission of a nonmoral

action. How standards of right or good conduct are learned or not learned, the

content of such standards, and the degree those standards govern daily

behavior are all more or less domains studied by social scientists. This

paper specifically addresses problems presented by school-based crime in

the context of the "moral perspective."

Author takes the position that the origins of school crinie are diverse, and

for this reason its analysis for purposes of policy development requires a

diversity of theoretical perspectives. Further, author posits that the

school curriculum -- and espedially individual teacher's classrooms -- are
key intervention areas for attack on aberrent student behavior. After presenting

each of the four theoretical models (paradigms), author discusses the

implications for each, concerning moral education.

The psychoanalytic model holds that individual personality consists of the

id (governed by the pleasure principle), the ego (governed by the reality

principle), and the superego (governed by the equity principle). Author

cites four possible "sources of breakdown" within the framework of the
psychoanalytic model: (a) antisocial superego (standards of personally
appropriate behavior are illegal and/or morally wrong by societal standards);

(b) weak superego (weak or incomplete personal standards); (c) weak ego

(inability to withstand impulsive desires); and (e) ego functions in the

service of impulse defense (rationalization/support for otherwise unacceptable

impulsiveness). Author recommends "values clarification" as a strategy

leading towards self-knowledge that would help children not want to commit

crimes in schools.

The social learning model suggests that pro- or anti-social behavior results

from-positive or negative reinforcement of previous, similar behaviors.

' - ,
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AuthOr explains nOw-pove-rty prevents youth from learning invallY-right behaViOr
:concurrent with-providing peer andUltural:P400Prt,10:-Mo)7011Y-1001.-
alternatives.- Strategies for correcting this problem include "action.
projects" "-aimed at- promotion of "prOSOCialj-rdle

The-human-isydholOgysmOdelAJroposes.that-perSonallieeds:areorderecLalonga
hieratchy_of perceived urgency. That is, the need'av'indlyiduali:Will
pert ve as:most requiring fulfillment will _be the firstto:beaddressech..
Attentioncannbt-;be'-paid't6..-high-ieVelneedsJSUCh as self - esteem or-- self - --

actualization) until basic needs have been met '(such as physiological -or
Safety. needs).` Author quotes Maslow(this -theory's originator) as:claiming
that there :are.-nO'high-level.individuals in,a-lhetto .--ibecause everyone is
at a basiC. :survival. level. From this, author. proposes that it -is easy to

understandwhy, ifithere..are no love-relationships with-others,.poverty.'
can-be seen to breed- casual harm to others and to their property. "Affective

,eduaation" is propounded as the intervention strategy likely-to overcome these
ghetto problems.

The cognitive - developmental model, designed to explain-.the.-development of
structures..-ofroral thought, holds that there are-six.stages -of moral deyelop-

ment ranging from "preconventjonal lever.to:the"Prilcipled.level." Some

PPPPIe.#1akeit tall the way, others do not, but_- people judgetheirAmmediate.
enviropmentform-theperspective of.one-.of -these stages. notes that

"socioeconomic status is positive lycorrelated with stage of moralreasohipg.
and that delinqUents reason at lower stages than -nondelinqUents do." Course -

materials- designedto spur. moral -development in .classroom settings -.is.
recOmmended'as an..appropriate strategy to move persons ever-upward in- the

scale -of morally right thinking.-

-.--By-wAy of concluding the article, author admonishes readers that lnidimensional-

programs aimed at only conduct, or only knowledge4.-Will be successful only

as the programs accidentally deal-with the other dimensions. For programs

aimed..at-the.contrOl of school crime to-be successful,- it is necessary .to
addres's the complexity of morialzatidn head on..and build programs-that deal-
with-,:all the dimensions on which learning has taken place."

PROBLEMS:. General-, unspecified use of the words "school crime" causes
authorto make wild causal statements of dubious merit (e.g,:. "school-crime
appearS.to'be more sporatic and episodic than adult crime." ).

Thisarticie.is.What might politely be called "lofty." There is little

practical benefit to be deriVed from any content.' There is. ho.relation-

'betWeen,thetontept of " "school crime" the-way it -is used bYthis author-

--- and:the reality of- destroyed schools. One simply doesn't go in-and teach
moraledUcation in a school that is out of control.

All the'author.'s arguments for close examination and intermeshing of

paradigms.:.of...morality focus on the CHILD as the problem instead of considering

the school.
i

.ascontribytory, at least to some extent. This is contrary to

current:trendsn treating violence-in schools.

FEDERAL POLICY ,IMPLICATIONS- None,

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS:

---



MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

PLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:

POVERTY, SCHOOL CONTROL PATTERNS
Lesser, Philip
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri

SUMMARY: Author posits the theory that student commitment to the tenets

of:education as expressed by the local school represent the most effective

and long-lasting method for assuring safe learning environments which are

free from fear and anxiety.

This article begins with the perceptive observation that much current public

sentiment considers that schools would be "safer and more effective places

for learning if only more rules were instituted and more effecient means of

enforcing those rules were developed. This type of thinking is commonly

advanced during discussions of so-called high-crime schools in inner cities."

Although this position is reasonable within the context of a society governed

by rules, author suggests that theoretical and empirical grounds exist for

questioning "get tough" policies in schools.

The next section begins an exploration of a variety of social phenomena

frequently cited as "reasons" for violence in schools. These phenomena

include: (a) characteristics of society -- such as inherent societal violence,

family violence, television violence, and so forth; (b) characteristics of

students -- psychological abnormalities, low-level ego development, blocked

goal attainment, cultural deprivation, and so forth; and (c) characteristics

of schools -- physical layout, physical size, content of courses, ftirness

of rules, and so forth. A separate section is devoted to discussion of the

historical treatment of pplazt as a correlate of disruptive student behavior.

Concerning poverty and youth crime, it is concluded that there is no clear

evidence that youth from low-SES families exhibit unusually high degrees of

deviant behavior in schools.

The following sections concern organizational analysis of school disruption,

poverty and school control patterns, and analysis of the range of solutions

applied by schools to problems of crime and violence. Although these are

lengthy sections, the general arguments can be synthesized as follows.

Schools organized along rule-oriented control patterns are likely to be less

effective in responding to disruption -- and more likely to engender it

than are schools with an internal-control, or normative, orientation. 'While

poverty does not explain school disruption, many low-SES students are in

external-control-oriented schools. Discussion of the four general categories

of solutions generally applicable to the reduction of violence in schools

(security systems, counselling services, curriculum/instructional programs,

and organizational modification) lead to the conclusion that organizational

6.



modifications,appear most effective, since they can be expected to increase

student commitment to the school through internal controls.

In finding that -"students committed to an organization are not-going-to act

out against it,"author is forced to conclude that "Altering school organ-
izatiopal,patterns to increase internal control orientations calls for
_effort by both_stUdents and school staff. Students need to recognize their

responsibilities,as members of a community. Administrators need to be

committed to increasing student access to school governance, for example,

if-Students are going to, take the school's goals for their own. Hopefully,

these kinds of-changes will reduce school disruption.

PROBLEMS: Although author notes the problem that this field of study is

77;7171.11y confusing because terms are not defined, this reviewer finds
himself confused when reading this paper for precisely that reason. That

"student disruption" is not found tied to low-SES youth tells me nothing

at all. For example, does this mean that by grouping vandalism (or most

other property offenses) together with assaults (or most other personal

offenses) as "disruption; the resulting National profile finds suburban
schools "as disrupted" as schools in low-SES neighborhoods?!

Careful rewriting and additional support for proposed theory is recommended

by this reviewer. (NOTE: Conclusions are reached more as a statement of

opinion than as tight statements dictated by insightful logic.)

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: The issue of school organization and
the solicitatiOn to violence is personally intriguing to this reviewer.

This is an area badlY needing further research -- especially research

directed toward the development of practical recommendations useful for

school district administrators and local school personnel.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: The appropriate role of the Federal government

is one of research support along the lines discussed above.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Local school districts wishing further to
explore this area could locate academicians willing to direct such projects.

School district support would probably be a tremendous incentive to

initiate such a project. Small grants could be obtained from Washington.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The idea of cross-analysiiing characteristics of
low-SE S youth with organizational structures of schools is compelling, and

deserves further treatment.



, SCHOOL,- ALIENATION, AND DELINQUENCY

-Liazos,;Alexander
Regis,,College (Weston, Massachusetts

SUMMARY:,Taken from, a s alist perspective, schools are viewed as tools of

capita,listic-industry. Frorn this viewpoint, the "real" function of = schools

isexpdsed NOT as institutions where children are prepared for spectacular and
fulfilling4dUlt lives, but as institutions designed to keep people .in

their places. "Schools always have functioned to socialize most youth to
limited lives and jobs, and many others to dead-end jobs and lives seen as

failures. They have taught obedience, discipline, and rigidity to create
people fit for the . fates awaiting them. They have succeeded with most

youth; many of the failures of the systenrare labeled 'delinquents.'"

An interpretation of the history of American education is traced, beginning

in the late 1800s when Congress contrived to reduce unemployment and protect

adult wage-earning ability through cumpulsory "warehousing" of children and

youth in schools -- thus keeping them out of the labor market. To "sell"

this idea to the public, education was, from its inception, designed to

prepare youth for the jobs from which they had just been excluded. That is,-

education was seen to prepare youth for construction and large-industry

positions. This "preparation" consisted largely of instilling in youth

traits of "obedience, punctuality, rigidity, willingness to do boring and

repetitive tasks," and so forth. This arrangement was particularly useful

for industry, where the very few thinkers-and-planners needed masses of

obedient (and not too well educated) bodies to carry out the fruits of thier

thinking and planning.

Methods utilized by schools to keep children off guard -- to prepare children

for different types of future work experiences than they would likely choose

as thinking persons -- are overviewed. These methods include use of testing

(and resultant "tracking systems"), higher per-pupil expenditures on youth

attending suburban versus urban schools, and entirely different teaching

strategies for youth in suburban versus urban schools. Author points out

that these systesms of differentiating the individbal capabilities of urban

and suburban schoolchildren follows this country's tradition of assuring

that working-class children end up as automatons in appropriate working-class

jobs, 'whereas the sons/daughters of the wealthy must be prepared to think

on their own in order to assume managerial posts as adults.

In this context, delinquent behavior is viewed as youthful reaction against

the tyranny of American education -- a reaction that cannot be tolerated

by a capitalistic society, and is censured whenever possible. (Reviewer's

Note: This argument is presumably based on the premise that schools offer

only very limited opportunities for creativity -- since they focus so

extensively on rigidity and obedience. Thus theft, assault, drug use,

and so forth represents reasonable and appropriate avenues of expression by

youth who perceptively see through the ruse perpetrated against them by

the capitalistic educational system.)



Auti;Or_cOnClUdeSthis paPer by noting that "Schools are dominated- by, znd
o0_7.,the:work_of, the corporate economy. ,WO canncit'focus' on schools as the..
problem -or the solution- Rather, we :need to change the ecOnomy-alidthe

_ ,

sotiety,-rulingruling groups_which control them. We must create a true

democracy wherp all people control all institutions."
..,,

.

PROBLEM: Although a theory is presented or, at least, a point of-view --

praCtical implications are not drawn. Indeed, the conclusions presented
by-the author are so global that readers are left without an understanding
of- what - limited actions are Possible'within the context of current reality.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: None.

DOCUMENT V

'SCHOOL CRIME.AND'BELONGINGNESS
MacDonald, Scott and Chester Aden, Jr.
University -of Hawaii and University of Minnesota

SUMMARY:,.. This article reports a four year study of the Job Corps Training

Center:in Honolulu, Hawaii. The Center offers basic educational opportUnities::-

to young people--"who.have not fininshed high school, and inclUdeSgraduation
.eitherfrorathe school which they last attended, or through GED testing.

The Center also offers. vocational training and job placement." By aqUainting

reader with...the Center's management probleMs.and steps taken to-maximize

desirablebehavior, author .hopes that guidance will be proVided respecting.

ways = .-administrators of other eduCatipnal institutions can impact- behavior:

of --residents. (NOTE: "SoMe similarities and-differences between-this

facility -and the public schools are 'Mentioned.")

ThejfirSt:part of the -paper describes the Center itself. Founded as an

Dfficeof-Eoortomic,Opportunity Job Corps-Center in-1965; it hasslowly

evolved into a comprehensivemulti-faceted educational:institution for

.dropOtipOshout and court- referred youth. The Center is a residential
program focusing on three areas -(a) aCadeMic training; (b) vocational

tratning;. and '..(c) counseling. As the students are what is called "high-

risk'.",YOuth-,(from.the point of view wfdelinquency-proneness),It is not

unusual that of misbehavior are of paramount concern inthiS Center.-.

Authors deSpribethe history of -coping -withbehavior problems, observing

that until INCIDENT- REPORTS became mandatory and offenses were.categOrized-

by severity and sanctions, little success was seen in curbing. them.

From,,theAeyelopmentat work with the Centpr's .5tudents, two-Jundamental
qUestiops:werejoutid be frequently be asked.-First, it was not clear
whether-OrnOt:a:students,perSonality:was:already:Set:rit was not clear



that you h between 16 and 20 with criminal records were subject to further

soetalizatiOn. Second, it was not clear whether the Center could influence
individual i coming from home environments with "serious problems.,"-

t is the research of three studies -- which originated to answer these

two ,questions --:,that _constitutes the majority of the remainder of this.paper.

!!The first stud examines the hypothesis that individual stress at the Center

is -re ated-both to visits to the clinic and to acts of misbehavior. This

view suggests-that stress-induced misbehaviors can be identified early and

prevented.-,The failure to demonstrate such a relationship fostered subsequent

work.--Study' two examines data collected over a six-month period when the

Center had begun an autonomous group-management system. It searches, by

statistical means, variables which might be related to 'good' Center
adjustment (no misbehavior) versus bad adjustment (many misbehaviors). Again,

findings were negative, but useful. The third study compares misbehavior at

the Center before the introduction of the autonomous groups and after the

introduction of the (ultimately successful) system."

Almost from the beginning of the third study, it was apparent that minor and

major misconduct was being reduced, but also that individuals were for the

first time reacting out of regard for the anticipated reactions of their

peers in potential misbehavior situations. Also, "other anecdotal evidence

supports the findings of the third study that a sense of belongingness on the

part of youth is an important factor in stimulating anticipation of the

consequences of behavior, which appears to mediate both negative and

positive behavior."

Remaining pages discuss the informal services of the Center, and ways they

interact to form the whole program. These services include: (a) health

services; (b) food services; (c) orientation; and (d) preparation and release.

By way of conclusion, authors note that this self-contained boarding

institution is quite different from regular public schools, and different

in ways that make comparisons difficult (such as use of pay incentives; _

use of weekend passes; and age -- 16 to 20 -- of attending youth). Nonetheless,

some general implications are drawn. First, the major force which shapes

the behavior of the participating students is seen to be their participation

in the program -- participation that put them in contact with peers and with

the administration of the Center. Second, factors internal to the school,

rather than generally societal ones, are the chief determinants of control over

unwanted behavior. Third, a sense of belonging (identification with the

goals and objectives of the society) is positively correlated to good behavior.

PROBLEMS: This paper seems to be presenting findings flowing from a

very pragmatic response to a pragmatic problem: this does not seem to be

a report of sophisticated testing of a traditional or innovative theory. In

addition, it appears to this reader that the underlying theory is simply that

of behavior modification -- rewards and punishments. The paper is lengthy

and rambling.

An additional problem is that it is almost a platitude to observe that these

kinds,of educational institutions are run quite idiosyncratically -- and are

really driven by the charisma of the leadership. The approach taken in this

project -- quite apart from the fact that it is largely not transferrable.to

public schools -- is probably not even transferrable to other similar facilities.



FEDERAL. POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

IMPLICATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:-:, jklone

DOCUMENT W

SCHOOLS: ANTIQUATED SYSTEMS OF SOCIAL CONTROL
Marrola, Joseph A., John H. McGrath, and U. Sherwood Williams
Virginia Commonwealth University

SUMMARY: Authors begin by observing that literature purporting to explain
recent increases in student misbehaviors and crimes by focusing on STUDENT

CHARACTERISTICS as the causal factors has failed to prove that point.

Therefcire, this paper is devoted to a limited discussion of the structure of

schooling as it relates to a solicitation of violence on behalf of youth.

Since "schooling" is such a large topic, this paper is restricted to a

discussion of "forms of social control utilized by the schools in the past

to ensure conformity on the part of students,...why those forms no longer

are appropriate, and why they may even be exacerbating the present disruption-"

Authors mention three important consequences of the schooling process
(custody/control, certification, and selection) and go on to discuss the

issue of custody/control in some detail. It is noted that compulsory

attendance laws makes the custody/control issue a critical one, for schools

are thus forced legally to retain involuntary members mixed with willing

students. Authors comment that it seems that recent years have recorded an
increase in the percent of involuntary members at schools, and a decrease in

the unquestioned power/authority of teachers and school administrators.
These phenomena combine with and:are tied directly to increased violence and
crime say the authors.

Examination is made of problems facing single classrooms respecting the

twin combinations of mixed voluntary/involuntary students, and loss of respect

for authority. While observing that a school's or classroom's stability

is related more to satisfaction with participation in rulemaking "than on

satisfaction with the actual content of the rules," authors go on to discuss

some of the ways student's rights have been negotiated out of schools. First,.

because the modern school is so large, and because such a school must impose

rules negotiated (at least to some extent) with the majority (or most vocal)

students. some percent of the student body must, by definition, feel alienated

and put upon in terms of their individual rights of expression (real or

perceived). Second, some students fail to see the relationship between

schooling and life-goals: such persons will fail, to cooperate fully with the

school and will likely be censured through low grades, loss of privileges,

and so forth. Third, to the extent that schools fail to convince their clients

(students) of the utility and value 'of schooling, peer pressure among the

students 'to resist the legitimete actions of the school will have to be
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met by- ,increased recourse- ..O.kliidpoWer-and abSolUte'aUthoritYAy:the
school (for example,-recourSe'to school security officerS in schools).

. .

Concluding;=authors note that-as social. animals',.i :people caheatilysUbordinate_ _

-individual interests to:theAoodof the'groupbUtin secohdari:SChOols,-the --_-

iducationalprocess is frequently not seen as a collective purpose

,._.hence-;the-need fOr:PerSPOITsacrifice,is.notObOous
trueof,those-__alienatedyouthWhoXseOhemselvesinvoluntarllYjorced-to

-submitto-regithentationand rulesiand:courseWarkAh,WhiCh-theyhaye....no voice.-

Alt4004k*WSChoOlS-SUCCeedAhjachieVing.-MajoritycOMplianceWith S'thOol
. .

_

'merely '`a ra-sUPerfitiacemplianceanCWonat.
the:oostlyexPense:of 'alienating -students from any real and ongoing. connectionreal

:tothe':Collective'process'ofbecoming .educated.-

To address thisproblem,-- authors. suggest. that "education must be structured

so.astoieed to commitment." This can be accomplished-in a-two phased. -

program. First, integrate the student's role in school-with outside

activtie, in order to promote under-standing in youth of the interrelationship

OetweenschoOl..--and.life. Second, promote the. concept/belief; -that-individuals

:are responsible_ controlling-what happens tothem now and in the future,

;In'order4topromotemore thoughtful studeht behavior. Concisely- stated,

thi:underlyii.g.prmse- -here is that " "if a 'person invests a.-Certainamount,

--of ,time.:And-energy- invests- .his /her very self into a.partitular:line'..of

:actiOndrAdentity he/she will become committed toavoiding..behaviPrs,

-`that or noncontfnuance'of the commitment. -":5choolS,-_then-,

must. concentrate on developing students' commitment to idehtities.that...Comple-

Meht.thelc011ective pUrpose of learning."

PROBLEMS: This .paper reads .as.if it were written-without an outline. There-

jS.---Very-Ooor-logic.flow,-and the points made in-the body o.fthetext do not

obvioUsly,fit in the--sections in which they appear. Further, :although-the

-paper begins by stating that they will not be addressing student characteristics,

for that is -the erroneous way -that other literature has takeni. virtually all

this work -is devoted to reactions of schools.to student-behaviors,--- a very

fine. line to draw-and considerably different than'the stated,objective of..

addressing-the school variables which impact youth. -- On the other-hand; some

sectiops-doHndeed, clearly address school variablesimpactipg.youth. -In -all.

.thisAs' a difficult paper to read, and it should be rewritten.'.

-.MAJOR'IMPORTANT'IDEAS: The idea that compulsory attendanCe laws caused a

mixing of-involuntary and voluntary youth in schools is -a new one--to this

reader. Further,; the recent court cases of Gault (1967), Tinker (1969), and

Wood,(1975) further support this thesis, for these.cases 115W773rced schools

----to retain many more of the "borderline" pupils than were retained' even a

-decade ago.

The idea .that even the superficial compliance of youth to the rules of the

school work against society. in the long run because children will fail

to underStand the cooperative nature of education is important 'and.neW.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: It is possible that someone in the Office of

Elementary and Secondary Education might want to share some of the more

salient'aspects of this article with Chief State School Officers. Perhaps

in the form of a "Think-Piece" article discussing the possible problems



of crime and disruption obtaining from students' inability to conceptualize-
the collective purpose of education, and the individuals responsibility for
his/her actions.

LOCAL-POLICY IMPLICATIONS: As above applied to local situations.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: would be nice to substantiate this
theory., That is, whether or not students really conceive of education as -

a-collective act, and whether that variable has anything at all to do
with crime /disruption levels in a school would be useful information.
It seems to this reviewer that if it could be established that this were
the case, a National public relations campaign could be mounted by the
Government clarifying the reasons why youth go to schools.

DOCUMENT X

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT IN THE SCHOOLING PROCESS: A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

Newman,' Joan_and'Grteme.Newman
State University of New York-at Albany

.
.

SUMMARY: This work begins with an appeal to- logic, reasonablenesand.
history. Noting that it is popularly belleved-that_today's:"disCipline
crisis" is a new phenomenon, authors dedicate-themselVes in-this paper

'to there- is-extentive..eVidenceAndicating.quitvthe
ContrarY..H.that this'is' a' period of much lase -noted butdisruption,
npre-extensive' -raporting of what diSruption is To.Maketheir:.

Case, authors take Us back-,-historically,.as. far as medieval times, end

then return. us to the .first part of this centUry. Thejustification:foe
thiS historical journey is the theory that sChoolvicilence-...ViOlende,
PerPetrated against. children in school is tolerated in society in- direct

proportion to 'the-extent to which .violence against children is:toleratek17-7.
family settings,. That is, where- .parents whip children, schools whip students.

In society in medieval Western cultures, there was no such concept as

"childhood." Children were simply small adults -- but they "did not count..
(T)hey could be sold off, abandoned, or killed" virtually at the will of

adults. It is postulated that the very high infant mortality rates led

parents to view children "as a highly teMporary member of the family." By

the seventeenth century, the concept of "original sin" became popularized,

and youth found guilty of offenses in schools were partly Or wholly. stripped
of clothing (depending on the time period) and "whipped until they bled."

Although corporal punishment was abolished in 1882 in France, it was then

at the height of popularity in England, where it continues to be used to this

day. Excellent and tremendously enlightening examples are provided of

student retribution against conditions in the schools, including the massive

use by schools of corporal punishment (for example, one school in England in

1818 required two companies of soldiers armed with fixed bayonets to quell a

mutiny). In Colonial America, schoolchildren were beaten as a matter of

course. John Calvin's 1559 catechism is cited thus: "God will not only

punish them (disobedient children, ed. ) with everlasting payne in the day



f judgment, but He will execute also punishment on their bodies here in

this werlde; eyther by shortnynge their life, eyther bY procuring them a

shameful death, either at the least a life most miserable." In Connecticut

and Massachusetts, capital punishment was the penalty for disobedience to

parents. In schools, "corporal punishment was routinely used, both for

purposes of control and character regeneration. Textbooks inculcated

terror of a stern God, and repetitive drill was the method of instruction.

Teachers were chosen for impeccable characters, rathee than for any talent

or enthusiasm for the position." In sum, in America as in Europe, "schools

becant reflections of the general status accorded to children."

The paper shifts briefly to discuss reports of juvenile delinquency

throughout the last few centuries, Examples provided include those of

public meetings in the early 1800s concerning growing alarm over juvenile

gangs, and an article in 1857 admonishing the public that "'young Americans

should be warned to stop the increasingly noticed practice of carrying

pistols."

Schoolhouse conditions of the mid-1800s are discussed (ill-heated, ill-

ventillated, poorly supplied, overcrowded), as are the teachers of that

time (not prepared as teachers 5 2poorly paid low on the social scale, lacking

control). Moving on into the twentieth century, authors observe that

American education was heavily influenced -. in the Eastern and

Great; Lakes States -- by immigrants. It is at this time that schooling

becane available to wide segments of the population. By 1918, 75% of the

country's youth (including 20% of the Black youth) were attending schools.

By the 1980s, "disorder, insubordination, and violence in New York and

in other American cities necessitated debate about the form of education best

suited to imposing order and simultaneously meeting the changed needs of

both the pupils and society."

At risk of making this review overly long, repeated. here is the superb

conclusion to this outstanding article.

"Our general conclusion, then, is that, there has always been a "crisis of

discipline" in schools -- or at least since the middle ages, when the concept

of childhood emerged and children came to be seen as a class separate from

adults. This attitude developed more and more over the centuries, with

teachers resorting to ingenious physical humiliations and punishments to

assert their own status. The most visible and serious crises in the schools

occurred side by side with massive use of corporal punishment, insistence

upon ienediate obedience, maintenance of rigid rules, and learning endless

material by rote. Since the nineteenth century, we have slowly limited the

use of= corporal punishment and loosened the rules of school behavior. But

we have simultaneously moved to keep children as children for a much longer

period than ever before -- for many, for at least a third of their lives.

It seems predictable that the crises of authority -- adult vs. child,

parent vs. child, teacher vs. pupil -- will become even more accentuated.

"Thus, despite liberalization of school discipline, school violence continues

-- in street gangs after school; in organized strikes in school; in massive,

sullen resistance to learning; and in individual children taking vengeance

on the school by arson or vandalism for dealing with them as children, for
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forcing them to obey and to learn. Yet this is surely a reasonable
"oppression" when one considers the terrible manner in which children
were exploited when they were treated as adults.

"So what should we do? We should learn to live with the "crisis." Like

crime, illness, and pollution, it is part of the social order. But this

does not mean that progress cannot be made. In fact, one is forced to

conclude that considerable progress has already been made. A marked

decrease in the use of abusive corporal punishment and often debilitating

methods of treating children in schools has not been accompanied by a serious

increase in violence from a broad historical view."

PROBLEMS: None.

NAJORAMOORTANTIDEAS:.. It is tremendously important to view.a social
jiaileinenonsOch as violence in sohoolt,'An-vbroader.historical frame
;than is usually done. Commonly, the public:has a 20-year -viewpoint. Adults--

look back on their childhood and use that-experience to frame opinion- of

`current events'. In the context of the centuries of human develoPment,

trends stand -.out much more clearly.. This- work . -- stressing as it does-that

-vantage. point of time -- allows .ustostep- back from the visceral. inVolvement

we..feel.;.with:our own-time-and judge.ourscheols- and. our children with..

greater objectivity.

FEDERAL POLICY- IMPLICATIONS: The overriding lesson to-be learned from this

artic a is -that punishment in schools- should be stopped. It

-serves-no -possibie'purpese, and evidence- hints- that it actually-enceurages..

counterattion..byyoUth.. It may be feasible for the- Secretarycf:.HEV...to.

initiate Policy statements-7 or--the President may.te-empoWered'to iSSUe.

an Executive Order.

---LOCALPOLICY IMPLICATIONS: 'It-is well within the-power of local SchoOl..
districts to-iniff015711icies:and. procedures that forbid corporal punIS.kMent

.

.PL1CATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:--In preparation for a Nationalpoljc,rta.::'

forbid,cprpdra -_,punishment-, it is possible to conduct researchinto.:behavi.or.:

y:.pattertis-- of school districts that forbid corporal. punishment'matchedwith..:

:;.some -that still allow it. Baltimore, Maryland, -for example, forbids such

puni shment.
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DOCUMENT Y

ORDER AND DISRUPTION N- A -DE5EOREWATED HIGH SCHOOL

Noblt George W. and.Thpmas W. Collins

AOMphiS State-Univers

.._SOMMARYL;:,-if-therets a theory---iiidden- cotheory hidden. of -thethe. eCts'

.ofr-,-edministrative Style- Upon the Character_-_:ef:order and disruption

SCIOStudentAesegragated Southern. scheel,Hitii-s-that neither theiiggtia11-
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nor..theYbureauceatic-management. systems Used- 41one- can-succeed in making and.
enforcingyu-e-sto-the.--satisfaction.of the internal school communitylAND
the ,society to which'.the school must be responsive.

This paper describes research conducted using ethnographic methods to
investigate control -systemi and theireffects upon- students'andstaff-Of
One:sthool,':Before .discussing-thestudyjn--4epth,.-authors describe the

craft of- ethnographic research. _They observe that.such -research consists-of:
(4.,9athering:data.directly- from-the people involved-in the categories that

_,are '..mleyant-tothem; (b) placing events in context of the total experfenCe
under study; (c): incorporating history as a natural event in the studied
everience;and (d) comparing the variety of classes that make-

up. that. experience. Both interpretive understanding and. Causal explanations
are necessary to satisfy the-notion-of ascientific proof.

The school (given the pseudonym. "Crossover HighSchoo1") is described
historically began in 1948 .and was so located as exclusivelytoServe
offspring of the economically affluent from the.local-.city.. -Thestudents.
were highly bomogenoUsf,highly acadernitallyoriented,..-and.:had a college

attendance rateofabout.95%. -Faculty:.wert 1969, --turnover.

was minimal. In 1972 a desegregationplan paired=CrosSover.'withFeeder.SchooL
Although.' Feeder was located in .3:poor-end more:violence7prone:part:of-the

--.pernmunitof Crossover, the -Black parentS-voicedsimilgrjears'-and. concerns
about mergingschoolS3-botbefwhichhadattronghistoriesof Community,:
support and involvement. The transition...was-difficult, and. the .authors-:,

briefly outline some of theproblemsfaced-by the .first'- principal.. - -. until

Jle-was..-=replacedin-1976. By 1976, Crossover had-metamorphosed-to-a,
vocational.- school with a White/Black student ratio of 30/70.

Authors go on -to describe differences-in rule-making and-rule enfOrcement

between -the firStand-second-BlacOrinCipals-i-ThefirttAised an informal
sySteM ofnegotjated order-(inCluding-Aifferential and varying enforcement

of,_r4les),whereeS.-the second printi-pal-Used,a more formal- system of bure4ucratic

order which the principal assumed an authoritative role and:enforced all

ruleS to the letter).

After_ desegregation, the- school contained- four student networks, termed honor_
students, freaks, active Blacks, and..Red...Oaks Blacks... These-groups: woro.

--.-differentfated,according;t6-clAss4-receend commitment..toschool.(vs, street
Ways the better:students were accorded honors-iand.priviledges-:are discussed.-
There is-extensive discussion of:the-ways theSenetWorkS reacte&to school

rults---bothTUnder the-nnegotiated"--system --of the first oribcipal, or.under'',

theY'bureaCuratic" systemof the second prinCipal, An:important observation'
made in this section is that whereas youth under "negotiated rules" Openly

complained'of some _differential treatment_of members of other network youti.L.

and of uneven treatment even within-, their own network, there,was-4-ah:-opennesS

and willingness-to speak- of theseproblems:=students followed-the principal's

rules, and-were friendly to .and-respeetful_of Mtn, On the other hand;"-it is.
obServed-thktyouth under- thebureautratic rules" of the second printipal

ceased talking about the,sohobl's...0forcementbiTules and regulatiOns.

increasingly feltthem to be illegitimate, and quickly began:: to deyelOix
-collectively hostile andunfriendlY;attitudes toward:the second printio.01.-

The--conclusion drawn here is that neither system will_work-3100,-but,that

together,__ is some chance of success see-:-"problems"---sectiOn, below).
. .



PROBLEM:. _AuthOrswere-asked-to.write. about a theory cif .SChoolbased

crinieand/or:viblence,-but:arA,here presenting_ a report- of- an-etbnO4raphic-
stOdy.Purely by accident, it.is possible to develop 'some kind--of-theory"
at the end of this paper:but onlybecailse:authars-inSert--findihgs- from
a second research project-that,.has:notbeendiscussed:in.thebody of the

paper. That is, whereas the body of the-paper. disousSes-twOAistinci kinds
of management styles that-existed in one schoOL:authorS.::mention another-,'
school wherein the principal sUccessfully.- blende&the'two-sytles.diStussed.
in this paper, and draw-fromthat .fact the .extrapolation_that-only the
Ponturrent'Ute...-of negotiation- and-bureaucracy.-tan ensure successful- and

rewardingsChool management. Although this "trick ending" rescues the

paper im.that -it provides "theory " ". -- it vlolates- rulespf-organizatioh

and of log c.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The relationship between the- management style-0f-
TifiTTaar7ERECITairnistratdr:-and-'the social- climate of the:-SchoOl'has

Tongbeen --regarded as vital and-intimately-ihtertwined. The use of-:

ethnographic:,researchAoiscientificallY identify important-'variableS 'of-.

in that-relationship is' important.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS:, See " "Research,"

LOCAL- IMPLICATIONS:-'-this papertifferS-.atternative,eXplanations'
Hfor.the.SUcCeSi-aturfailure of principals.. across certain dimensions.not..

-Often considered. Should further research make available scaling
:.--instruments'--to:grade administrators across these dimensions, better'',
-Jinderstanding--of student misbehaviors in schools would likely result.

IMPLICATIONS_ FOR FURTHER 'ThiS paper represents a starting-point

from,010 other - ethnographic studies can_be--AeveloPedinto other aspects

,i0finana0ment-'style:of--OrinciOals as they affect thesoCial-'.-climatePfH
schools. .-This is qUite important and timely, for the- Safe`School_ Study

.ofthe:NatiOnal institute-of Education repeatedly stresses:the importance
pfthelocal school. administrator in setting the tone and climate of the-

.School

DOCUMENT Z

HUMAN RELATIONS IN SCHOOL SETTINGS
Oden, Chester W. Jr, and W. Scott MacDonald
Universtiy of Minnesota and the University of Hawaii

SUMMARY: The theory propounded in this article is that much racism and

FiTiarce is unintentional, and once a reasonable person sees his/her
actions as systematically unfair/unjustified, that person can and will begin

to shed-such biases. To support such a theory, this paper generally
examines ways "discriminatory attitudes affect both victims and members of

the dominant group." The focus of thit article is on actions of individual

teachers, although some discussion of prejudicial peer pressures is included.

47,



AUthOrt:explain that information -for this article came-from the.Humah
::Relationsjrociram at the- University -of Minnesota: a program instituted
bettertvteich -human- relations- Skills to potential and te.experienced teachers

througheut:.the.::5tate.. .Although- .components:of:the.discriminationiracism

ir

-

odel'AreridentifiedHas ...(aattitiidesiblates; (b)JaWs, regulations,
traditionscrinstitutienal.structuresiand- (d) current practices, only .
ATTITUDE /BIASES - are discussed:in-...this- paper. This is so, because. ATTITUDESg....

-(cOMOrised::offeelings, thoughts-,::andactions) are seen as the most:laccessible

level at which controlled interactions can occur.
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The first detailed discussion-centers-oin:the.humam.failing ofAising simplified

StereotypeS to represent .groups .0 individuals. Thus "basketball players" or

" "artists" or "Chicanos" recalls to an individual a set of-Characteristics
4110h-contain a mix of truths, half-truths, and misinformation-. _It is-pointed
out that this "information - compression "" is actually quite necessary much

of the time in order- quickly to communicate:.10aniitieSHof complex ideas to

other persons. HoWever, if not closely monitored-lpYthe:speaker,..thiSH
practice -can lead to-,-:daMaging and unfortunate consequences- stereotypical

views are_applied .to- individual members..of-thelarger:groljp.-:For'example,
it may be-_hard'.-to-thinic of a delicate-looking artstudentas..a-devoted
flyWeight boxer. it.may be difficult to think`-of a big, roUghlooking Black-
-16year,old-as an enthusiastic scholar of-the-ClaSSiCs-.

The second..discussionconcernS individual..attitudeS:about=physicaL.abmormalities..
itis.-nOted that the4oSt'diffitultprobleM:for.-teachers to overcome is the

tendencY:to view physical anomalies;.-asugly"--and--as'extensions-of "ugly

personalities. " -The:third-point-ton-terns- attitudes regarding,both mentally

retarded youth` and-youth. exhibiting -behavioral problems. It,is-mentioned

that problems--;presentedlv-both kinds.of.youth- are-frequently-exacerbated due

AO their grouping in one class -(That removed_froM.Other classesWhere
they representeddisruptiveinfluences, they are now -all in -one class.)

There is some discussion-cf:.Students'ridiculing and- OStracizingjellow,,

students who are .identifiedwith,certain "unacceptable characteristics

(disc filar race, loW intellignece,-physical-handicap). ':There is also. bri.0----

discus0:ton,ofways:6dults drop Prejudices once. they -are made aware of them.

Authors conclude by observing that Human Relations Training -- the process

in which a person .examines.his/her.ownnegatiyeattitudes, -completewith
categories about.- minority,grod0!:meMbers, and begins to expose the ideas

about the minority to real-life experiences -- is vitally important in

school settings. ThiSis-oarticularlyitrue for those persons- who are

willing to,Consider:thatAhey-mayhold,biased stereotypes, oftpersonS-Cr

groups. Workingthrough such a human relation's program, contend" -the authors,

leads. to improved. teaching,. and fosters healthier self-perceptiOns.

PROBLEMS:_Article does -notipresent.:a:tight defense of a theory, beginning

with'the .probleutstatementincludingpremisesiconstraintsilimits,
and

moving thorughexaMples to a conclusion. Indeed, this paper begin with

the statement of their "good idea," and concludes by-saying that it is a

good idea.:In:between,readers. are provided examples which sUggest that

some:of'.the:61eMents ar6,'Andeed,HgooOdeas



PLICATIONSJOR- FURTHER_RESEARCH: It would be interesting-to compare the-

c_assroorabehavier of students with_teachers exhibiting -certain carefully

defined and measured prejudicial- attitudes with the classroom- behaviors
ofstudentswith- teachers...matched for similar characteristics, but without

the prejudicial attitudeS. Such findings might have local or National

implications and use.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.
a

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None in this form; see "research," above.

AJAR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

DOCUMENT AA

THE CREATEION OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOR IN AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOLS
Phillips, John C
University of the Pacific, Stockton, California

SUMMARY: Author immediately distinguishes between delinquent behaviors
influenced by outside variables and those attributable to school factors.

The theory proposed in this article, which is based on Albert Cohen's
"delinquent subculture" theory modified in terms of a social psychological
approach known as "balance theory," states that there are conditions within
the school which contribute to delinquent behavior in youth but which are
subject to modification and control by the school-institution.

To begin, author reviews "Cohen's general theory of subcultures." It is

recalled that Cohen argued that human behavior focuses on solving problems,

and that individuals who cannot find socially acceptable solutions to their

problems may turn to illicit behavior. An extension of this thesis is that

if unadjustable problems exist for sufficient numbers of socially similar
persons (eg: minority groups separated by religious beliefs, race, sexual

preference, and so forth) "these actors may collectively develop a special

cultural solution to the shared problems." Since the appeal of the shared

response is useful to only a smell number of people, this new cultural

solution may be viewed sociologically as a subculture.

After review of the "general theroy," author explains its specific
application in this instance, explaining: "We will argue that low scho
status (failure) leads to dislike for school which leads to involvemen
with antischool friends and553R7Talool subculture which leads to an

(or deviant) behavior.

The next major section of this article is that discussing a restatement of.

Cohen's theory in terms of a social PaYchningical approach called "cognitiv

balance 'theory." Simply expressed, this theory states that "a person will to

not to harbor conflicting perceptions about two related objects, but will

tend to view pairs of related objects in the, same terms -- either favorably

or unfavorably. Although a number of combinations of examples are given, one
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---eXample---.snould- suffice-here: P- likes X,.and X dislikes 0, -hen P will

tend to dislike-0,-

When applied to schools this formula of congitive balance theory sounds-like

this "The-boy (P) must either- accept the school's negatiVe-evaluationof
himself. (X) or adopt a negative evaluation of the schoOl Author.-Observes'

that-Abnte- a- student -isCaught in-this web, solUtionsare'qUitelimited. Youth-:.

may try to change school's evaluation of him by working harder.- -bi-Jt -tracking.

and AtUrel ability may present blocks. Youth: may:-try to withdraw from school

bUt. parental and/or.legal pressureS may. hinder that..-HYOuth may "trivialize"

the:situationlo.y viewing grades and school approvalas_ _unimportant -- -but- in-
todayl.s-.---soCiety the only. approbation available to youth through school

success. The conclusion, usually, is that youtn'adopt a dislike for the

choolAas:ri form of- dissonance resolution).. Whatever the -school likes, he

will dislike: whatever the school'dislikes--, he will -like.-

Thenext-section of this article establiShes-linkages between-the- proposed

causal chain-of events flowing from achieving low school status, to
'expressing-:dislike for school, to maintaining antischool friends, to exhibiting

antischooLbehavior..-(Althougn this causaLchainAs- simply, -stated,:the

author uses twelve pages to thoroughly document this proposition and' to cite

earlier research that is directly relevant ed.)

The remainder of- this- work is devoted to discussing findings from a small

.research effort conducted to test eithermajor.hypothetes'derived.as'atpettS:
of this causal chain.. Four hundred..sixtY,nine -boys :from-tWo:high-Sthobls'in--

central New York State were administere&adetailed_ouestionnairepf:the
'autnidesign. The two primary. .conclOSioht:.areasjoilOws:-.
of the:-present:Studyindicate that schoOl4related'caUsesschooT status'.

'and affect toward school -- can act to,create _some -Aeviant,behayior:among;
high-chpol bbys".-and(b) "School status -in particularappears-to,,be
important determinant of juvenile miscondOct,...(even) more important than

social class. .when both are .controlled.."1.-.-

Implications from this theory-- and resultant-research -- point to the need

for smaller.:-sChools which can-provide status - improving activities Or all

.'.-.pupils.:,Noliacedemic..school-approved activities that enable youth to be

bound to the purposes of the school are seen greatly-to reduce :inclinations

to rebel.

PROBLEMS :' This:paper': 1,4601d!Apenefit,-fitm:ad-di

applications of the theoretical model.

JMPLICATIONSJOR FURTHER -- RESEARCH : The degree of rigeur shown by:thi_

researcher -in a=ttacking the problem Cif46-liant behavior in schoOls'Sh661-0

be featureCas..-. a model. -for further, related works ItiissOperiatiVe

jurther:resperch-.intoZsome:oftWPra-04tic:aPplicationsofthis,thebrY:,
Would:be,mtitt useful, -for.withOUt that additional research, this theory

AS relegated to academic interest...
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FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.



LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Taking the lead from implications drawn from
this research, local school districts should be able to come up some some
simple policies and procedures that would help youth in large schools
gain non-academic attention and status.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The author astutely notes that as research into
deviant student behavior becomes ever more sophisticated, seemingly simple
answers become useless in the face of lack of substantiation. It is useful
to note that the author of this article failed to have two of his hypotheses
validated by the research, but was willing to admit that fact and discuss the
ramifications of part of his theory. This discussion of theory-failure is
very important to the growth of this field. So, too, is discussion of
program-failure -- but that is seldom done.

DOCUMENT BB

AN INTEGRATED, COMMUNITY-BASED APPROACH TO THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF
DISTURBING BEHAVIORS SHOWN BY CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Pooley, Richard C
The Pendleton Project; Virginia Beach, Virginia

SUMMARY: This paper sifts through vast amounts of information relating to
antisocial behavior in children, breifly discussing theories of delinquency
causation, explaining findings from an ongoing program addressing needs
of disruptive youth, and drawing some conclusions about effective ways of
treating such youth. Topics are held together through discussion of the
author's experiences connected with the Pendleton Project -- an inter-
disciplinary, community-based treatment center for children aged 6-12 with

very severe behavioral problems.

The section on "theoretical considerations" makes the point that, there is a

wide scope of theoretical explanations relating to antisocial behavior --
and since youth become antisocial over long time periods, it is probable
that no single theory can explain all such behavior. There is discussion of

many theoretical considerations specifically applicable to development of a

treatment program. Author points out that the overriding strategy utilized
by the Pendleton Project is that of learning theory, actualized in
Skinnerian-type behavior modification. The gufding principle underlying
Pendleton's treatment is termed "the constructional approach," and is
designed to reinforce positive behaviors at home and in the treatment setting.

It almost represents a summary of the Pendleton Project's approach to quot
that "Rather, than becoming distracted by attempting to name (a child's)

dysfunction, we concentrate on what the child cannot do and, more importantly,

on what-he can do. We expand his skills from his existing relevant repertoire.

Author goes on to discuss the Project in some detail. First described is-the

short-term intensive treatment of severe behavior disorders= This is one

step more sophisticated than simple school/home treatment using behavioral

contracts but is not yet to the degree-of intensity seen with long-term

residents. Conducted for a period ranging from two to nine weeks, the

intensive-care 'approach is applied to about 15% of all contacted youth.



-Time-is spent-in-detailed_discussionof various aspects- of the Pendleton

Center----inOluding such topics -as the principles of outpatient treatment, .
characteristics of clients, flow of services, and so forth. Toward.--the- end

of thispaper, author reviews plans to analyze 834 family/personal variables

..collected-for -about.700 .subjects in order to develop "an effiCient

AiagnOstic/prescriptive/treatment mechanism.'!--

Author concludes by defending the high costs of this residential cente-
($600,000per anum)-by noting the high success rates.(76% "successful"
upon termination; 58% "still- successful" afterone.year) and the :MultiPlo-
-benefitsIstaff-from other-city. agenciessoMetimesi train' at the Center;

future-seriOtis and costly prOblems reSulting'frOM unchecked youthful

Misbehavior. are- avoided).

-PROBLEMS: ThiS.paper:does not present a theory, .but contains alaborious
riTiWalstingly.long (53 pages) blow -by 7blow -.accoUnt..ofa project-serving
severely disruptive youtft.- Although the'author opens his-.".Conclusions"-:-
-section With -the-statement:- "My intention-in this paper has been to give

a'concise:picture -ofof the increased disturbing behaviors shown by children

and of the-coStof such behaviors'in terms- both'pf dollars and of human. ...

MiSerYthis reviewer finds: thepicture":to be far from concise, finds
-ho orderly discussion of variations in disturbin0 behavior, and- finds no .-

discussion of costs of-behaviors- inany:terms-,other than the repetition-:

-of old inaccurate data 6xtentof:the..problems of

:crime and violence -in public schools.

is paper-containSr from one idea to the next

Ave out:Valuable:and..necessarY information. Readers- must develop a high

lerance:-fbr acceptance df,statementsthatseem,-at leaSt-Superficially,
be inaccurate and /or

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

CAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS:

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

CIATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: None.

None.

DOCUMENT CC

SCHOOLCRIMEANDiCONDUCT DISORDER
Quay, Heitert C.
University..ofWami

-.SUMMARY: This'pa0er.espouses. the theory that school-based crime 1.s.p

tliTiffestation Of-'CONDUCT DISORDER; and that- techniques of behaVior modif--

ication,-666 successfully reduce such actions.

Author begins :this artitle_by'noting..that-.. virtually..the...entire-range

youthful misbehavior' can be categorized as,falling within one of fou



53.

These categories are: (a) conduct disorder; (b) personality disorder;
(c) inadequacy-immaturity; and (d) socialized delinquency. Conduct

disorder consists of behaviors clearly at variance with societal expect-
ations, and are clearly unwelcomed both by adults and by other youth.
Personality disorder is characterized by subjective stress, exhibited,
in such behaviors as withdrawl, anxiety, crying, and so forth. Inadequacy-

immaturity syndrome is manifested in such behaviors as short attention span,
daydreaming, sluggishness, confusion, and so on. Socialized delinquency
(or subcultural delinquency) is not clearly maladaptive, for behavior in
this group appears to be a logical pattern reinforced by peers as part of the

youth's normal socialization process. Because the first category (conduct
disorders) has been the focus of so much research and experimentation over
the years, and because so much damaging youthful behavior is of this
type, author devotes the remainder of this paper to a detailed analysis

of this particular area.

The in-depth discussion of conduct disorder begins with observations
regarding in-school behavio s that fall into this category. Behaviors, such

as hyperactivity and high frequency counts of disruptive acts (out of seat,

out of room, noisy, etc.) are examples. Indeed, combined findings of

recent studies point to the conduct-disordered youth not only as one who

seeks excitement and novelty, but actually as a child who constantly

requires an abnormally high level of sensory input. It is also brought out

that conduct disordered youth do not respond favorably to normal social

cues and rewards, and is probably raised in a situation "unlikely to
produce strong affectional bonds with parents (and thus with other adults).

Discussion of treatment of youth exhibiting conduct disorders begins by

observing that schools generally do not make any attempt to resocialize

a youngster. Either the child's behavior is tolerated, or he/she continues

to cause disruption until ultimately pushed out of school or expelled.

On the -other hand, resocialization by using acknowledged and tested

techniques of behavior modification is eminently reasonable, especially

since research indicates such techniques "dramatically reduce deviance

while increasing the acquisition of prosocial behavior and academic skills."

Examples are provided of many different experimental in-school approaches

to treating conduct-disordered youth. The cited studies clearly indicate

that-that conduct-disordered youth can become functioning and productive members

of the family, school, and community. "All these efforts have in common the

restructuring of the social environment, rather than the restructuring of

some vague internal process inside the deviant child's head. Thus, the

results suggest that prevention can probably be achieved by an early

restructuring of the home and school so that these no longer facilitate the

development of deviance in the first place.

Author concludes by noting that viewing school-based crime primarily as a

manifestation -of conduct disorder permits a better understanding of ,its

nature,- origin, and treatment. Further, "successful treatment_within_the

context of the school itself is clearly possible when the principles of

behavior modification are put to use." Author cautions that -,"failure to

treat the problem will clearly have continued untoward consequences for the

children involved, and-for society as .a whole.



IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Once again, this article suggests

avenues for the development of pragmatic and innovative approaches for

dealing in school situations with problems of socialization of youth

that have ramifications far beyond the school. On the other hand, this
kind of research is longitudinal in nature, and requires coordinated and

willing support -- probably from the Federal government.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: As above.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Willingness to support local research

initiatives in this area is required.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

PROBLEMS: None.

DOCUMENT DO

COPING WITH VANDALISM IN FAMILY, SCHOOL, AND COMMUNITY

Reilly, Dennis M.
Southeast Nassau Guidance Counseling Center

SUMMARY: This paper presents a multidementional view of youthful vandalism

WFTFistrong emphasis on family relationships. Intervention points

for reducing vandalism incidents are discussed from the perspectives of

school, the individual the family, and society.

Author begins by reviewing some of the more prominent theories about the

origin of vandalism motives, including: (a) the intrapsychic theory

("superego defects"); (b) the sociocultural theory (the nature of American

culture solicits vandalism); and (c) the familial theory (disturbed family

communications/relationships/behaviors elicit delinquent behavior, including

vandalism). Next, author discusses the more prominent FAMILY problems

of identified vandals as discovered in the course of his own clinical counselin

experiences. These topics include: (a) limited and inadequate interaction

between family members; (b) inadequate limits placed by parents on offender's

behavior; (c) denial, by parents, that they or their children have "problems".

(d) feelings of powerlessness on, behalf of all family members; and (e)

difficulties in handling anger and frustration.

In the last major section, author presents four levels of intervention. These

levels are: first, school based prevention at the student/peer level (featuring

small-group discussions aimed at changing peer-group attitudes toward

vandalism); second, ialtR-ationsersor for all damage (as the most obvious

means by which offenders can be made to take responsibility for their actions

third, family therapy to foster and stabilize imporvements in the family

unit (to refocus attention away from the offender and onto the entire fami3Y);

and (d) broad social to promote "prosocial family orientations" (thus

to remove many splintering pressures applied to families)



Author concludes hls.."'report" by reemphasizing that although-delinquency/
vandalismis-_-a:multidimensional::problem, its solution lies- in:large part.
with the family, Which -must-actlas a focal point in a child's life - and

serve as a mediating-force:between children and society.

PROBLEMS:- -This .paper, which- both reviews and forms delinquency theories,
is written by a counselor rather than by a criminologist. This-has a- number

of---interesting ramifications, none of which are very goOd for this paper.
First, the counselor-fails to define vandalism in any way at all., Second,:
the counselor assumes-all vandals are caught -- and.bases recommendations-_
andiopinjons_ upon those grounds. Third.the_cpUpselor'seemstoequateall
vandalisM'-with dark ulterior motives -- whereas current theory-introduces"...
concepts such as 'vandalism as a.. fun alternative_. to school" and "vandalism

as thoughtlessness."

If this paper were slightly rewritten so as to present the limits and
,caveats of the Viewpoint in.the beginning of the work, this could-be-Made
into an interesting article. As it stands, it is confused -and- confusing.:'

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

LOCALPOLICY-IMPLICATIONS: .None,-:-

PORTANT IDEAS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: None,

DOCUMENT GRADING SCORE: 25 (42%)
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DOCUMENT EE

POVERTY AND DELINQUENCY: A THEORETICAL REVIEW

Hyman, Rodman
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

SUMMARY: This paper presents a way of viewing ower-class values that

-integrates major existing theories and adds other dimensions'. The

final paradigm presented by the author is designed to facilitate grappling

with controversial aspects of some of the traditional theories relating

to lower-class delinquency, while concurrently identifying new areas requiring

research attention. The proposed theory holds-the assumptions that "Poverty

makes it difficult or impossible to achieve in accordance with-the-dominant

values of society. This leads to behavioral deviation from the dominant

values by the poor. In order_to minimize negative sanctionswlow-income
individuals are likelier to stretch their values and to approve of dual

_
stretch

sets of values. Because of this, poor people ilave a wider range of values,

permitting them to bring thier values into alignment both withtheir

behavior as well as with society's dominant values (concurrent with) a

lower degree of commitment to any of the values in the range."

Based on these assumptions, author proposes a three -part paradigm integrating

previous research with empirical evidence, and summarized as follows:
, .

"According to the first) section the paradigm, the poor community's



-limlited..ability:to.provide opportunities to achieve in accordance -With-middle-
tlass:valuesmakes..it more likely that delinquent. gangs with-modified values
will arise. -Atcording to-(the second) section, low status directly influences.

the family's (and the:community's) transattions- with its Children because of

theles-ser'degree- attractionit-hasjor.them-:ACtording to (the third)

section, such status indirectly yjnflUence-s-the familY!Oransactionwith_its'.:
children because °fits influente -pVer the childrearingtethniques.: a
greaterpraPartion of children of these famAlles:_are less subject -to-,,

conventional personal and family controls. The overall result is that-
within-the'lpaor community,-there:are- more-individuals who 'frequently interact
in gangS-,:--whohehaVe in ways- that-are not highly evaluated by middle-class
values, and who' have modified-the middle-class :valUeS-:such-that the gang

provides.-support -andstatus for- its members."

111--bUilding'-this case, .author.begins- with a review of structural and cultural

statementS:about the relationship between juvenile-delinquency and poverty.
The first theory, discussed is that of sIDAILdtplinki-ga, the theory -of

10mer-class-gangbehavior which stipulates ,-that000r-boys.:Who-:arebloCked

from attaining' through legitimateiChannela,graup.:togetherJnto:.
gangs' engaging-in contralegal activity as a means ofrelieving.socially--:-

induCed'streSs. The next block of theories discussed are. termed

an-06.-Ortunit irply stated, the concept is that lower -class youth with

$ ocked-Aoalattaininent who al-so- SpE a lOwrisicoPaortuniV-:to engage in

illicit acts will -do so.. The final grOU0-raf-:theories-uSed_Jrequeptly. to

;explain lower -class involvement in trithe:centersen;_theAlfferentes in class

values held by the poor that result in higher: elitiquenc577Vtg7771$07
theariesargue- that incidents'judged'acteptable-judged -tlass standards

re seen a :_as unacceptable and possibly deviant Audged'byMiddle-class.

andards,--
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The next section of this paper presents a new (new in 1967, yet still not

commonly known to delinquency theorists -- ed.) theoretical perspective,

concerned with the nature and range of lower-class ethical values. The --

new theory focuses on a restatement of lower-class value formation -in ways that

better account for what is called "deviant behavior" by middle-class

standards. This paradigm calls for fotcateorfvalues to be held

by members of the lower-classes:

++ Middle-Class Values (Low-income-class individuals
share the middle-class values and have not developed

any alternative values.)
Low-Income Class Values (Low-income-class individuals

have abandoned the middle-class values and have

developed their own values.)
Value Stretch (Low-income-class individuals share the

middle-class values and have also developed alternative

values.)
Pragmatism (Low-income-class individuals have abandoned

all values in a particular area and act as directed

by circumstance.)

As.correctly pointed out by the author, this particular analysis of value-

shift and value-held positions highlights some of the controversial issues

centering around the poverty-culture concept -- and directs researchers to

areas.in whichnew data need to be collected.



Author gbes.,.pn0 compare the. "valuerstretch'' aspeet.of this Model. -- the..

only wholly. Original..aspect of this paradigm .-- with other prominent. ..

-theories-He;conCludes that there is enough similarity of terminology:00:-
enalysisto.-bOble to withstand close-scrutiny.- Author also feels that

-this .addedHasOect of lower-class value theory materially strengthens the

sociologist's understanding..of-behavler- previously-considered merely aberrent..

The final section of..this work takes:the-Value-stretch. theory and.. applies
it in its Proper position within 4.m6ch,larger and more significant
discussion of a. comprehensive-logicchain -for. viewing lower - class delinquency.

The author's summary of findings is repeated in the quote beginning in.

the second'-paragraph of this.-.review,-:,and-is too lengthy to repeat here.

PRDBLEMS:. Organization.is. poor, and.themain points are hidden until abou

two7thirds_of the way through .the article. Author makes clear.statements-:-

of direction, but for.seMeireasonHthestatements don't communicate the

real message. Of-this articles-content.-- Revision of the introductory,
material 'is recommended..

This is-not-new information.. Author points_out that he first_publ shed

this model over ten years ago-in a major Government Task..Ferce:report..:-

Also - but with some hesitation shouldlikoliqintout that one,
citation -ii,:conspicuous by its absence: .RutkShonleCavan'sworKeptitled-,.
"The :Concepts -of Tolerance and Contraculture as Applied to Delinquency°

her Readings in`Juvenile Delinquency (LippincottrCo-rd.-Ed. 1975). ThiS

is- salient- for.4-number -of..reasons,' Ffrs,t',Caven's-.book-is- one of-the-most

fundaMental texts- for collegeAelinquencycoursesl.second,..it has carried

this article 0 n0,1964; third,---her-cortept.of'shifts:in points-ofreference

resOecting.the evaluation:oflacceptable'behaviorsvieWed within-the lOWer-i

class' framework...,, and then viewed-lrom the-middleclass,framework.are,awfUllY.-:
similar to (and even more analytical-than)-the,modeldiscussed-by'thiS7:414hor.

MAJOR": MPORTANT-IDEAS:- The additions of-lialue---stretch-and-graTary
to-thvtageries- of-values potentially helCITTaTiTTE7istmembersis a
useful..distinctien.' Also-- -it does--away.ii:itiLanY 00-ssibllitY-pf.'Utlexplained

values.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

LOCAL Ta. PLICATIONS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: None from a Federal perspective, but

theorists interested in relationships between Value-formation and
delinquency - proneness may get some ideas from this work.



TRENDS-- I STUDENT VIOLENCE AND CRIME IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS FROM
1950'70 975: AN HISTORICAL VIEW
Rubei, Eo bert
InstiUte for Reduction of Crime, Inc., College Park, MD.

SUMMARY:' AlthoUgh couched in the guise of a. history of trends in school-based
--_,--_-6Fai7theftheciry really proposed by the -authOris'that the formation of

chool security offices in the late 1960s led to new information about the
nature -and,extent of student offenses, which in turn led to greater media
attention on the subject, which prompted increased public awareness, which
led to public alarm and to the institutionalization of security offices
in virtually every :large school system (and many suburban and rural systems
as well) in this country. All this happened, according to this theory,
without any solid evidence that actual student offense rates had changed

or were changing. That is, the advent of new reporting ITUCtures misled
the public into perceiving school-based crime as increasing.

Author begins by noting that it is very difficult to discuss the historical
-perspective of crime in schools because terms have always been indistinct

and ntbn-uniform between schools and school districts. Also, it is difficult

to grasp a clear perspective due to factual distortions presented by the

mass nedia. Examples of indistinct definitions of of media misstatements of

the nature and extent of school-based violence/vandalism are provided.
Author goes on briefly to trace public concern over violence in schools as
indicated in the Gallup Polls. Care is taken to identify slight shifts in the

Polls'- terminology froth year to year, in order to support the thesis that
t'&61i6109Y was garbled and influenced strongly by the media.

The next major section of this work provides a close analysis of crimes

occurring on school grounds. Author explains that only three crime categories

could be analyzed because of problems with existing data. These categories

are: (a) student assaults against teachers; (b) fires; and (c) vandalism.

Summary findings are as follows: First, assaults against teachers have

increased sharply in the past 25 years in absolute numbers, but not in the

percent of teachers assaulted. Further, "assault" is so loosely defined

that no clear picture of changes in the intensit of assaults can be developed.

Second, fires in schools represent the si-ng e most costly act students can

perpetrate; costs from school fires are increasing more rapidly than the

value of all school property. Third, vandalism probably increased in this

country up to the early 1970s, and has declined since that time in both cost

and frequency, but may have increased in intensity.

Author draws four major conclusions related to the topics under discussion.

First, recent court actions have had the effect of forcing schools to
tolerate a greater range unwanted student behavior than ever before.
Second, the formation of school security offices has led to an institutional-

ization of the problem -- that is, it is now accepted that crimes can
reasonably be expected to occur in schools. Third, it is not clear that acts

of crtnerdestruction have increased between 1950-1975 in greater proportion
to increases in.numbers of enrolled pupils over that time, or to increases

in the=value of-ill school property. Fourth, it appears that security efforts

Undertaken without student input frequently are strongly resisted by students

prinarily as a .statement of opposition to "the system."
.
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Author-ends this article with brief "probable future directions" that represent
reasonable extrapolations from recorded trends. These extrapolations

include-projections of public revolt over schools increasing inability to

conduct the business of education, and the probable involvement of school-

baSed security offices in the monitoring of vital signs -- and illegal

entry -- of other city/municipalicounty property.

MAJOR IMPORTANT _IDEAS: The tremendous impact upon the Nation resulting from

hanging he methods of recording criminal and violent acts in schools is

vital to understand.
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FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: If it is the case that violence and crime is

morea statistical. artifact than an
to

reality, the Federal government

should examine posSible commitment to-reducing violence and vandalism

in schools in accordance with such fact.

LOCAL POLICY MPLICATIONS: Local school districts would benefit from
understainding the points raised in this paper, for it would doubtless

improve their Understanding of the crime/violence- issues within their. own

jurisdictions.

AICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Since the Safe School__Studx of the National

nstitute of Education arrived at quite similar findings, there is no need:

to further research this field. On the other hand, some practical. handbooks.

written for administrators and Chief State School Officers that explain -the

findings of the author of this article and the findings of the Safe School

Study would seem appropriate.

PROBLEMS: None. (Reviewer admits possible bias, since reviewer is auth

DOCUMENT GG

ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING PROGRAMS USED TO PREVENT OR REDUCE STUDENT

VIOLENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Rubel, Robert J.
Institute for Reduction of Crime, Inc., College Park, MD.

SUMMARY: This paper proposes the theory that many crime prevention programs

in_ schools fail to be effective because the program's planners did not
consider the basic (root) assumptions upon which intervention strategies
were based.

Author begins by explaining that at the most basic level, programs to
address crime and violence in public schools either assume youth to be
competent or noncomPetent to make rational decisions and to take rational

actions regarding their own safety and security. Next, the point-is made

that esoteric concerns over the motivation of individual student actions are

largely futile in the face of the pragmatic re-511157T-frequent offenses

-- but that the analysis of motivations underlying grouped actions is

useful from an interventionist's Perspective. That is, some offenses may



be precipitated-by school _actions-, just as-some , off e

free-Will-acts of _individuals.

are purely
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-Combining these two ideas (the two different root assumptions and.theneed::

only -to-analyze - motivations underlying groups,;: of Offenses') a0thor,fOrMUlates,

the theory-that failUretoaligivtheasOmptionS of .a crime - intervention

program-with a-particuiar:Subclass-, of:actionS
. . .

.

assaults at bue-gatherng points- beforeand after

:-.5cOol, ,a -Subclassification of "assaults, student -on- student "` which is

a-commonly utilized reporting group) will generally produce either no

result, or arljneLpectesLrelyja.--

The body of this paper reviews programs in four areas s two dimensions

of- assumptions. -.The four.--prograM areas are those -of: organizational'

mOdification-;- (b)'curricUlar/instructional programs; (c).security programs;

and.-.-.(4)coiinseling:serVices.. The two dimensions of- assumptions are--
corlipeteno.,, and .."noncompetence" of youth. to- make rational .deCisions regarding

their''own safety and security-. Although thirteen pages. of text are-devoted
to:analyzing.and.categorizingprogramscomilonlyfoond. in schools to reduCe

crime ancivjelence,'Itis not necessary to .repeat- those categorizations -here.
BYway.of'sUmmarizing-hoWever,--the:authornotes that -" "Programs assuming

-p0pWcoMPetehce range-from those featuring close participation of-St6dents

with-School staff in the development of rules and regulations',' 'to those

involve. joint counselor/student-Counseling of troubled-youth. -programs

assuming pupil noncompetence range from administration-developed effortsto

promote "good "" pupil behavior to " "special "" classes or schoolS'for troublesome` -

youth."

-From-conducting this review, and from developing this theory, the author _-

concludes: first, programs usually evolve withput consideration of underlying

assumptions; second, youth served under programs assuming their:competence

seem .to respond better in terms. of. cooperation; and third, that-a. wide range

of programs are required within a school district in order effectively- to

deal -with the complex problems presented by school -based crime and violence.

.

MAJOR IMPORTANT_ IDEAS: The idea that program planners develop recommendations

without c- refu consideration of root assumptions in relation to the

probable.impact their 'programs will have-on youth is important and useful.

.The differences between juvenile and adult offenders -- with- respect to

commitment.or lack of commitment to certain crime g-rOuPings---- is a useful

and heretofore unexplored avenue. This reviewer suggests that the closest

'theoretical relatives are theories of "delinquency and 'opportunity" 'and

" "delinquency -and drift."

FEDERAL POLICY- IMPOCATI NS. Considering _the evident impact intervention

programs have .or'shoula- have, or are expected to-have) on the targets of

the intervention, it seems-Appropriate that the Federal government should

make-the-closeanalysisof_orogram..assumptions a standard feature of the

evirJw process in any grant application cycle.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATION As above.



IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: It would be most interesting tc

= substantiate this theory empirically. If this theory is correct, much of

the crime and violence experienced-in schools today would be exacerbated

by implementation of ProgramS incorrectly targetted by program planners
who had failed closely to analyze root assumptions.

PROBLEMS: More development of the theme about the utilityinonutility of

addressing individual and group motivations is required. Author appears

to have only taken the argument two-thirds of the way to completion.

(Reviewer admits possible bias, since reviewer is author.)

DOCUMENT HH

-SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY LINKAGES IN SOCIALIZATION: AVENUES OF ALIENATION

Scherer, Jacqueline
Oakland University

SUMMARY:. The problem addressed in this paper is-, the need for "new cohr7eptual

FaJ77..to understand relationships between Schbol and community, e,4

these' affact socialization processes.. It is-Contended. by the author of

this paper "that the divisiveness between the various elements of contewiporary

socialization systems opens up avenues of alienation for young people,". but

that close attention_ to the mechanisms of social linkages can in large part

correct that failing. This paper is devoted to discussing this contention

and to providing guidance for ways that school-community linkages can.be

(ilproved.

Author initiates this discussion with the observation and warning that in

this -country the usual community-based socializing institutions usually

fail to'work,as a_ "community" That is, they compete for resources-and

for power. rather than cooperate in-the name of the common good. As is

.usefully pointed out, the result for juveniles is seen as inconsistent and

uncoordinated activities, direction-, and control.

The discussion of youth cri in schools surveys many of the major theoretical

-poitions.which.orimarily focus upon:interrelationehipsbetween delinquency

and :Socialization. These theories include the-concept-that youth. representing:.

behaYidral problems in schools posess a-more .general "troublesome orientation"

toward society, .or the concept that youth in trouble with school really

represent only one -half of the equation -- that the relationship-is-more.

appropriately viewed as a "mutual divorce" whereih society (in the form:

of the school). rejects the student concurrent with the student-.rejecting

society .(in:theform of the school).

Author goes on to explain thatthe.theorY/PrcePt proposed i this-paper

a fairly limited one ("middle-range") as opposed to a basic, profound

THEQ01,:,,ThiOSSO,-becaUie the cOnsidered:14-00OcuS-On such"-asmall

aS0aCtof-'tha'roverallphenomenon-of:IpcialAzetien:theery...TheYfotal",-_:06int---
indeed, is -Aon.-.11nAg25LbethqginL'IelsjeLamsrtl:whieh impact youth.

'.:ppinte;;,-Out-;:thet_the'mostimportantbenefit-derived,from
working with social..

-network-models--is that - pragmatic and..UsefurinforMation:end:a0Ordachesare:

obtained.'



After- briefly explaining that "Social networks arel)ictures of the ways.

persons
'theSe'"piCt.Orecah,be.'"ConStrUCteO'ShOw'Man:individUal)s pattern of

iotoaction4lwothos;J?):::Ttiesbe.tim04:aetprsin4-Arqup
eXchanges:*iWOrgeni2ati00 aOthPr moves onto-discUss:the'todial
netwOr100ChbOiThiS4halyti-sis:±lengthy:::anCtletaileVending with
a-0.-Ofilebf'the:',SChbOrs'sSocial-netwOrk-across:_suCh dimenSIOns-aS:
domain; form] andinformal linkages; formal and informal mechanisms for

linkages;and characteristics of school social. networks.

DisCussiOn next centers upon strategies for-improving school-community

linkages.- .
These strategies consist of:. (a) increasing the number of

school and community ties; (b) using different channels for contact.

betWeen.these,two groups;, (c) promoting,formal.:recagnition. of shared.
-,accOuntability in the socialization. network; (d): extending the range .0. the

-network; e)-developing.More liaison staff; (f).. reducing negative linkages;

.and (g) conducting empirical research to ascertain success of-this improVemehi.

strategy.

Jn.conclUsion, author proposes that negotiating change through a network

Model- may.be. politically less threatening,' psychologically more reinforcing,

operationally more manageable, and eduCationally more in tune with the

founding philosophies of American education than virtually any other

strategy for change.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The idea .that youth seen constantly in trouble with

schools are-not-only rejecting school /society but are being rejected by'

sthobl/soCiety is a new and interesting twist in the ongoing _analysis :of

delingUency.--causation. This would be a good topic for doctoral work;

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: The Federal government has been attempting

to .coordinate linkaveS at the Federal level for over six years and has

never met with the slightest success. I see no hope for applying the ideas

of this article to the Federal bureaucracy.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Local-level coordination is much in the.same

6ndition'as is the Federal level. In s-r.,1., cities the lessons promulgated in

this paper may be of some use, but this reviewer is skeptical.

PROBLEMS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: None.
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DOCUMENT II

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL.: BIG LESSOWFROKA SMALL PLACE
;Shlien,-Jphn M.-and Hayden A-. Duggan
Harvard University-

SUMMARY: This author's premjsejs...thaticrimee10--yloleneImp011
:schools is-situational or reactive and reflects adult failure'tb-proVide
-"options, activities, and demanding but meaningful programs -for those who

...
can take .advantage of help."- This paper describes a program developed
to test the theory that-cross-age pairing of troubled youth encouraging

...empathetic respondings between adoleScent and--child can produce a double-

benefit, including the benefit of substantially reducing. incidents. of "bad"

behavior.

The sub-program of adolescent-child pairing is described in the context
of'the:"alternative school" in which it took place. The -school-is for

underpriviliged youth aged 11 19 who have been excluded from -the Boston
Pubijc.School .System. The school is funded by the BoSton School Board.

Most youth have court records. the average attendee is four years retarded

academically. There are 50. attendees. The school operates on a token-

: economY, paying youth 50(t per day per class, as well as offering thp.minimum

wage to students for fulfilling available custodial/clerical/lunchroom

duties-.

Authors go on to discuss many aspects
such

the school's program, including
problems presented by working with such troubled youth, new techniques

that Were developed to induce students to attend and parlieTiite in the

schobl, and unusual al) roaches to establishing human/emotional bonds between

children of different ages bOt from similar backgrounds).

In describing the results of.the empathy-centered and highly supervised

"childcare" counseling program between adolescent and pre-adolescent

youth; authors conclude; (a) with proper selection, orientation, and

pairing,.the-more seriously disturbed adolescents tended to- be the most

dediCated and enthusiastic childcare workers.; (b) the inclination-of the

older youth to feel close similarity 'and identification with -the younger

child` ranScended race and neighborhood 'origin; "Measuri.of Empathy"

used by the Program succeeded in predfcting;potential.childcare abilities;

and. .(d)'.-therewas an exceptional value -in using ..the. cross-age pairing-for

purposes..e'increasing_selfesteeir4 feelings Of.cOmpetence, and empathy

for others. authors feel-. that the-Childcare-Apprenticeship Program

(asitiwas formally called) became a source ofpride.and-identitylfor a
number:ofdifficult youth who had suffered deprived- childhoods.

First, authors base this article (and their program)on two

---chai-lengeable'assumptions: (a) that.crimes .in school are a reflection-0f .

crimes in-.society; and (b) thatschoolbased.crime is .a-counterreaction't6:

,the,'schooL,Itself.jhe.first 4s.suMPtion..was.-ratthoroughlythoroughly refuted by

the National Institute of Edinatibh's:Sife':$00g)StOdf.4:et(ihd.-.-
assuMptionjs.an-jop-thibir.(nOt held 6,Y7thiS::reyjeWer --ThiS'-revjeWerHwould,-

Tc! out that rampant disci_ l violations may be reactions, to:insen.sitive

and'ion.cipPre§.siVe,schools,-andthatleft:uncheckeC. thet:coulcidevelop into

criminal but-that the usual of. triminal--Activity.in
. _ . ,

1



schodls:are quite_random, and occur relatively seldeein.sihgleschools.-
Furtheractual-Instancesof cOminal:ActiVitY areJearectand- censured by.
-students and alike -7.* anktenefitortlythe.:perpetratarfanY

.

.. : ._ _ :,-, ...

be
m**bf,stUdentOenefitjroMOWSchOol-,crimeAhat forms as a-cOUnt-er-

: reaCtiOnto74dmioiSti.itivejallinSentitive0ictates,aPpearst
--..fifS---;:rOieWerte-out-ofi_touCht,mith--:either-the Meaning. Of,"SChaol4based

-Crime". or with the reality of such offenses.

Sedond, school-CriMe is not defined -- and the authors seem to exhibit
tremendous halvite about it. Page 1335-observes that "it was the period
between 2:30Hand:L:00 pm which seemed to harbor the most potential for

-:-.school crime,--",.but in a few lines, we realize that the official classes
of-the school closed at 3:00 pm. How, this reader asks, canschool-crime
occur when school is closed?

Third, the article begins by ascribing to "last year" national statistics
on .crimes-inschools that were informally developed to-compare:1970 with

1973.---.and published in .1975. -Authors use these figUres 'withoUt
consideration'of-their veracity: there has been much published that
challenges- the.accuracy and meaning of these particular figures.

Fourth, the article does not flow logically. It is not clear' that a

theory proposed, nor is it clear that a program is being described.

It seems that a number ofsub-parts of some school/program are presented,

alongWith some ethnographic findings, in an effortjnerely to document
their:existerice

FEDERAL_POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

LOCAL. POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

MAJOR-1 PORTANT.IDEAS: None.

IMPLICATIONS` OR FURTHER RESEARCH: The authors of this work did not draw

from experiences of other Sthool districts -regarding similar -- and in many

cases,. more advanced -- programs for disruptive youth. One reason the
authors'did'not. draw from these sources is that information about them has-

.'never been centralized. It would be useful for the government to fund a

small effort designed to survey school districts, locate, and catalog,such

alternative schools.
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DOCUMENT JJ

CRIME AND DISRUPTION AMONG STUDENTS:' A PERSONAL RESPONSE'

Snider, Sarah J.
Carson - Newman College, Jefferson City, Tenn,

SUMMARY: This-article posjtsthatmuch. of the behavior interpreted -,byflon,
Appalachians as "crime and violence in schools" is really not so simply

-Tabeled if-the _perpetrators. are Appalachian youth. The thesis here is

that the behavior so interpreted is frequently a subcultural reaction to
false accusation, personal embarrassment, or individual confrontation
wholly consistent with codes of the hills under which. such youth are

-socialized.- Further, punishment for such "offenses that does not consider

the larger picture of the series of acts_ of which only one or two episodes

are known..AS likely to have severe repercussions on the school building,

staff, students, or the person him or herself.

This brilliantly sensitive and astute author begins by briefly 'summarizing

three case-histories of youth falsely accused .of offenses, who then _-

displayed retaliatory behavior against the school -- behavior-that would

be viewed as deviant by non-Appalachians, but is consistent with the

subcultural mores of that community. Author then discdsses some of the

social conditioning and behaVior/speech mannerisms indigenous to the

region:- she 'also- shows how "outsiders" will misread such mannerisms.

.Examples of these actions are -(a) lowering one's eyes -- to communicate

respect for authority (interpreted by outsiders as guilt); and (b) unwilling-

ness to-offer oral defense in the face of an accusation -- meant. to
communicate strength of character (also interpreted by outsiders as guilt).

Author-goes on to provide example after. example of incidents filled with

pathos and with humor. These.examples portray incidents of culture clash,

showing that the-subcultural behaviors of Appalachian children cannot and

should.not.lightly be censured. by outsiders for internal social pressures

to resist change are terrifically potent, swift, anTTEIRFTasting.

The next section discusses violence versus passivity as responses to-

affronts tocharacteriself-concept/integrity. Violence is portrayed as

a character-building survival tool, where passivity is seen as a surrendering--

of the individual to the "outsiders" running. the school. In this light,

061epoOs.reinforced within.this subculture, and, passivity is
.

-not

reinforced -.7-pretisely the opposite of the cultural norms taugit.111-the

school-, As an:example of this situation, a most curious-lohgitudinal--case-

study0s-supplied-. The study .traces- taol.childrenfroM elementary school

through adulthood: child always reacted violently to personal affronts-

by!school-Staff; the,other youth simply accepted the- affronts.-- The school

judged the violent girl harshly and rewarded -the. pasSive boy. The violent

§irlhaving learned-survival skills went on to become--a.SuccessfUl

'professional... The. mild boy grew. up to work in the coal mines until they ...-

closed,1,1and,then,11Ved-Oh.welefare. Author-drawfrP4:thl.sthe,.concluSiOn-
thateSpecjallyArrSchoals where' Appalachian stUdentsAre,,MIXedWith:
tiOn-AppalachlansLand)eSPecially-..i_sahoOls-:14hereteachert are.not df

an AppalachiarrbackgroUnd, children who fail to learn WhatAs routine foi''--

thefigp'67614W1-ea singled'oOtfer---'



"special attentiOnorlargelyignored. -ThiS, in tOnihaS',the-effect of
diminishing thejoUthi.s-self-esteem _anC concurrently, greatly increasing
the chances of expre.SsiOnAfoersonalanger-:--_-and-increasinvinvolvement,
in crime and-diSruptiOn

In-all, Appalachian youthare,OiCtUred.as, belonging to vwell-eptrenched:

sUhculture'mhichOften meetUtside. ChallengeSmith-violence..:That.H
O6tSidars_gra-UOY"Obbr ApalachianS" With-. SterebtyPes of the 'urban poor

badly:iXaterbates interactions with Apalachian youth by promoting
inappropriate -and harmful interactions.

PROBLEMS: None.

66.

'IMPLICATIONS FOR=FURTHER_RESEARCH: This article provides groundwork for

vstudy pf -tn-sc-h-ool actions and reactions of-subculture-members to
clashes:With authority figures not of the same subculture. Most existing

studies in this area -deal with inner-city Black youth conflict with

school authorities -- but even in those cases, careful study of actual

instances of misunderstanding - leading -to- violence are quite scarce.

This reviewer recommends ethnographic research, supported by government.

funds -, into Ways schodls could build on the personal strengths of

-Appalachian youth- and direct such strengths toward the advantage of the

yoUth them-selves and to the organization of the school.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: As above.

-LOCAL. POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Appalachian school districts would find this

article m t interesting.

R PORTANT IDEAS: The differences in mannerisms of speech and gesture

are noted by the author are very interesting, and 'could -- in their

own right -- provide the basis for further research.

DOCUMENT KK

THE SOCIAL PATTERNING OF DEVIANT BEHAVIORS IN SCHOOL
Tinto, Vincent;. Elena Paolillo; and Francis Cullen
Syracuse University; Syracuse University; and Western Illinois UniVersitY.

SUMMARY: Grounded in .the theoretical school that attributes delinquency-to

ql-otfed goal attainment," authors posit-the theory that "the -occurrence

of deviance among students, in both overall rates and types of deviant

responses-made, is socially patterned-within the social system of the school,

reflecting the SES, racial, and sexual attributes of the student body,"

Authors will endeavor to establish that " "policies to reduce student deviancy

wti,eb.. are insensitive,:.to the variety and social-patterning of deviant student

behavior CLO.,-,whichlook only 'atcHminal-behaViors are likely to `be

both narrow in scope and socially.'selective.



-.....- -- , . .. - . , ._ iThe 'article' is introduced by a ,carefullyn-worded'::-warnng ...about:= he dangers
of; bell evi ng,...crime_statisti cs ,i_whether 'those-- refertd-:-jUvenile .or _ adult
OffenSes... , It is pointed .out.that histori daily) the:- i nformation touted as

Indicative of -flUCtUatiOns . fry,:driTicriminal:..' activity turns' out-:,largely-...to arise from
fluctuations..i wreportin4.methods-,:::_or.-,.inenforcement activities -.- This ,c1S r

.particularly importantiMpOrtantf:point,..-1,farl t-'-allowsthese.,-,authors:to::,formulate.-:'a
.. generali-itheOry- of deviancy that not-depend-;,.onthe?appearanee*Of
:unusually high rates of school-based crime and violence. Authors are also
careful-to- explain meanings of and interrelationships between key -terms ,

such--'as deviancy, crime, norm-, and rebellious behavior.

The introduction draws to a close with presentation of- this essay' s two

focal questions: (a) what gives rise to deviant behavior; and (b) ,what
factors explain which types of deviant behavior are adopted by differing
types 'of studentS In answering these questions, authors expect to isolate
structural characteristics of schools which may help 1 ni ti ate.devi ant

behavior. These characteristics are sought because of the- alithors'

Contentions that much deviant and rebellious behavior reflects unavoidable
tensions existing in school and in society resulting from conflict. between.

desired soci al/personal goals and inadequate social/personal means- for .

achieving them_ It is further observed that the deviancy theorist Robert
Merton.- (upon whose. work this article is based) found that-an individual

;.confronted -with the apparent disjunction between a valued goal. and
legitimate means for attaining it had only five avenues available to resolve

the internal conflict that resul ted .- Of those five choices, four, represented
deviant .response. The five alternatives are as .fol lows: (a) innovation .'r

the continued aspiring to the goal , the rejection of legitimate meanS , and

the seeking out of illegitimate means; (b) ritualism -- the rejection of- the
goal -with'with, the continued -ascription to the liFiTiTlifi means of goal attainment;

W ..retreatism -- the rejection of both goals and means to achieve them,
1 eading-to withdrawl ; (d) rebellion -- the rejection of both .goals and
means to- achieve them, leading to the creation of opposing goals and means;

'and (e) conformity with the judgment of those in authority.

Authors go on to discuss sources of deviancy in schools. The first topic

i s'..- that, of the goal of academic success, the legitimate means for- achieving
that goal, and such deviant behavior sometimes exhibited when the goal -
achievement 'is blocked. In sum, means/ends- disfunctions 'are seen more
strongly in low-SES Black males than in any other SES/race/sex grouping. The

next_ ii seventeen -pages present detailed discussions of _Merton' s .five options

for conflict' resolution, discussed above.

From the careful analysis and application of Merton' s theory, authors
succeed in drawing useful and important conclusions. Evidence--.suggests
that there is : a lonoitUdinalseqpencing of events that invariably, .selects
socially appro-ved actions before socially censured actions. The ultimate
selection of socially censured action occurs only after teacher,. school ,.
and/or individual-- characteristics block the youth from the approved .. paths . -.

Pragmatically., authors suggest that the root caUse6ofmuch, of the criminal

behavior,iof_students lies in the very,. structure. Of-1.:AMericansdhools 1-:1-.'Qur:.

schOolS:inte-ntiOna) Ty '. seek: tollimit to_ a .dioSeiinumber'the -fruits, of academic'

success'',-7-ThisJimiting- of successes- attainable from school, combined with
awareness that-"Sthoorj s-,-the. orilySocially approyed'-occupationof,.:youth

to-age-':16;-'' produces, individual,- pressures: that must somehoW- tiereleased.- 'It: "-
.,... ,.. ..._ .:... ..,,.,,.- .,..,..,.,,.:,....,. .....,_

pressures:
.

, . _ -- . -,..--.. ,... .



is the authors' view that if "schools come to reward equally greater

variety of skint- and attainments (skills which cut across both personality

and, social class distinctions), much will have been done to reduce the

frequency of student deviancy in schools....At present, however, our schools

are in the unhappy Position of attempting to control deviant behaviors which

they themselves'produce and which may be heightened by the very tools used

for their control."

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: It would be useful to follow this

paper with a research project designed to document more of the ways schools

can turn the understanding of their roles in the formation of deviant

student behavior into positive programs aimed at breaking that cycle.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Support the research mentioned above.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: Local-level iniatives focusing on specific

aspects of the formation of deviant behavior could reasonably be conducted

in school idistricts -- particularly in large cities.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The opening discussion relating to problems with

utilizing crime statistics is classic, accurate, and usefully applied to

virtually all the papers in this collection.

PROBLEMS: None.

DOCUMENT LL

SCHOOL, DELINQUENCY, AND THE "YOUTH CULTURE" IN BRITAIN AND NORTH AMERICA

Trasler, Gordon
University of Southhampton, England

SUMMARY: This paper is essentially a study of .che relations between

delinquency and the school system in England and an anaylsis of the extent

to which British experience is relevant to the study of delinquency in the

United States and in Canada. The paper reviews what is known of the

relations among delinquency, behavior in school, truancy, and scholastic

performance, and considers how the perceptions and the behavior of teachers

may mitigate or exacerbate tendencies towards the development of an

antischool subculture.

Author begins with a general framing of issues relating to school-based

delinquency, noting that the problem is virtually unknown in Britain, but

in those schools which do report property damage, the extent of damage is

alarming -- in some cases equaling one-third the annual maintenance budget

for the school. Arson, in particular, appears to be a problem in British

schools, with 1975 losses exceeding $13 million. Most of this arson is

attributed to students.

For the benefit of American readers, author explaims the highly stratified

British educational system and then goes on to discuss various aspects

of 'delinquency in thier schools. It is observed that wide variations appear



between schools catri ng to "more h and tho e forced to be

less selective; er i was reported in the less

selective institul,.. ions to observed differences in frequency

of acts_of disruptinn.. iscusses two variables which may reasonably
be regarded as indices of he extent-to which the school is meeting the
needs of its pupils: average attendance and academic success.

Separate sections of this paper are devoted to scrutinizing each of
these two variables from numerous viewpoints. The section concerned
with attendance concludes (much more forcibly than American writers) that

truancy is an absolute predictor of later delinquency. The section addressing

delinquency and school failure concludes that the interrelationship is

confusing and multiple: although most authorities agree there is correlation,
concensus cannot be reached on the specifics of that correlation.

Author goes on to discuss the effects of labeling and tracking (termed

"streaming" in British schools) upon youth. Findings ere quite similar to

those of American delinquency theorists --that blocked goal attainment combined

with negative labeling promotes formation of delinquency subcultures.
Brief attention is paid to social class and educational handicaps --
particularly handicaps of oral communication experienced by children of

lower-class origin who, upon beginning school, are confronted with classes

using question/answer formats led by teachers not sharing lower-class dialects.

The discussion about "teachers and reluctant pupils" is quite interesting,

for in Britain -- rich with a tradition that manual labor is manly work

many male students after age 13 begin to take on the dress of working-class
adults, to signal their acceptance of those norms over standards of the

academics. With such youth, "teachers must either aane-lc.dge that there is

no longer any point in persisting with the pretense th,' are preparing

their boys for careers in which educational atiAinmen --cessary or

face growing resentment and resistance to their attew"..5 tc maintain

the (usual) patterns of discipline and conformity..." Indeed, most teachers

are "able to negotiate a compromise in the classroom -- an arrangement,

explicit or not, according to which they moderate the academic demands they

make on pupils in return for a measure of order and harmony in school."

In the final pages, author considers connections between school and

postschool concerns, the significance of the lower-class "leisure culture,"

and the emergence of a di3tinctively adolescent culture. The concluding

comment by the author is that the British and American educational systems

are so different that comparisons of violence and its causes should not be

made.

PROBLEMS: Terms are not defined, and as a result,- this reviewer cannot

tell what,crossrschool system comparisons are being considered.

The author is'at.a handicap in-discussing violence and crime. in American'

.schools,Jorhe evidently does not have ready access to major workS in this

.:7Field'.:,1fle,lt400$MOt.stronvin an understandingterms presenting a-understanding

.of-the,field,Of-schOol-based-delinquencYprobably=due to the time lag,.

beti4einLAmeripampublicatIons and their-availability-in-Europe-,

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.



POLICY IMPLICATION

-LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS:

DOCUMENT MM

DELINQUENCY, CORPORAL PUNISHMENT, AND THE SCHOOLS

Welsh, Ralph S.
-Affiliation unknown.

SUMMARY:' The-author, who is a practicing clinical psychologist, maintains

that-corporal-punishment has no redeeming value and seriously interferes

with the mental and emotional growth of children and yodth.

Papeir beginS with a rambling narrative abOut the public perception that .

"'permissiveness" is the root of the evil-referred to as "crime and violence

in schools." It is brought out that in earlier-generations,- parents -and

teachers-Supported one another in the socializing of children: One important

aspect of this socialization was corporal punishment, which was largely

forsaken under the teachings of Child psychologists of-the 1950s.and.1960s.

Introduction concludes with the concern that reaction to the permissive

rearing of children-will be manifested in increased societal endorsement

of corporal punishment in the coming years.

The first major section'of this paper traces the Anglo-American tradition

of flogging students. Historical precedents and-recent statistics are

provided, Case histories are recounted in which punished youth-have returned

to school to do serious harm to teaChers administering such punishment.

Other-small sections present the author's informal findings_ that virtually

all recidivist male delinquents have histories of being corporally punished

at home, that-studies find fear_ of parents'administering corporal.punishment

is expressed by young children -- but anger, towards these .same parents is

expressed as the youth -become older, and that the literature is replete

-with- studies-showing high aggressiveness in persons reporting severe

corporal- punishment by their parents.

After brief reviews of .roles of school counseling of aggressive children

and their. families, and of the special problems presented by youth

-attending "tough ghetto schools," author goes on to provide-lists of in-

school alternatives to corporal punishment. Discussion includes consideration-

of-schools' roles in causing violence,' and of the school-community roles

in reducing it.

.Author concludes-1),y noting. that "Since corporal punishment tends to produce

bOtirfearand anger, its.ceptinuedusejn the'schools canA:inlytecounteT...

productive,,tvthelearning process.-FortunatelyManyWho-strongl4advoCaW
Poral'HjOntOoeht in-the..classroom-have expressed-,awillingness

use' if more teachers- and.staff could be trained in.alternaii)Wmethedsp

.of.effectiVelY handling the troublesome pupil:-."--Such 'alternative methods',,



include_the training of teachers in non-aversive techniques of pupil
control; and closer support of teachers by specially trained guidance

counsellors.

PROBLEMS:- This article is limited to old information, rehashed, an poorly

organized. Although it is almost beyond belief, no citatioAs of works available
through the National,Center for Study of. Corporal Punishment and. Alternative
Education at Temple University in Philadelphia appear in this article.

The paper is poorly organized and appears to have been written to support
the findings listed in the "conclusions" section.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: None.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS. As with Document X, support the abolishment
_

corporal punishment.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:. None.

DOCUMENT NN

A PREPARA GMATIC FIELD: A REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON SCHOOL VANDALISM

Zweig, April; and Michael H. Ducey
Institute. for Juvenile Research, State of Illinois Department of Mental Health

-SUMMARY:- This paper does not present a theory; -it analyzes and reviews

the EWelopment of vandalism research.

AuthOrs begin by observing that the nature of research about school

vandalism has changed over the past few years. At the broadest level,.

:pre4970 research is described as being consistent with othei,delinquency .
research -- namelyi.that it viewed vandalism- as an 'act -of -delinquenCyH'.-.--.

engaged in mostly by working-class minority. males who probably -alSphad:.

some form of:personality disorder:. :AS--,the-CostT and freqUency:ofProPertY,
destructionAnCreased in-thelate-1960s, the need for more practical
research forced changeS in the .style of studies conducted into the'llature

and extent .of vandalism in Schools.

The range of estimates of the annual National cost of vandalism is given

between $100 and $500 million), and problems concerning the multiple and

inaccurate definitions of the term "vandalism" are discussed. Recent

research designed to identify vandals is reviewed, concluding that the

assumption of sociological research, of the 1950s AndJ950s,(that working-

class, maladiusted boys commit most acts of-vandalism) does not appear to'

be substantiated ,`by current research. Major theories of causes of

school vandalism are presented, with sPeciel emphasis on those which most

clearly show the transition between pre- and post-1970 analysis-and interpretation;



The:TeMainder of.the paper.is,devoted- to discussing common local prOgraM
responSeS-:-.tb vandalism,.noting thatsuCh responses'- are frequently made in

-the absence real understanding of.the problems of which -"vandalism"
is,meely..--atymptom.- The last-section .of:this-paper--is -deVoted.to a brief

overview- of-Federal activity as-of.late-1976. -Sin6e_a:large:humber:of...neW
programs and have been implemented since 1976, this section
largely outdated. .PerSons interested in understanding current Federal
action inthis -field are encouraged to-..read--the Safe School Study. (HEW;
'NationalAnstitute of Education) and to inquire about current efforts
undertaten by the-Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency -Prevention

Department of Justite; Law Enforcement Astistance Administration).

Authors' concluSions-are.parti.cularly insightful,-and are repeated here

Verbatim "The .main'contribUtion of-early research on vandalism Is- tOlpoint

out an intellectual dead end. Conventional-demographic approaches to the

--Problem, by themselves,' lead nowhere. In the years since 1970, five
research issues have-been .identified.-::.The first is the absence

',...Of.satiSfactory reporting and Measuring.-techniques...to provide baseline

--data.'*-The-Second is the development of-causal models- which include
-::-situationaLandmotivational,constructs..'.-The third is the problematid.

relationship- between school vandalism andlarger:_social forces.- The fort
is an outcome of the third:--the defensive stance. taken by many schools
-retOoPseto -researCh.locuSed_01 vandalism as their problem. TheJifth-is

the _absence of any theoretiCal basis for cost- benefit studies of

tetuHty-pebgrams.6

Although.-authors Aiave--..donean outstanding -.and,;scholarly,JoO-Of
-integrating..thejieldof:vandalism research, two major works were -missed:

-Jhese:*rls. 'Are -sufficiently-importantrin-thisjieldto-deserve:mention.-
First, Richard Thaw 'wrote.,.--a doctoralAissertation4hich developed a pragmatit.
vandalism p001-i:that--combines and interprets many of the points reviewed

1ri'thit-cUrrentArticle. It Was' available throughAniversity.Microfilths,

by late 1976. Also -Robert Rubel had, -by late 1976, completed his L AA'

study Of- SchoolbaSed- -- one aspect of-which:dealt-withtrends in
school-vandalism, focusing particularly on problems inherent in condOcting

research on- school -based crime. This reviewer notes (by -reading. the

:reference-pages) that some of the. material-cited was .not then (and in one..

't.tase;.stillls not) in the public domain. That.these-authors went to such

`.length5 --to-obtain most'of-the major works, but -failed to locate those .two,

is
a

slight disappointment.

MAJOR-IMPORTANT 1DEAS1 .TheobservatiOn,that-many,lodal school. districts

T765ITTnteryeriing.actien "to stop vandalism at any expense"." even before

consideratiOn of the 'motives and meanings of the behavior is a new and

important idea,

TEDERALPOLICVIMPLICATIONS:-....Any:divisions of theJ'ederal-AovernMent.,:that
,

4.t7e'collcerne-0 with juvenile crimes in schools'.-7,and, most eSpecially,With

00a)ithAnI':.schools-should read this pOPer. -AlthOughtherearet10.

Ait'ettJmolltationfortheAeverniiient;tne-historY:Aof,theting research

should-teOnderstood: by-program-level ,staffrespm.15:406..for:eValUating.-and:-

pOnit0-09Arants'-and-contracts-An.-thisfield:
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LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: None.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER .RESEARCH: .
This wdrk should be understood by any

pars ©ns -contemplating -fUrthir research in the area of school vandalism.

Ths worknsuggests research directions for the future,-but those recommendations
--would best.be understood in context of the entire article and for that

reason Are not synthesized here.



DOCUMENT

THE FEAR OF SCHOOL-BASED CRIMES AND RATIONAL RESPONSES

Savitz, Leonardj); Michael Lalli; and Lawrence Rosen

Temple University

SUMMARY: This paper does not propose a theory: it discusses findings from

-a new branch: of research interest -- the area of fear induced by crime

and violence in schools.

A longitudinal study of 532 young Black'males and-their parents in Philadelphia

showed .high:rates of parental fear of their children being criminally

assaulted -or robbed in the school environment. Juveniles .were-AenerallY-

-.fearful_of all educationrelated settings: :sehoolrooms, school hallways,

schoolyards,- and most significantly, streets going to and coming from

school. 'These fears were found for all social classes, but -Most .heavily for

lower-Class boys and their parents.

-Faced with parental and.juvenile fear of all physical settings involved-in

-...the'edUcational enterprise, it wouldseem.reaspnable-that attempts.would

bemade to.reduce-subjectively perceived fears of:sChobl-baSed tettings.-.

AUthOrs.-provide a-range :of alternatives which- are'utilized by students:and

their- parents to reduce-their fears.: These alternatives include: (a)

relOcationjrfjUveniles to safer areas and safer schools; (b) joining

combative gangs as a techniqUe,to counter threats of Viblence; and (c)H

-truantinOndlor dropping out of school as-a form of withdrawl from the

::_conflict and confrontation...

Amongthe.Specifit findings of greatest interest are the following: (a) areas

surrounding the-school- are tont-idered.moredangeroUsHthantheschool;
(b) lower-class males are consideraoly more :frightened of their own.

neighborhoods:than middleclass'40le$ over-half-of-all-Urveyed

youth considered the.act of travelling to and'fromschool:to-bean-,'.

"activity 'conducive to their. injury;P and (d) within the

theschool-, school-yards'were -considered more dangerdutthan schoolrooms

or hallWays.

FEDERAL.POLICY:IMPLICATIONS: This paper has tremendous implications. for

Tederal-POlicy, for it points out _that:the .American educational system-may

well.- be undermined .by .stress-and tension induced by fear of being

victimdzed, area additionalrequiring a great-amount of additionaresearch

All. .program planners addressing problems-related-to violence ier-Schools-'--should,

become:familiar:With the grdWing body of research and writing-:that-focuses-,,---

on this topic. The- Lalli/Savitz -work -has always :been a leader--in:this-'area-.,

LOCAL----POUCYAMPLICATIONSLOcal. 5060 adMiniStrators-and'-sChbOl-district

$uperintendentss.hould realizethatjear-ofcrime,:much.more than actual

criminal incidents -, undermines--the quality of education in, this country.

Programs .Implemented.in, their jurisdictions shouldaddressJear-over. ,and.

.

abOVe.any_focus_on...triminal acts, Succestful --crimeinterventionprOgrame......

iay:do-,nothingtoreduce subjective-fear-on:-the:parttH0f-StUdents.
and staff,

nothing
. . .

_
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IMPLICATIONS...FOR FURTHER -RESEARCH: It has long been the contention of this
reviewer that the correlation incidents and fear has not been
Stablished- --- and that-interesting conclusions are "1"-IWy to be reached
upon investigating such correlations. That is, school districts experiencing_.
high 10VelS of.fear_and property destruction -will likely not succeed in
reducing the fear-if-theyiptroduce:aniintrusion-detection-syStem'as a response
to after-hours bUrglary. Fiirther,-Althoughthe value_of the -property

loss may go down (assuming-the .needs-assessMent was Correct) students will
1)(1- no better off. than: before the intervention. Such action is likely to

.
present a conflict to the youth, who sense that for adUlts, property was
a much higher priority than addressing issues that would actually impact
their fear--

MAJOR IMPORTANTIDEAS: With the release in 1978 of Safe School Stuff
-much discussion .andoublicity has been given the issue of relative safety
Of students in schools versus "in streets." It is perhaps one of the-
t,:ieaknesses if -the Safe_.School_Study that this' discussion was only lightly

touched upon -- for the lingering.misinformation resulting- fromTepetitiOn
of findings:from_the Law Enforcement Assistance- Administration that had-not
been )nterpreted in 'Holt of an educational setting. In any event, this

article also- discusses relative safety, and concludes that schools are
certainly seen by youth as safer places than streets.

DOCUMENT 2 -B

STUDENTSOCIAL- STRUCTUES -AND SACULTUAS AS FACTORS IN suou'au E:
TOWAPO-VPARAOIGM.
Tygart, C.E.
California State-University, Fullerton

SUMMARY:_ This paper:does not propose hOory: itstpkrpn-ejsto set forth
questions the author considers important for any later theory about school-

J2sed'-viOlenOe.

Author begins with review of the theoretical background of the field, noting
that much of. the literature seems to agree that:subcultural -explanations-_

c)-f delinquency. are valid. General differencet between stress, blocked_

Goal attainment, and opportunity theorists-are

Author diScusses;inforMal, surveys: of his collage -level- students in 1968 and -

19..70:J.e$Pectingtheiwilljngness to- engage in illicit-OehaviOnding
large percentage increases in such. willingness in the.second survey (see'

"Problems" seCtion,belOW).

Author.contludeSthatAe feels"contemporary theorists"-_::.(see.-"problems") have

-f±:-not-adeqbatelytOnsideredoommitmentsYof youtntOdeviant subcultOtese,.feels.
that.jpgr'CworkheeOsto:beAone.--to.deto-pine-whetberdevf4tyt acts occur:

(#):.afte-rjOtith:suehd6red commitment to majority norms; (b) without

evidence of prior Commitment to .majorjtynormsr(c)-Ciancdrrenti,with
the holding of majority normsl-
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PROBLEMS: Aittidugh-:the section of this paper which dliCuSses the author's

own survey findings-is almost one-third the length of the whole article (and

thUt must be mentionedin,the summary) this reviewer can find no. relation,

between this section and the literature review, with regard to the subject

of-high school crime'. and violence.

The poor-quality of writing. exhibited by the author continually
interferes

with-the content.-Paper rambles and seldom ties any of the discutsiorr,-back

to the issue of students in schools.

This paper exhibits a vf:ly amentary understanding-of the field of school-

based violence and dely,,;y. The .literatUre..review which is virtually

the entire -paper :ne- old-and7oftinrepeete&delinquency'theorists:
of the1.950s. And 1960s. ltis usefully-II-cited-that:even with-the use of

this.-very,:traditional literature. the..author has-managed. to fail to include

the most fundamental juvenile delinquency /school, book of-the late.-1960s:

SchoOls'andAelin uenc,_ by Polk and -Schafer. Such an omission is rather like

leaving an axle out -of a new car. Many of the author's unusual conclusions

result from lack- of familiarity with the -literature. .

DOCUMENT 2-C

TEACHER:PREPARATION:AND SELECTION MAKES A DIFFERENCE IN PREVENTING SCHOOL VANDALISM

Black, Lee Rgy
Indiana Oepartment f:corrections

.
.

SUMMARY: It is the author's position that the recruitment, selection, and

training of teachers (especially of ones with cultural backgrounds and "life

styles" that are similar to those of potential delinquents) offers one of the

best alternatives for preventing school vandalism and juvenile delinquency.

Author reviews the relationships between learning-disabled youth and convicted

criminals (both adult and juvenile). He proposes that it may be possible

to certify inmates of correctional institutions as teachers to work with

delinquent and high-risk youth, and that such teachers would likely better

serve such youth due t.1 commonality of backgrounds and experiences.

PROBLEMS: Author seems to confuse "vandalism" (in the title and in the brief

section on that subject) with juvenile delinquency of all kinds. Author

exhibits no knowledge or understanding of problems of school-based crime.

Author is working from the root assumption that all youthful in-school

criminals and vandals have s4milar backgrounds and experiences as inmates of

correctional facilities: that is, it 's assumed that there is a commitment

to deviancy sufficient to cast juveni,es into a deviant subculture sufficiently

different from the culture of "regular" schoolteache,-s that communication and,

counsel cannot take place.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS Author relies heavily on work currently

uldertaken bY HEW's Teacher Corps
project that endeavors to implement many

of, the positions and ideas presented in this article. Readers are -eferred

to the U.S. Office of Education for further information.



IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: Further research should bUild upon the

findings from the U.S. Office of Education project.

DOCUMENT 2-0

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SCHOOL- CRIME: MODEL FOR SYNTHESIS-
..Cernkovich, .Stephen A. and R. Serge Denisoff..
Bowling Green State University

SUMMARY: This paper proposes to join two existing theories-of juvenile
elinquency into a new theory that requires the .analysis of time and
situational sequencing in order to account for acts of deviancy.

-Two dominantorientations to the study of juvenile delinquency have been
those of ---the-structural theorists and the control theorists:
theory posTts-that class position and limited aftessito legitimate education/
.occupational -- opportunities are central-variables.in-understanding the
formation of delinquent-behavior. Control theory maintains that many
Adolescents-are-insulated-from involvement-in -delinquentActivities-by
conventional value commitments,endthat the weakening of such conventional:-

: commitments-makes -delinquency:a more probable-occurence.:

Author.points-out that these two theories are usually not combined and

the traditional either/or orientation they receive in delinquency texts
hasretulted:in.overly narrow theories.ofdelinquencycausaton. It i

theAiithers!'contettion that the structural-NAriablestof -class position -and.:

perception of available opportunitiesArelmpertant:factOrtinUnderstanding_.
deviancy in youth, but they feel current understanding is oversimplified.
They posit that rath-er than directly causiii6Aeling6entyeSe

indirectlyAnd in a specific sequence- DiScussiOn'::centers. :4is

perceivedequenting

AuthOs-ipplytheir model-Only-tangentially to school settings. Three

recoMMendationt..ere --made which, if followed,-should reduCeAelinqUencV
schoOls:Aa)- don't apply hardto-remove labels such a !bed boy" or

6dy"tojmrsont caught in isolated acts, regardless of the-seriousness .6f:
t.hp.-act;-y(b):,.promote access to opportunileson the part; of 411;y-66th:in_

the -school, and (c)_listen.toStuderits, indtike their espirations-.seriously.

-_--PROBLEMS-Jhit it -4 paper primarily focusing- on-delinquency theory, and

npt:serioutl-faddreSsing..problems of sthoolH)ased
007ess-po thdprstaridicif school olme issss. Authors seem toilavedrawp-

Onold;and -oftcr.,outdated theories in their attempts clearly to delineate

theory7categories.
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DOCUMENT 2-E

STATE FORMATION AND THE EXPANSION OF THE AUTONOMY OF YOUTH

Chate-Dunn, Christopher; John W. Meyer; and James Inverarity

. Johns Hopkins Stanford Univ.; and Univ. of Minnesota

SUMMARY.This :article summarizes authors' landmark- l971- -tudy. of .violente-

and disruption in public secondary. Schools.. (Re Viewer's note this:study

was the first to pick up the early--1970s:,--shi ft away ifrom:-setondary.:school

riots and toward the-dichotomieS of ,student apathy:arid-triMe..- These

particular findings are not discussed in this brief article, but are

nonethplets part of this - study,)

Authors begin ,y..-reviewing major findings from their study; -including:

(a) that the -nature and extent 'of school-bated crime T:nd violence had

increased;ncreased; (b) -that problems. of, student -control are greatest in

schools -. -. "most poorly tied to their -student and community constituencies ;"

and (c) that student-Crime and violence is not seen by- school -administrators

to be their most pre-sing concern.

-_The finding that administrators do not view crime and violence as

- press ing.concern is central to the authors' contribution. :to this -,.-

for:::-they:;correCtly identified this trend-as -one of "externalizing" the

biaMe- for-,adtt of this sort onto. the society at- large. That is administrators

viewed schools as an agency of society,.-and as crime and -violence exists

in society, too, must it exist in...schools . .(Reviewer's ,:h0.4: It is ,s

this recise point that",adMinistratort----Continually-made-WhiCh-lt-thallenged

by NF4J's Safe_ School: StUdy. Thel.-§LfJL-5;12aLttsly', puts -re s pont i hill t

school

y

for social climate .,,sq-Oarely-on.,.the.shouidert of School admi nistrators,

-The next section discusses youth in revolt 7 'first-tracinb- the analogous-

`history Of-.Work i ng-d 1 att-- peopl et,,throughOut Western civilization,
and then

focusing specifically... on -::the :status of juveni les in America. The- final
section iscuSses-:fi nd eating to poi ti cal: and criminal deviance .

s ,The authors' concluding comment -As- that "The redefinition

of..young people 'as independent persons with purposes: of their own has
.contribUtA to disorder and conflict in the schools as -adjustment to this

change,prcceeds."

PROLEMS: First, since- this study was conduCtedin 197L -many of the

findings are of little use today. ,
It is. important tc- real ''..ze4,;however-,

that the findings. were of tremendous use .when they first. appeared..,, This

is -f irStaCademi c study of school riots to. -be commissioned after

Congress confused tel f -with its own effort in 19b. Findings .' fram- thl s

study .had defini te and direct impact upon planning wi. thin the Law Enforcement

.Assistance Adminitiration -- for 'WhOrn- t -'%4aS Undertaken.

Second, .the. task '-sumniari ziog -io. sixteen Pages --the:findings of a t-Oa-

page ',r-epOrtcoriducted seven ''.years :previously turned out tc -be unworkable,.

The paper_readspoorly, without good flow..-and .with additions of:lengthy.

sections that do not aid reaers': understanding ;of the oenbleth5*-orthe''findin9
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FEDERAL POLICY P CATIONS: As mentioned, implications have already Le

realized.

MAJOR-IMPORTANT IDEA: The concept of "externeization" of the blame for
violence ii schools was unique -- when it first appeared. The Safe Scho;
5tLildiaddresseS this issue quite forthrightly, and turns blame and
responsibility.:.back to the school administrator.

DOCUMENT 2-F

SCHOOL CRIME, POWER, AND FREEDOM
David, Robert L.; and Alan Jay Lincoln
American University and the University of New Hampshire

SUMMARY: This article discusses the cyclical nature of student action,
school response, and student counteraction in the context of the legitimate
power held by school officials and the lack of such power on the part of

students.

Authors begin this article by reviewing concepts propounded in some of the
popular literature of the mid-to-late 1960s that pictured students as
powerless victims of a dehumanized educational system. For p.orposes of

discussion, five bases of social power are presented: the ab.rity to (a)

Provide rewards; (b) administer punishments; (c) claim subject experti:e;

(d) command recognition; and (e) claim legitimate authority. These bases

of social powei are then analyzed in terms of their access by students and

by school tea:hers/staff. It is the obvious finding that students have
practically no 1Pgitimate power -- and from that finding, authors conclude

that this blockage leads to employment of coercive power by those youth

desiring to establish themselves as "powerful."

Taking this argumert one step further, authors suggest that since all studen

will share this sense of frustration and powerlessness, it is reasonable to

suspect the existeice of organized student subcultures that either negate

the value of power (dissonance resolution) or compete with school officials

for their share of power (ccercive subcultures). As examples of the existence

and recent growth of power-se...king youth subcultur;s, authors cite widely

publicized (inaccurate) data relating to the nature and extent of violence

and vandalism in 'public school. Additional non-school influences such as
television and'familial violence are also seen as rintributing to the proclivity

of juveniles to adopt violence-prone subcultures.

Authors conclude this article noting that the scn 's only response to

increased threats to its legitimate authority is to increase efforts to
control students -- which in turn intensifies the counter-control response-
of students. To break this cycle, outside (societal) intervention is

recommended.

79.

PROBLEMS: This.artiCle lives or dies dependina on whether'readers accept

authors'_ premise that crime andviolence in public cchools results from



student reactions to the legitimate power of the school -- and the inability

to secure power in their own rights. This reviewer feels that if the case

were made in a much more limited sense (for example, that certain age/sex/class

members in urban/suburban/rural settings felt this way) and then subjected

to scientific testing (in one or two schools) many of the generalizations

made in this paper would doubtless be removed.

These auth rs have been led by their own writings to conclude that schools

are unable to address crime and violence resulting from student counterreactions

to school actions when those school actions are directed toward establishing

their legitimate power to control youth. This surprise ending leaves readers

unsure whether they have been duped into reading about a problem which is

suddenly without solution, or whether they should merely applaud the authors'

courage for admitting this flaw.

DOCUMENT 2-G

LABELING DELINQUENT BEHAVIOR IN THE PUBLIC- SCHOOLS: PITFALLS AND POTENTIALS

Feldmen,JZoneld A.
The Boys Town Center for the Study of Youth Development; St. Louis, 'MO.-

-SUMMARY: This is 6-carefully -developecTand-well-written paper discussing

label. ng their-y. AUthor-builds heavily on recent work- in this arqi, and

carefully explains the basis -ancLramifications of negative:labeling of youth.

13ROBtOis. this is an excellent, lengthy, end echolarly .treatiSe.about.'labelin_

theory. It could -easily bejnclucle1.1fl e.r4dader;In the juvenile.edelinquency-e.

.field. It as-if persons -are unfamilierWithliebtliee theory;--:

and spends toe i=t 1 time examsning the ineSchocii eeMifications suCh::A-

crime and ViOience

O.

The Feldman article in. Volume I of this collection of papers presents a more

succinct and useful summary of this theory, and a better extrapolation of

ramifications.

DOCUMENT 2-H

CONCEPTION, DIAGNOSTIC: STEREOTYPES,..ANO THE PROCESSING OF DELINQUENTS:

A-COMMENT AND-NEED FOR UNDERSTAND1NG=e-

California State tMierstiy Los Angeles..

SUMMARY:-Thitepaper discusses -scene of the roles T-1 v:predoncptlgns-.

a-tid-1-001-ing in .theeldeetificationand processing juvenile--delineuents,

Author;;outl nos way101precenqOptionii-sttre its .render -:-

coAtaiticlas-ses:,.0f.:.porsoris:hiOrevulnerOleto:ideri.tL atieneeed:proceSsing

bhen'ethereelessee.of'personee-Cauticeseere.gieneth 7tatittiCaleirifor-

MatfOneaber0 subclass makeup -bf:-delinciLienty7,PI*0-juelille51*-
t0712-efeected*ithe pisecontePtitins'Ahet-bntributed to ideftlficetion and



processing in the first place. Author concludes with some strategies
useful to local law enforcement officials that might assist in reducing
these troublesome stereotypes.

PROBLEMS: Idealistic and contrary to human nature. Lacks real-life application.

Another article on labeling theory. Feldman article in Volume I is more

appropriate. This paper does not address school-based crime/violence, and
only tangentially addresses problems of poverty.

DOCUMENT 2-I

CUMULATIVE AND EXPLORATORY DELINQUENCY
Loeb, Rita
University of Southern California

SUMMARY: Based on the finding that membership in formal adolescent groups
is strongly related to social conformity, author investigates the relationship

between deviance and delinquency. Gang and nongang/informal group membership

is examined, and from that it is hypothesized that members of these two

groups will come from distinctly different subcultural backgrounds. Based

on that hypothesis, two types of delinquency are predicted: (a) gang

membership should give rise to cumulative (related to cumulative

choice behavior); and (b) nongang/informal group membership should give

rise to LeZ222r2I2LILLT!nnX (related to serial-type choice behavior)

The existence of both of these types is supported by data. Gang and nongang/

informal group membership is determined by self-report in a self-administered

questionnaire. The study is based on two samples: one consisting of 171

nondelinquent adolescents, and the other consisting of 76 incarcerated

adolescents. It is a major conclusion of this paper that a large proportion

of gang members are not delinquent or deinquency-prone. Author calls .or an

'examination of the positive functions this type of voluntary, integrative,

secret, protective association has for youth.

PROBLEMS: This piper only tangentially addresses problems of poverty, and

does not ever mention in-school crime and violence.

PLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH:. The benefits oi= gang membership

epresents a topic for further research.

DOCUMENT 2-J

TIZEN INVOLVEWAT IN EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKING A

Sr..njOL CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
Pink, William T.; and David E. Kapel

81.

Auth
an..

'propbse that only through community revitalization can
lolence effectively -be reduceC---
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-This--Paper:-begins by noting that two viewpoints have recently been emerging

respecting antisocial behavior among youth. First, that the very logiCand

structure of contemp-orary schooling generates student alienation and mis-

conduct; and-.second,- that thecommunitY.Must become increasingly -responsible

for the treatment of its youthful offenders. In an attempt to make--the.

community more- responsive, -- authors eopese. a decentralized school district'

decentralized-Alt-the way -down.to the local schoolbUilding.level....--:The.

vast bulk of .this. paper describes the mechanics of establishing this new

decentralized system.

It is the authors' contention that community revitalization -- forced to

occur due to involvement in the community school --will strongly impact

overall juvenile miSconduct. In addition to:this general community-wide

iMpact, juveniles will be much less inclined'tb-misbehave in schools, for

the.degree of Community and control of student actions will have sharply

increased.

PROBLEMS:'-- Authors spend about 98% of their time presenting the. mechanical.

considerations -efettablithing a decentralized school district.' No attention

is given to specific ways this -program would address in-school violence.

Readers are notied to believe that specific acts-of crime-and vio,2Pce

would-.be handled any differently under this new regime.--

DOCUMENT 2-K

VIOLENT-ACTS IN THE SECONDARY-SCHOOLS AN NADVERTENTLY-REINFORCI BEHAVIOR.

Sabatino, David A. .

Aorthern'Illinois-Uriversity

- SUMMARY: _This- paper ilanrot be -su7Marized. --The general thesis the author

Would 11*7.to present butJails-to) is that- adults in schools 'reilforce

violent:Stt.dent behavior because -students do-not participate in-decisions

of-the school.

PROBLEMS: This article is noteworthy for its misinformation, partial

formatiOn, misspelling of--cited authors, illogical and -rambling prose,

and outright plagiarism.

Author.continuallyjniSuses"vandalism" to mean "crime." Thus, author speaks

of onorm-violatingyandals" who drop out of school, but eturnto -Create_

problems of violence.
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DOCUMENT 2-L

A MODEL FOR DELINQUENCY PREVENTION TN AN URBAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Berber, Bruce S.
Jefferson County Public Schools; Louisville, Kentucky

SUMMARY:- -Rather than presenting a theory, author is '13 oviding a Yelodel for

-teaching .social- skills in elementa- .school .classes..

Since this article directly addresses neither issues of school-based crime
and violence nor issues of poverty. summary is not provided.

PROBLEMS: Not applicable to subject of this collection of papers.



DOCUMENT 3-A

''.PERSPECTIVES -ON ABSENTEEISM IN HIGH SCHOOLS
Birman, Beatrice-F.- and Gary Natriello
-Stanford University

SUMMARY: This paper proposes that local-administrators must be careful to

keep. the individualHand,social conseqUences of absenteeism in mind before

disregarding this Important violation of school regulations.

Authors begin with "a discussion of the relationship between absenteeism and

discipline/crime problems in public schools. They point out that virtually

all major studies of this subject cite absenteeism as the most chronic
discipline-related problem of this decade. It is usefully pointed out

that programs aimed at combatting absenteeism operate with root assumptions

and premises which, when examined, provide even greater insight into

the complexity of this issue.

After examining the literature, authors present three groupings of
-explanations of absenteeism. First, absenteeism is frequently viewed as

a student-controlled phenomenon (non-conformist behavior, peer pressure,

etc.). Second, schools, themselves, are frequently cited as contributing

to absenteeism (through not enforcing attendance regulations, etc.).

Third, society in general often is blamed for massive student absenteeism

(absenteeism is seen as a child's version of adult apathy, which is a
general phenomenon of the times, etc.). After presenting this array of
explanations proposed by social scientists, authors co on to argue that

views of educators are shifting with respect to perceptions of causes of

absenteeism.

The point concerning changing viewpoints is particularly interesting. The

authors opine that "the views of educators are shifting from explanations

based on the characteristics of individual students to explanations based

on probLims in society. The interventions proposed for the solution of

many proolems in high schools also have shifted accordingly. Of course,

it is, possible to deal effectively-with-the problem of absenteeism in high

schools on either an individual or school level. However, the current

megnitudc of the problem of absenteeism in high schools suggests that

societal interventions will be used increasingly to address the problem."

In conclusion, authors caution that "In the wake of attempts to reform high

schools through basic changes such as the redefinition of attendance
patterns, educators must be careful not to define away the problem of high

absenteeism without addressing its negative individual and social consequences

They further note that high individual absentee rates have long-lasting

impact on students -- an impact that reaches into the successes or failures

of later occupations.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: The orderly treatment of this subject is a valuable

addition to this field of study. This reviewer feels strongly that absenteeism

and class-cutting contribute significantlY to the_generaLdisorder in schools,

and that theAeneral -disorder represents the breedina ground for a.cts of

a more serious nature. Understanding absenteeism is the first step toward

Understanding school-based crime and violence. This article can help

the reader to gain that understanding.
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-LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: The points 'made in this work should -be

proMOlgated'at71-ocallivelS. Absenteeism-prevention programs must be
designed withappropriate attention given to issues discussed-by-these -.-

authors.

UNDERSTANDING VANDALISM --

Blauvelt,. Peter D.
Prince George's County, Maryland, School System.

SUMMARY: This article analyzes school vandalism across dimensions.df.-
social and monetary cost, and theorizes that those acts of vandalism leas
.noticed by school administrators have the highest emotional impact on
children -- and vice versa.

(Reviewer's Note: UCike any other article in these three volumeS, this
one waswrittenby_ :pool security director.)

Author begins by carefully analyzing the-nature of-buildings-in America
whi-oh_are .most.frequently targeted by youth as "fair game" acts -of

It is concluded that facilities- particularly subject to this
formAfdestroction are PUBLIC,-SECULAR, and UNOCCUPIED. After regular,class-

hoursschools fill thise requirements:. it-is-thus--Aosurprise_that SchoOls
report.extentive and frequent problems with vandalism.

Author goes on -to-describe,rutypology.-Of-vandalismHthatconsiders..social
zCostS-. -(the.AgOact,an.-eVent..hos:uponthe--:human target:of:the vandals

e.g.: a minority group,mhoselockers-are:defaced);-and monetary_

costs .of incidents. PCbi40HbYtwo--Squarels,preparedand.high and low
filyisionsare',made--bothl-for.-:.social.and monetary costs Thus, TYPE I

vandalism is-high -social-, high 'ffionetary.---(4.-gdestruction-o
media.center); TYPE Il is high monetary, low social--(e.q.:.1arpe-numbers
of broken windows); TYPE III is loWmonetary,--highsotial
graffiti); and TYPE-IV is.low monetary, low social (e.g.: tire-tracks-in -:-.

the school's

It is the surprise conclusion (based on the author's experience) that
building-level administrators become more concerned over TYPE IV acts
than they do about TYPE III acts. This, in turn, leads students to feel that
the principal and his/her staff are uncaring and insensitive to needs
of youth. It is postulated that such feelings lead stuJents to more
serious aotons directed either against the perpetrators of the vandalism

r against the uncaring school.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: This line of discussion leads to a whole

range of associated questions that have never been researched. The social

iroact of offenses should be analyzed for each crime-type. Also, research _

in this area could lead directly to modifications in local-level interventions

in vandalism and other incidents.
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LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: School districts should look at their crime-
nc ent reporting systems and assure themselves that monetary information

can be retrieved for each incident -- and that incidents are so defined
that computer profiling of acts will allow analysis of social and monetary
costs.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS: That one type of offense (vandalism, for example)
FeTnerdpe (assaults) due to administration insensitivity
to major aspects of the incident is important to educators interested in
preventing/reducing crime and violence tn schools.

DOCUMENT 3-C

COMBAT NEUROSIS IN INNER-CITY.SCHOOLS
Bloch, Alfred-M..
ILC.L.A. School Of Psychiatry

SUMMARY: This work presents the theory that by addressing those factors
which tend to predispose teachers to symptoms of "combat neruosis" -in
the aftermath of a physiCal attack, many negative psychophys101ogical
responseScouldbe avoided.

(Reviewer's Note. Unlike.any- .other paper in these three volumes, this

workisaUthored by a psychiatrist

Author. explains that theSubjectS'of.thiS article-represent 253classroom
teachers .of-:-Mixed races and ages from schools of the inner-city of

LOS Angeles, California. In reviewing the cases, Blochnotes.that teachers
.-.N6a.had-beeh-atiackedi without. provocation, or (who) -did not know their

assailants" ekperiencedmostseverepemonal. diffiCulties_pf,recoVery
and post - trauma stabilization. It is also noted that virtually all these
victimized -- teachers exhibited symptoms of long -term stress, including the-

- Menial"re-liVfne of events which had produced- the. original- trauma.

Interestinglypsychological testing- generally- indicated,obsetsitnial,
passive, idealistic, dedicated persons who -were unable- to ,cope.::--with-,or

.Understand,the-Niolence-direttedtOward them. " Also, careful 'analysis of

y.--_tthoojer-iirChmentleadSOlthortepropo*ea- useful collection of factors

Which7-OrediSPOSe teachersto,attac
++ 'degree and extent of-other schoolbased:CrimeS--against -personS-:

and_property;_....
t+-Presence-of:organiied-.counterauthority.---groups7.:(gangs,.:.clubs,.etc,
4.1-degree,andektent:Of:O00ressiVeness-,of:local. school administration;--

-47AegreeandeXtent ofstaff..support:fer-.teacherstin..trouble;--,:
4+Jreguency:end.handling of requests by:teachers to- transfer-:to.

Other SchealS; and
transferenCe of guilt from:offender:to

Author concludes that these teachers..pretentsymotoms,...cliricallyi-deined:
A.

"post traumatic,
correlationbetweenthe.e)(tent:::of'theii7sYmotonls 4-40'certafn-011nicallY
defined degrees;of. stress. Certain prevention meaurewould facilitate

teachers' abilities -to cop e-withthisviolence- e.g prders tan. dj ng of

he



one's own personal vulnerability; methods of coping with violence-prone,
angry youth; etc.). Recommendations, including many dealing with school-
wide morale-building,} -are presented as antidotes to post-trauma combat

neurosis.

.IMPLICATIONS _MR -FURTHER-RESEARCH: Fear ofrepeated violence.often causes
mo 1.1e vi--behaor which,in turn, may actually provoke additional violence.
Some investigation into multiple victimization of battered teachers as
function of a few-key variables (assailant known, degree of battery, etc.)
seems in order.

FEDERAL.POLICY-- -P 'CATIONS The- National- Institutes -©f Mental Health,

Center for-Studies of Crime and Delinquency might be interested.in
promoting-- further research into battered teachers.

DOCUMENT 3-D

PREDELINWENT BEHAVIOR IN MALES: PERSPECTIVES AND SUGGESTIONS
Cross, Herbert; and Marilyn Kohl
Washington State University

SUMMARY: Authors theorize that successful in- class, interaction with pre-
delinquent (acting-out) males rests in large part on the teacher's ability
to understand and classify his students in order to match learner

characteristics to teaching styles. Additionally, teachers shoWd be able
to classify the nature of unwanted student behavior (e.g.: immaturity,
antisocial aggressiveness, neurotic conflict, or subcultural deviance).

(This section is a paraphrase of the "Summary" written by authors.)
Authors discuss several approaches to dealing with the topic of delinquency.

Both the empirical systems and the theoretical systems that are discussed

should help educators understand the backgrounds, frustrations, and even the

perceptions of "predelinquent" boys. Discussion of "Hogan's Theory of Moral
Conduct" includes applications of some major variables which are helpful in

conceptualizing the history of delinquent behavior in youth; when combined

with other conceptions of aggression, useful intervention strategies for

reducing unwanted behaviors can be developed.

Classroom applications of some of these theories seems promising. For boys,

aggression is the most common problem behavior occurring in all categorizations

of violence, and it is associated with the majority of male problems presented

to clinics and social agencies.

Although theorists have not_yet come up with a workable delinquency
prevention program, authors suggest that many psychological approaches
have merit -- especially for conceptualizing individual cases of deviance.

In conclusion, it is stressed that it is unnecessary to label a boy

"delinquent" or "predelinquent" in order to focus on changing his problem

behavior. It is suggested by authors that it is most useful to understand

the process and implications of particular labels in order to avoid using

them.
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PROBLEMS The- article is quite academic, and-rather too brief to provide -.
tfiedepth.of understanding necessary to develop programmatic plans,

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: The theorists cited in this research

represent a different group from theorists cited in any of the other

papers in these three volumes. Researchers in this field are encouraged

to read this paper for an additional viewpoint concerning violence and

delinquency in schools.

DOCUMENT 3-E

THE .ETHNOGRAPHER IN THE S HOOL
-Deslondei-'JaMes L.-.

Stanford:University

SUMMARY: -:.This.-brief paper (which served as the introduction to the

extensive case - studies conducted by the National Institute of EduCation

for- the-aftch2piltudLRepprILIsingr):discusses..the.adVantages---pf
utilizing- ethnographic research methods forpurposes-of-profiling .violence

in sChdols. Overviews are provided of major problems- likely,tcrbe

encountered in -conducting such research, including the-withholding of

information, encountering hostile. behavior, over-availability of- "volunteered"

-information,-and:so --forth.

PROBLEMS: The paper does not have sufficient depth.

MPLICATIONS, FOR-FURTHER RESEARCH: Any research -into causes of crime

-and or violence in public schools should- consider -the possibility of

-Conducting-that research.:_as a6.-.6thn-ography.-_::..,....jhis- brief-work will

prOvide-provide-a sense of the advantages of ethnographic research._ _ . .

FEDERAL-POLICY IMPLICATIONS: it-is --thisA.eviewer'S opinion that research

:sponsor-el. eery 7-government-in:this area-should more frequently be

ethnographic. The-quality',-rnaturei.-andl-extent.of.-findingsTby, the NIE

Casestudies.has-contribUted substantially to the understanding--of-this:field.

DOCUMENT 3-F

ARE STUDENTS BEHAVING WORSE THAN THEY USED TO BEHAVE?

Doyle, Walter
North Texas State University

SUMMARY: The position expressed in this article is that in order to fully

understand'the phenomenon of school-based violence, persons must have an

appreciation of disruptive and/or violent behavior in previous eras to serve

as points of comparison.



The article is divided- into.two- sections. The first section reviews
Conditions in schools of-the 1890s -and 1970s. The second section-presents
an overview of publications on the topic of discipline over that same
pentad.

The first sec ion-begios-by defining the range- of misdeeds under discussion
as 4".1,0tatione of Local regulations,. such as truantyand:tardiness,,and..
viaatipns, of tai, such as:assault_and arson. --, Drawing on many-studies,
author is able to inferthat "stUdents Most-likely .t-o_CcmmitCrimes.in
schools were least likely to be there, that:most:juvenile crime took
place on- the street,.anhat the-behavioroSyouth_today is not_appre c,iably
.worse than.ithasever'been. One from all this
is that as ever-larger percentages of the juvenile-population are being
educated, crime -has moved -from streets into'school corridors.

-- The second section, concerning- opinions and facts expressed in- the
professional literature over this:90 year period, focuses-strongly on
discipline and classroom management---4 especially on the extensive use.
ofporporal punishment -in -the early Partof-this century.,:-A few systems-...
of,'clasSrooM- management are-overviewed--with the author noting that.--
theSe systems -were usually. ITighly refined and complex, and relied on.

extreme degrees of. classrom-cootrol on the part of teachers.
, . .

. Theconcluding findings (that-the- variety- of--methods used-by students to
test and circumvent classroom requirements, and that the teachers' task of
establishing and maintaining classrooM order are largely unchanged over
timetausethe author to posit that the significant thange-thaVhisbccurred
really:concerns ways teachers have been instructed to think, about classroom
-settings rin:general -7- and student discipline in particular. Author points,

:..oLit,that-as.long- as teachers view classes as learning laboratories .rather
than as- settings for dynamic interaction between-adolescntt, problems'pf-
mild.-:to- severe disruption will. dontinue:tobe. viewed by them as a "problem.."

FED ERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS AS--'is :the---CaSe-- With-all-Works that discuss

the. historical:trends- cokerning violence in schools, this work represents
a-foundation reading for any-program or project officers in Justice- or
H EW. who-are preparing to fund efforts relatethtixthis-topic

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATTONS:Abcal-..and di-strict:school -administrators would
:benefit by expoSure-_tio the ideas presented in this article,-.There are so.
fewAUthors,:who have attempted this -sort of-historical analysis:of in-school.
disruption that all such -articles'and-books-should be read.

PIOATIONS-FOVFLATHER-_RESEARCH: -Articles discussing-the. historical
trendsrforANY:fleld7should- represent the foundation readings for further-
research. That includet. this article.

89.

MAJOR IMPORTANT IDEAS:, The roles played by teachers' perOeptionsof,:the-
fprIctlonscif; assroomsin relation to their perceptions of acceptable'
stWerit .behavtorrepresents a new avenue of thought.



DOCUMENT 3-G

STUDENT BEHAVIOR, THE DEPERSONALIZATION OF BLAME, AND THE SOCIETY OF VICTIMS
Duke, Daniel La
Stanford --Universtiy

--SUMMARY: The theory is proposed that the trend away from adults requi -ring
yoUtivto- take. personal:responsibility for disobedience and disrespect
.contributes substantially to increased misbehavior in schools.

-Author begins by observing that "Finding someone or something to blame for
social problems has emerged as a fulltime occupation...for a host of

--Social scientists,.. journalists, clerics, and politicians. In- a different

---era-such activity.might.have,been calledscapegoating or buck-passing,
- but today it is- dignified AY-labels like 'the determination of causation!
and 'the investigation-of environmental influenceS.-'" After an initial

discussion centering on perceptions_.of.and treatmentfor-student misbehavior
in earlier epochs, -the-body of this paper.-.deals with an examination of
shifts of blame for-youthful- disruption.among-and between- various. segoents.

of society. Groups-frequently given " responsibility" for-"causing"..
disruptive. behavior that are examined by the author include: family, peer
groups, teachers, the school system, and society in general. Author

posits- that the shift of responsibility-from- the-Individual. to a collection
of individuals (or other groups) leads to "the politics of apology," according-

ta:Whichlindividualsare held blameless for acts in- the_ face-_of .superior-
pressures to do evil.-_,..-Author terms- this. process -"the depersonalization of
blame," and. -notes that an interesting and undesirable by,product of it
is "the tendency to increase the benefits for those who misbehave," while

-concurrently. reducing the--development of individual integrity...arid .character.-

The - overall conclusionis.that.--"The :Ultimate imporVementof
discipline depends on whether-educators and parents can convince young
-people_ that they themselves are largely responsible. for their, own behavior." ...

LOCALPOLICY IMPLICATIONS: The content of this paper,is directly applicable
-to-the policies and procedures of -IOW- schools anclSchoolAistricts

DOCUMENT 3-H

FEAR, sock CONTROL, AND THE SOLICITATION TO VIOLENCE
Groskin, Richard B.
University of Maryland

SUMMARY: The theory set forth in this paper posits that attempts to
strengthen institutional response through strategies of confrontation

may well backfire on school administrators in ways that heighten the

conflict with youth -- thus further institutionalizing violence in
educational settings.

N SCHOOLS

90.



Reviewer's Note: The author's abstract is so well prepared that it
is used here almost verbatim.)

The school setting serves as a focal point for the execution of a number
of social transactions. Given a pervasive climate of fear, and the expectathc
of violent behavior and confrontation, there is some basis for questioning
whether educational institutions facing such circumstances are capable
of fulfilling an increasing number of societal functions without drastic
modifications of the nature, scope, and character o f social interaction
processes. In exploring the phenomenon of violence in schools, author
focuses on structural and social-psychological processes which may be
associated with the generation, support, expression, normalization, and
legitimization of violence in educational settings,

91.

The premise of this paper holds that violence in schools may be seen as
a reasonable response on the part of young people to:

(1) prolonged marginality of status with respect to adult
values and prerogatives which accompanies the extension of
the period of adolescent dependence;

(2) discrepancies between the perceived necessity and legitimacy
of current educational means used to achieve ends, and the
efficacy and legitimacy-of the goals themselves; and

overreaction to perceived /potential deviance defined as
violent by educators -- but not so defined by students,
11-1-6Fs-irves.

PROBLEMS:- --Thisis a_ Scholarly research paper- .that -- demonstrates a- thorough

-command of previous theories..and-research; :howeverl it:.1s-written for an
academic social science-audience, and would-Arne-very difficult reading-
fora lay audience.

MPLICATIONS--FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: This is. the-only paper, written to dote

o this.reviewer s knov Aedge based on the worksn.the previous
tWo----Volumes' of this project That:1S.:-.-the author of this paper haCLatcess

to,the'52 articles in-Volumes ILO the Theoretical Pers ectives on .

School. Crimaj_and:Ny21-1b...and.drew..heavily upon them in developing this

;urgent This Paper,--_then-,--is mandatory reading for students. of

this field who are interested in understanding-theJnterrelationships of
tha5e papers.

DOCUMENT

FACTORS AFFECTING THE ADJUSTMENT OF URBAN PROBLEM STUDENTS TO SCHOOL
Perry-, Roger H.
Washington-University, St. Louis, Missouri.

SUMMARY: The paper posits that reducing limits placed on students ---
concurrent with_del.teloping emotional and instructional support systems-,
and with tightly structuring the school day -- can result in reduced
levels of violent and unwanted behavior in schools.

_



This paper presents findings from an ethnographic study of an "alternative"

high school. The study was designed to: (a) identify factors that lead to

the successful implementation of a program designed to educate problem

high school students; and (b) utilize that descriptive/analytic data to

bring new understanding to the conceptual literature. Author describes the

location, conditions, and reasons for student assignment relating to the

school -- and briefly discusses the ethnographic method employed.

A review of the nature and extent of crime and violence in schools nationally

is provided, including summaries of reasons frequently given about its causes.

Later discussion focuses on actions taken in the school over a wide range of

variables (such as restructuring of activities, provision of various kinds of

emotional and institutional support, and modification of instructional

curriculum) author goes on to discuss major issues.

It will come as little surprise that the author concludes that solutions to

the school crime/violence problem must be multifaceted, and focus primarily

upon school-controlled variables.

PROBLEMS: This article was probably written by.a graduate student. It is

quite 7fiort, and lacks the depth necessary to fully understand the range

of problems confronting the particular school being studied.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: This paper is very interesting from the point

of view the insights provided concerning schools that must work with

severely disruptive and unwilling clients. Local school districts would

find this work useful reading.

DOCUMENT 3-J

SCHOOL-TEAM TRAIN GS FOR REDUCING VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS: THE PRAGMATIC

ANSWER TO THEORETICAL CONSTRUCTS
,Rubel, Robert J.
Institute for Recuction of Crime Inc., college Park, Maryland

SUMMARY: Grounded in the premise that all members of the school's

community (administrators, teachers, students, parents. and so forth)

must take responsibility for their actions and for their own safety and

security, this paper theorizes that increased communication and cooperati n

among school-community members will succeed in reducing absolute levels of

crime, violence, and fear.

The first party of this paper examines the shifting of blame for school-

based crime and violence between major segments of society. Sometimes

parents are blamed for unruly offspring; sometimes society is blamed

for tolerating and encouraging violence; sometimes schools are blamed

for being unable to enforce "discipline." However, the author points out

that explanations of single disruptive acts taken from multiple viewpoints

(such as the parental, student, and school viewpoints) may cause a wholly

new_realization: the symptoms may well be.found;to be describing aspects of

one problem. For example, what appears to parents as constant milling about

the school may be viewed as class-cutting/truancy/hall-loitering by

administrators, but may be seen by students as a problem CREATED by the



school- itself, since. the administration .seems. netto'-care.if .students
-Wander-the..halls (after all, the principal does.not censure 'teachers- ".
who, freely let their charges out of olass,without.'passes)-;

Author-goes,on to-discuss technical differences between-offenses against
persons ..andagainst property, respecting required. intervention. strategies.

It-is.-.pOinted out that unless reporting methods are well under control,.
and unless offense - profiles can b drawn, there is little-likelihood
that any problem can be understood .well:enoughto be prevented. -A .chart
070000"that assists readers appreciate the complexity'Of establAshing

causes for seemingly simple 'offenses.

The second major-part of paper-Concerns a workshop_program designedto-
oVercome-Most of .the--problems presented.in_thefirstpart.of.this,article.
The-- workshop -jsbased on the premise that-responsibility must be accepted
for personal actions, and that communication and cooperation within and
.among members. of the school's community is.a.:necessity... The outcome of
the proposed program is a school where-the social climate is vastly. .
improved;--;Where crimeand:vioience- arereduced,. and where. students and

staff feel safe and secure-.

This paper has an odd coda: it_ls-called-"Postscript:.The Cynic's Corner."
In this section, author- presents the-interesting--argument that crime and
violence in public schools may be neither as serious nor as extensive as
theyare:commonly presented byithe.presS, but that these issues are kept
before the public for wholly different reasons. Postible ulterior motives

are provided for parents,. law enforcement personnel,.0olitiCianS.,

Y4:and..principals..

FEDERAL OOLICAMPLICATIONS: Two-parts-of this- article are of-interest

:and'Ase atthe.:Federal- First; the Cynic's Corner presents a..balance

tethit-field. that is seidowseen. All persons wering in the-field.of
Schoolbased'CriMe and violence shouldexposethemSelves to -this7 form,:of

"minority opinion." Second, the technical section (about the middle of the
article)-provides a law enforcement type of analysis to school4based.-
offenses that is not. commonly available.

LOCAL `POLICY IMPLICATIONS: At the-local levels-(schdols-andior -school:
districtS).:thi-s-paper not Only proposes a method for reducing probleMs

...related to violenceand fear, but .also provides the rationale
necessary to submit a training grant to a :funding -source.

UNDERSTANDING SCHOOL-BASED VIOLENCE: A LITANY OF ISSUES

Rubel, Robert J.
Institute for Reduction of Crime, Inc. College Park, Maryland

SUMMARY: The theory_presented in this paper is that trends in crime and
violence in public schools can be understood only after careful "cleaning"
of the available data.



This paper provides instruction for both lay and professional audiences

concerning the methods and procedures required for clearly understanding

the nature and extent of,crime and violence in schools. Topics covered

include consideration of: major population trends; confusion in the
research or analysis phases of studies; difficulties at the methodological

stage of research; and lack of important and relevant information. Such

contaminating variables as the institutionalization of violence, the

changes of administrative handling of offenses over time, and. the impact

of fear upon the reporting and collecting of offense information are also

included.

Throughout this article, author has applied these recommended techniques

to previously gathered research concerning crime and violence in schools,

and is able to reach eight major conclusions. First, as the youth

population peaked in the mid-1970s, schools became larger and classrooms

became more crowded. Second, as individual school populations grew, the
sheer numbers of youth exhibiting unwanted behaviors outstripped admin-

istrators' abilities to maintain control in a traditional sense. Third,

offices of school security were formed in the early 1970s to assist

administrators in maintaining control of their schools. Fourth, even while

security offices were formed, court rulings were having the effect of

forcing schools to retain increasing numbers of pupils exhibiting behaviors

that previously would have been grounds for dismissal. Fifth, with the

formation of security offices, school-based offenses came to be reported with

a consistency and thoroughness previously unknown. Sixth, a tangle of

research and analysis,errors plague existing data, so that clear visions

of "actual" problems are not forthcoming. Seventh, a certain amount of

student crime and violence has come to be expected in schools today.

Eighth, in cities where security offices have been in effect for a few

Years, there may begin to be a reduction of the ratio between- property and

personal crimes such that personal crimes APPEAR-to be increasing -- whereas

they really are simply becoming more visible.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: This paper is intended PRIMARILY as

a guide for persons- preparing to conduct research into the area of

school-based crime and/or violence. It is mandatory reading for such

persons, and is useful reading for the general public.

FEDERAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: This article is intended to be used as an

aid or policy analysis. It is mandatory reading for policy-oriented

persons at the Federal, State, or local levels.

';PREVENTABLEPROPERTY.--DAMAGE: VANDALISM AND BEYOND

Thaw,..:Richard..T., and David Feldman.-
International University'.Of Sap-Diego

SUMMARY: The in-.this-p40erthat actt againSt,!Properti
arise-T0iffereht_WaYS and that focus on preventable 'daMagle.(whiCh,_requi.

no.aSsarnOtib!Ohatthe act is an abnormal Jie)allows:-__jhdividualSto- 'take

responsibilitrfor-and:Ownership of the,-problem:(whichtheAuthOrs;-see.at.-

the first stOploards-.,makInga lasting: change
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Author astutely points out that in public schools, authorities have
traditionally viewed virtually all non-accidental damage to school
property "as an expression of vandalism intent and behavior." Unfortunately,
this leads to intervention strategies and techniques which often fail
to reduce 'vandalism costs" as greatly as had been expected. Indeed,
authors estimate that only one-sixth of all preventable property damage
traditionally termed "vandalism" is actually malicious and willful.
That means that massive interventions are frequently applied to only a
small aspect of the overall problem, and that persons planning the
interventions are constantly confronted by a problem that won't go away.
The authors' proposed VANDALISM MODEL is designed to remedy that situation.

The authors' view of vandalism treats three generic types of preventable
property damage: hostility-directed acts, acts of thoughtlessness, and acts
of carelessness. Hostility-directed acts are performed as expressions of
hostility, carrying an intent that may be revenge-seeking, change-seeking,
or gain-seeking. Acts of thoughtlessness characteristically relate to
action carried out with an intent to play. An awareness of destructive
consequences to property from play fails to override the desire to proceed
with the play. Acts of carelessness are closely associated with actions
related to littering. An intent need not be characteristic of this
performance; rather, it is an act of not caring.

The use of the model is described in three steps: "First is that information
is gathered about the state of affairs in all preventable property damage
tyPes...Second, the model prdvides patterns of elements contributing to
preventable Property damage and enables a selection of alternatives and
consequences appropriate to the pattern shown in a given school site."
Third, the model prevents the routinization of unwanted acts ale to
their continued repetition without censure.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: As is discussed in Appendix C, this
paper is a major contribution to the literature on theories concerning
vandalism. No research effort concerned with this topic should be
undertaken without first considering Thaw's dissertation -- from which
this article was adapted.

LOCAL POLICY IMPLICATIONS: All local school and school district personnel
will find this article interesting and stimulating. The planning implications

to be drawn from this work are immense.



CATEGORIES

As articles were analyzed, they were also graded and categori_zed

-.The individual grading sheets can be foUnd in Appendix-C. This Appendix

,,-.contains 'the' categorization charts.:

-Categorization charts have been developed in order that readers can

quickly see..a papers grade (expressed as a percentage), the type of

paper (either analytical or descriptive), and the approximate- content:

area (instruction, socialization, control/custody, And .soforth) ell..

on one line. Further, as the content area is specified- the-.relative

interest level-.ofthe- document is estimated. Jbus,,for-example,--Document

is ANALYTICAL, scored-95% on the grading Sheet,.ancUmould be:-interesting

the:GENERALOBOCas well as toavACADEMICAUpIENCE...

In Some cases,. document interest spans content areas. DASHED LINES
-`.

are used to span a- contentarea n included as an area covered in

particular paper-. SOLID LINES-JOin content areas that are

theAdcument,



KEY: O =no interest at all
lmecademic interest
2=public interest
3=Federal interest

CATEGORIZATIONS

DESCRIPT.

CONTENT DIMENSION

CERTIFICATION
INSTRUCTION SOCIALIZATION

EVALUATION

CONTROL PHYSICAL
CUSTODY ENVIRON.

-_-_-_-___ -----------

=== = ------- ----- ===

1 0 8



2.-public.-interest

-:INSTRUCTION
CERTIFICATION CONTROL'

EVALUATION CUSTODYSOCIALIZATION
PHYSICAL'
ENVIROO

VOLUME TV THEORETICAL PAPERS ON SCHOOL CRIME AND POVERTY

-VOLUME THREE: ADDITIONS TO THE ORIGINAL IND VOLUMES OF PAPERS

1 --------

0/1

lflf , t,

1 0 0



APPENDIX

GROUPINGS

It appeared to this reviewer that the STRONGEST articles in this

collection could be usefully grouped into four categories. Although

articles listed in the second and the third groupings can be read in

any order, those articles listed in the first and fourth groupings are

definitely placed in a recommended sequence.



102,

PAPERS DISCUSSING THE NATURE, -- EXTENT,: AND/OR HISTORICAL
IMPORTANCE OF CRIME AND VIOLENCE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

TITLE OP ARTICLE

Are Students Behaving Worse than they Used To?

Crime and Punishment in the Schooling Process: A
Historical Analysis.

Trends -in Student Violence and Crime in-Secondary
Schools from 1950 to 1975: A Historical View.

Understanding School-Based Violence, A Litany of Issues.

The Fearof- School-Based Crimes and Rational Responses.

In This In Suppo
Volume Volumes

88 unassigned-

430 882

58 1199

93 v-3 unassigned-.

74 225 v-2



GROUPING TW

PAPERS DISCUSSING THE SOCIETAL
VIEWPOINT OF CRIMES IN-_SCHOOLS

-TITLE OF ART cLE-

In This

VolUme

Obsolescence of Adolescence. 24

School Crime as a Function of Person-Environment Fit. 32

Poverty, School Control Patterns, and Student Disruption. 36

School, Alienation, and Delinquency. 38

Juvenile Offenders and the Schools. 5

The Human Ecology of School Crime. 18

School and Community Linkages in Socialization: Avenues
f Alienation. 61

Crime and Disruption among Appalachian Students: A
Personal Response. 65

Combat-Neurosis in Inner-City Schools. 86

103'

In SUOP rti09
Voliimet:1,20

474

609

711

762

140

374

1266

1367

unassigned, v-3



104,

PAPERS DISCUSSING THE SCHOOL'S
VIEWPOINT OF CRIMES IN SCHOOLS

Deviant Subcultures and the Schools.

In This In Supporting
Volume Volumes 1,2,3

6

Scholastic Experiences, Self-Esteem, and Delinquency. 22

School Violence and the Social Organization of High. Schools 26

Rebellion Against Authority in High Schools. 29

The Creation of Deviant Behavior in American High Schools. 49

School Crime and Conduct Disorder. 52

Assumptions Underlying Programs Used to Prevent or
Reduce ViolenCe in Secondary Schools. 59 1239-

The-Social Patterning 6f Deviant Behaviors in School. 66 1386

Perspectives on Absenteeism in High Schools. 84 unassigned,

Student Behavior,-the Depersonalization of Blame, aind

the. SOciety.:of Victims. 90 unassigned, .v-3.

Fear,' Social Control, and the Solicitation to Violence
in Schools. 90 unassigned, v-3-

:School-Team Trainings for Reducing Violence in Schools:
The Pragmatic Answer to Theoretical Constructs. 92 unassigned,

163

419

512

574

979

1100
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GROPING. FOUR:

PAPERS' DISCUSSING THE
SPECIAL-CASE OF VANDALISM.

In This In SuPPortin11
Volume Volumes:1,2,3

Understanding Vandalism.

Preventable Property Damage: Vandalism and Beyond. 94 unassigned,

Vandalism in High Schools: An Exploratory Discussion. 14 294

An Aesthetic Theory of School Vandalism. 1 1

Intrinsic Rewards in School Crime.

-kPreparadigmatic Field: A Review of Research on
School. Vandalism.

238

71 1540
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APPENDIX

DOCUMENT GRADING FORMS

'Readers are cautioned that h "document grading score' is meant

only as a very-roUgh guage of the o2J21ILAAlity of-vparticUfarpaper.-

Documents were graded across three general dimensions: (a) logic/clarity

f presentation; (b) existence/uniqueness of theory; and (6) utility/

applicability of findings. Because each score is an amalgum of twelve

separate evaluations (see forms on following pages) it is possible.tO be

misled by falsely high or falsely low single'scOres. That is, a paper

may present a brilliant theory and be well organized, but have no practical

utility. In such a case, the .score would likely fall somewhere in the

80s. On the other hand, a paper could have been poorly written, internally

illogical, but presented a unique idea with a practical and novel approach

and also.be scored in the 80s. In a few cases, papers which this reviewer

found to be compelling and enlightening received grades somewhat lower than--

expected or personally desired due precisely to the forced objectivity

of the grading system: the opposite was true somewhat more frequently.

C"cerniMethodolo-
Since a check in the "no" column counted as one point instead of

-zero points_, the LOWEST possible score is 12 (20%). Since this is such an

informal scoring system, and since frequency distribution would. be unchanged,

in either case, no attempt has been made to recalculate on base-zero.

In many cases -- particularly in later papers -- explanations are

proVidedformany of- the twelve separate evaluation items-. These may be;_,
- -

,

. .

Of-,,--interest-to readers, -for they further explain the final-

6

1o7-.



FORM I

DOCUMENT GRADING

Document Designation: A

Title:AN AESTHETIC THEORY OF SCHOOL VANDALISM

Author: Allen, Vernon L,_ and DoOd_EI, areenberger _

DIMENTION

MECHANICS

SUBSTANCE

CHARACTERISTIC

emn d ned
er of ca Dean ze

Vin' .n nra

Problem important nd

no oach

v n u _ conc
a ca on
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A. Reviewer takes exception to some of the premises of the author. Although
the paper is internally consistent, it will not withstand attack upon:-
theipremises.HThat is,AF:the-opening paragraph of this paper is not
accepted, most of the remainder of the work takes on a different degree
of seriousness and importance.
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A) One sentence in the "conclusions" section negates the premise upon
which thiS entire artiele is based. See "Problems" section of text.

more OPINION than THEORY.
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Although there is no question about ti
is 'extremely long and tremendously

is paper being
complicated.

1 celly orga ed,

The body of the paperis one of the most heavily documented pieces -I have

ever seen. The'opening "statement of the problem," however,- IS badly

tiutdated. Literature citations are of the wrong sort, and the figures

cited:are.lekeVat face value. Rewriting of the introduttory section would

be manditery preceding publication.
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A) number of theories are presented, but none 'of them ere original, none
of them are productions.of this author.

B) Builds on previa . but not on research into the applicability
of the theories to real situations of school crime.

Conclusions reflect opinion only.
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of Author's bias.

This reviewer had the feeling that the conclusions were forced by he
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A)

A)

A) This seems to be a story of a Job Corps Camp during the history of
which a few questions` occurred to the Administrators who in turn were
able to locate funding for related research -- which is now reported
here.

suppose the ability to get a volunteer program involving high -risk
yOuthio cooperate with the rules and regulations is important, but
it certainly is a small field, and one that changes with the constrain
impinging on each different institution of this kind throughout the
country.

C) The underlying theory is probably something like behavior modification,
but the author% appear to be inventing this one as they go along, and
there is no reference to theoretical bases for projects undertaken.
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A) Authors., fail_ to differentiate between different kinds of crimes, or

between the difference betWeeh'criminal and disciplinary misbehaviors

'70 a. result;Ipaper lacks sand tends to wander about the topie.
. ;.1.,:r.

OiThe.paper read.asii.f.it7.had,not been written from an outline. That
Paragraphs did:not. present-single ideas, and groups of pages under

none-heading did not-support,the-heading. This work was very difficult
tck:read,-and.hadlto be read three times before the meaning could be

derived.
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The approach
is'not unique or novel in

academic circles, but it is very
difficult for the public -- or the administrator

of a violent
school:--

to feel much
sympathy for an

historical perspective.
That, of course,

is just what
the authors of this paper

are driving at that an inability
to appreciate

the historical sense of violence
against students and

(resultant?) violence against schools is destined
to continue the problem

in a vicious
circle unless something is done,

Not further
study, but viable

alternatives that can be used as
substitutes

as corporal
punishment is outlawed (by

Executive Order?).
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A) AUthors were asked to write about a theory of school-based crime
and/or violence. .,What is presented here manages10:1nd up with a
theory, but only by accident. This paper really,lua,report of
ethnographic research in a school. :From THAT; perspective, the
problems are defined, but not from the perspective with which
other papers in this set'are being Judged.

Authors seem to make no diStinction:between-disroders'and
Within possible crime groups, authorS make-no distinction.'

Again, it depends whether you.judge'rthisrwork as areport o
a study .(in which case it deserves 105"),',or as a-discours
on a theory.(in whichcase it deserves a "1 ")..1 leave it
Other readers to decide....

For some reason, a second.Schoolls-suddenly introduced in.the .!'conclU
Section of this paper and discussed with respect,to..the probable
-success of combining the negotiated and bureaucratic management styles.
Not only- does- this .violate writing-structure rules about what can
go into a summary/conclusion-section, rit.introducesNEW:

information .upon
ishith'elements'oflheir!theory-it_based.:
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Paper seemed to ramble. Too many examples are provided of
Situations that were, on thier surface, quite obvious.

Little difference between the premises and the conclusions.
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A) The r geur of the methodology is perhaps more novel
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hen the theme.
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It was Very difficult to figure out where this author was going
with his argument. Only 2/3 of the way through did it finally
co me clear. Although there is a clear problem statement in the
beginning of the work, it Is not really the problem that is
being addressed.

Internally terms are defined: globally, they are not. That i_
when terns are used within the context,of the theories being
discussed, author provides reasonable explanations. On the other
hand, this paper is speaking of delinquent behavior and gang
behavior without bothering to explain the KINDS of delinquent or
gang behavior is intended.

) This work was presented originally -- almost in this form, according
to the author -- in'1967 in lbei'resident's Task Force Report on
Juvenile Delinquency. This reviewer admits to some surprise that
the author has4een so unsuccessful In getting! this'

':13y an'academic audience in the past'eleven'years. This surprise
'translates into caution concerning the validity of the theory.-

THE PROBLEM IS
ACADEMIC
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A) Being as objective as possible, I would comment that though I

thought the problem was timely and important before reading this
paper, I am now convinced that the problem is Tess important than
I had believed.

B

C

The uniqueness of the approach lies not in the naturre
historical interpretation -- but in the fact that this
willing and able to debunk popular opinion and obth.

tysis -r
S

Normally, I would comment that some follow-up study should be
commissioned to verify these findings. Since the Safe School Stud
of the National Institute of Education is a:subsequent an ver y ng
Study. no further research is required.
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A) The problem is really an academic ono, and only Inn ortant and ti
if you happen to be working in this small field.

B) Thcepproach is not new or unusual the approach sieply is that one
should use reason and thoughtfullness when Planning a program.

y

C) More development of the theme about the utility/nonutility of addressing
individual and group motivations would be useful.
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A) The Problem of socialization linkages is timeless and ongoing.
Its importance depends on the attitudes of the person making the
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Coordinate All Federal Juvenile Delinquency Programs -- and remaining
familiar with the lack of success that Council has realized to this day
I am loath to suggest any National utility from this document.
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do an outstanding job of that in thier full-scale fihal report of this study.

In an attempt to summarize their study of-1974 authOrS have created
an article rather by:committeelt seems, SectionS that should.,be
paragraphs appear and paragraphs hold more than one idea.

When, this paper first came out, it was.one of theJIAJOR research.pieces
that,convinced Congress not to intervene:in_highichool:_rietS: Also, since
this work was funded by the Law Enforcement. Assistance Administration, it
cakbc,viewed as the earlie5t piece of LEAA - supported research on violence
in schools.
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